
He expressed his concerns about it And this is

where you have to make sure th0t we have proven the issue

about Desais knowleoge Not only his knowledge and trainng

and so forth but Nthahs even confronts him about this and

expresses the risk tc Desi Ano what what is Desais

response to that Desais response is just go ahead and do

it Thats what his resoonse is to that Hey if we reuse

the syringes 0nd we reJsing the bottles of propofol this

could cause problem Jus do it Ano if you then do it and

10 you have the knowledge whether youre the direct actor or

11 Desai youre both eoully guilty

12 Now this is important and this is where these

13 bottles come in July 2007 And this is in evidence

14 You can make the cclcu tions yourself Room Ms Hubbard

15 If you go through 0no ado up all of these milligram amounts

16 you come up with for Room 5400 milligrams There are 66

17 -- if you add up if you qo throuqh this on each one of these

18 things ano you see where the times are tYe first one for

19 example has 350 cc or excuse me three 50 milligram

20 injections Thats ccs piece one 10 cc syringe

21 flat means if you werent reusing syringes youd

22 have to use two syringes Go through that process on every

23 one of these and you come up with in Room that they would

24 have -- if they were not reusing they woulc have needed 66

25 syringes for that room alone that day They did 34 patients
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15 EGDs 19 colons if you can see that

Room Lakeman This is how much was used 4102

milligrams of propofol 49 syringes if no reuse 31 patients

Agair mix of -- of the procedures total of 115 syrirges

if no reuse 65 patients thats 1.77 syringes per patient if

no reuse

Now the propofol same thing the 25th 20 --

these are 20 ml bottles There were two used that day

Th0ts 400 milligrams milliliter per 10 milligrcms 50 ml

10 bottles 20 were useo 10000 milligrams According to

11 injection amounts that number the 5400 from the previous and

12 the 00 from the previous slide gives you 9502 milligrams

13 You subtract or the checkout amount was this amount the

14 10400 If you subtract that you end up with or 898

15 milligrams which is 8.98 mls Thats how much was wasted

16 flat is representation of how much propotol was

17 0dminstered to 65 patients Thats how much wcs qiven

18 thats how much ws wasted They werent wasting drop If

19 you start thinking about the amount of waste from just residue

20 inside bottle that doesnt get out and in that many bottles

21 thats how much ladies ano gentlemen

22 Now on the 21st Room Nathahs same -- same

23 deal This is Nathahs now 5970 milligrams If no reuse

24 going through that same process it would have been 71 to 73

25 Dependirg on how you do it There was way to make it less
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50 made it less because didnt want to misrepresent So

71 to 73 syringes if no reuse

Room Lakeman he used this much 57 syringes if

nc reuse He hd 31 patients So there was either 129 or 131

syringes that would have needed to be used that day if they

had not reused the syringes 2.05 or 2.08 syringes per

patient You know from this chart here the number of

patients that they oidnt have enough for two syringes per

patient With all inventory combined at both clinics

10 The propofol same thing There were no 20s used

11 that day There were 24 SOs used that day for total of

12 12000 miilgrams Reported injection amounts were this the

13 amount checked out was that and you subtract those and its

14 1260 milligrams for total of 12.6 milliliters Thats the

15 waste Thats representation of how much was actually given

16 to patients that day This is how much was wasted between two

17 rooms two CRNAs 63 patients think it was th0t day

18 They did not waste drop and there werent enough

19 syringes to give that medication the way it was supposed to be

20 given They had to oo both The cardinal sin from everybody

21 thats testified here They hd to reuse syringes and reuse

22 propofol on the same patient

23 That -- and how oid the CDC how oid -- when Miriam

24 Alter came in and said in New York remember that they

25 couldnt figure it out the person haont disclosed that they
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had done ths stuff They had to go baok to this the supply

issue They found out that there werent enough supplies to

do what the person said they were doing It exactly the

same situaton here There were not enough supulies

Now the scopes this is possibilIty Langley

saic very low likelihood Alter said it has r.ever been the

scope In all of those studies its never been them No

evicence that she saw here that implicated the scpes And

she went back and looked at all the data tha- they had done

10 And not only did she concur but she said its not the scopes

11 The defense expert Mr Norman even low low low

12 low probabiity that the scopes would be the mehnism Ard

13 hes testifed previously in another case where three

14 patients it wasnt the scopes

15 The infected patients were done back to back and

16 Im talking about these right here If its the scopes for

17 these patierts to net nfected ladies and qertlemen from the

18 scope because theres no way that youre going to gc in to

19 minutes cleaning Youd have to literally take the infected

20 scope out ard take it and put it right back in the next

21 patient and take that one out and put it right nack in tne

22 next patient three in row Its not the scopes

23 None of the infected patients had any common scooes

24 If you look at your chart here there is place and let ne

25 see if can find it Where is it Oh here it is scope
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number That column none of the scope numoers are the same

Its not the scopes The biopsy forceps hao been

discontinued They didnt reuse them anymore

Theres only so mary ways you can get blood borne

transmission They saw the pr0ctice -t was admitted to it

was observed The CDC looked into the cleaning and found the

Nedivators at that time were functional You head about the

stuff that happened before but they were functional at this

time Another reason why its not the scopes

10 The saline flush issue Different nurses on on

11 9/21 There were two different nurses that worked on 9/21

12 No evidence at all that there was any issue between -- and you

13 heard that from Janine Drury Lef Krueger and Lynette

14 Campbell

15 Now the saline flush issue Tkey had no reason to

16 reuse No one observed any reuse or anything by any person

17 And Stacy Hutchison what about Stacy Hotchison She came in

18 and testified to what She came in and tolc you that she was

19 the one persor out of the whole group who actually remembered

20 her flush She remembered it because she was curious She

21 watched it

22 What did she tell you When the person came out to

23 do the flush they popped the top off of brand new saline

24 bottle brand new saline bottle was used for her flush

25 There is no way that Stacy Hutchison down here who gets
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brand new saline bottle oould be infected from this patient if

it wac through that mechanism

And we know that on the 25th it was Ziyad Sharrieff

was tce source and that the contamination started with him and

mcved to Mioh0el Washington both of which were Lakemans

patierts ard no nurse or sa me flush was implioated there

Its not the saline flushing

DIsregard for the patient Sagendorf Started

procedures and would not stop despite knowing Desais

10 knowledee of risk Krueger This is -- this is one related to

11 Krueger where we know absolutely that Desai knew the risk

12 And woy Its not stretch to see how he disregards it when

13 hes disregarded it here

14 Youve got Krueger Desai was oroering staff to

15 reuse the biopsy forceps Krueger goes to Desai and the tells

16 him he says look you cant do this He presents him with

17 paper scIentific paper that says this Is rIsk behavior

18 You canrot do it Desai acknowledges Krueger goes away

19 because remember he was at Burnham

20 Later Krueger hears from the staff that hey look

21 hes pressuring us to do this again even thouoh Ive just hao

22 the conversation and Ive given him the paper and he knows the

23 risk ann hes agreed to not do it because of the risk What

24 happens He had to go hack over to Desai

25 And the only reasor that that ever happened why the
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reuse stopped was because he manufacturer found uut abuut it

and they started brining in the scopes or not the scopes

but the biopsy forceps on par rate or par thing where they

just kept replacing them so the staff never could run out and

they didnt cost Desai anythno Qdditionally So because they

didnt cost Desai anything additionally he ddnt care So

its not the biopsy forceps

Ziyod Sharrieff the source pat ent That man did

not want to be part of the infection That man certainly

10 Kenneth Rubino didnt want to Michael Washington was

11 infected You saw him Who among you woulo want to have

12 liver transplant regardless of how much money you got Stacy

13 Hutchison Patty Aspinwall Gwendolyn Martin Sonia Orellono

14 Carole Grueskin

15 Dr Worman on the st0nd absolutely no evidence in

16 the literature of any nfiltration of the hepatitis virus

17 into the brain Three out of the four papers provided to

18 him show just that Invasion of -- hepatitis viral RNA into

19 astrocytes within the brain

20 Lewis came in anc told you that she was mentaliy

21 okay he was her patient excuse me she was his patient

22 until she had the colonoscopy And even unti later when she

23 started getting the anxiety and everything related to the fact

24 that there was an outbreak ard she was infected and she didnt

25 know what that meant Shes never recovereo
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Rodolfo Meana You know this is the the muroer

charge Ronald Lakeman is is partly -- mean his his

role here is not direct actor Its through an aiding and

abettno the conspiracy You are liable for the foreseeaole

results of those actions which you hao specifc intent to

engage in

Its not that you wanted to engage in this noL

first degree murder This is second oegree murder Its

engaging in an unlawful act the acts that he Wa5 talking

10 about which are putting people at risk Putting pecple at

11 risk conscious disregard for that risk conscicus

12 disregard for the risk known risk consciously disregaroing

13 it and somebody gets death as result of it

14 Now Rodolfo Meana this is where he is later Lco

15 at his aboomen Thats that ascites fluid that we talkec

16 about that buildup of fluid Thats what he was at the end

17 And when we look at remember Norman was sayinq gosh if

18 had any evidence that said that there was this hepatcrenal

19 syncrome onboard with this patient yeah might revisit my

20 opinion But didnt see any Oh saw some sort of thng

21 about mention of it somewhere but didnt see any evidene

22 of that

23 Did you review the medical records Yes The

24 hospital in the Philippines the records that are sitting

25 right over there this is the record that was trying to find
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the other day And that parr right there is note on tne

first seotion of the recoro And youve cot the real record

to look at but that says assessment hepatorenal syndrome

Its in the medical record -Sat is in evidence sitting right

over there

Now thats not al In the same medical record

there is chart piece of paper that has his past medical

history past medical histor July 21st to 26th of 2011

edema ascites cirrhosis issues The beginnings of kidney

10 insufficiency The beginning So hes got cirrhosis hes

11 got liver problems onboard and now hes getting the

12 beginnings of kidney problems Not the other way around

13 We move forward in rime to August 24th and 27th of

14 2011 Weve got hepatorenal syndrome of kidneys 2012 He

15 has now -- has diagnosis of this which began up here

16 progressed down here his post medical records This is

17 not the other way around

18 Hepatorenal syndrome a5 you were told by the

19 defense expert was that the ilure of the liver causes

20 damage to the kidneys and then results in as cascade

21 multi-system organ fai ure which the encephalopathy up in the

22 brain because the toxins that 0ra buildng up causes the brain

23 to eventually shut down ano you eventually oie

24 This is in the medical record not the not the

25 certificate of death the medical record in this And youll
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have it Its talking aoour uP arrest cardiopulmonary

arrest secondary to hepatitis and uremia and over here its

talking about secondary again to hepatitis The hepatitis

cued these conditions tmhe autopsy in the Philippines

confirmed h0t fact

And Dr Olson who was present who did her own

evaluation saw her own thino there brought tissues back anc

loolcec at tIe tissues concurred with that very thing So the

actua deail certificate which mirrors what was in the

10 hospital record remember the autopsy report follows the

11 hospital record and is more complete than the hospital recorc

12 because now theyve cut the body open they can do things and

13 look nsioe of it intestines 0nd the like

14 This matches up with the hospital record This

15 whole issue about why there were some wording differences

16 its the same exact kind of thing But even in the hospital

17 record even in the death certificate the underlyino cause is

18 hep0ttis If he had driven down the road with his

19 concition aid been hit by car and was killed that would be

20 supervening intervening cause of death Desai and Lakeman

21 would not be on the hook

The fact that none of that stuff happened means that

z3 although you see the word immediate that means that it has to

24 have been the focal pont of the cause of death That had to

25 have occurred in unbroken chain to the death The fact that
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because of these things you can other organ systems failing

at the time does not mean that you are not responsible

Alane Olson her decision what she testified to is

that he ultimately died as result of chronic active

hepatitis cause be hepatitis Now Ronalo Lakeman and Dipak

Desai sit in two different positions Ronald Lakeman is only

brought into this because it is 0iding and abetting his -- and

conspiring his agreeing to that process

In the scheme of things the more culpable person is

10 clearly Desai because hes the one that directed this he ran

11 the clinic he set the -- the policy he set the -- not only

12 the policy but the atmosphere in that clinic which caused the

13 conoitions for these people Ronald Lakeman being one of them

14 to engage in unsafe injectior practices which you know from

15 the evidence caused the deatY ultimately of Rodolfo Meana

16 Ladies and gentlemen that thats all have At

17 the end of the day the State believes we have proved to you

18 beyond any reasonable doubt that the crimes of criminal

19 neglect of patients and performance of an act in reckless

20 disregard and second degree murder have been proved beyond any

21 reasonable doubt that te mechanism in this case of the

22 transmission is through the Lnsale injection prcctices the

23 propofol being it There is not another a1terntive that is

24 plausible

25 Ladies and gentlemen one of the last things you
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want to say to you is that you have two instructions And

use an example to illustr0te this the direct and

circumstantial evidence instruction which is 35 and the

reasonable doubt instruction which is 32

Imagine if you wou_d that you are not in Las Veg0s

at this particular time You are someplace where it is co

really cold And youre at work and youre coming hcme and

you hear on the radio as youre coming home that there is

snow storm coming in

10 snow storm coming in that night and you drive

11 home and as youre driving home you get out of your car and

12 snowflakes start to fall Thats direct evidence that its

13 snow or snowing You see it You can feel it You can tdste

14 it You go into your house and everything is all sncwy

15 Now same situation except for you hear that you no

16 hcme you dont see any snow you get inside the house you

17 are sttinq around the table you heard fhe wind rustlinq

18 outside The leaves that are still available if there are

19 any are rustling around You go to bed

20 You wake up the next morning you come out to get

zl your paper and lo and behold directly in your field of

22 vision outside your front ooor there is snow covering the cGrs

23 and the trees and the houses and so forth flat is

z4 circumstantial evidence that it snowed last night

25 Now is it possible th0t it didnt snow last night
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Is it possible that while you slept legion of noiseless snow

blowers blew through the area blowing snow everywhere that you

were going to come out and look 0t that morning Is it

possible that Steven Spielberg or somebody came in and put

stuff out there that lockeo ike snow Is it possible

submit to you ladies and gentlemen that anything

is possible But is it reason0ble submi to you that in

that case no In this case it reasonaule for there to ne

any other mechanism of transnission in this particular case

10 other than unsafe injection practices and the mechanism of

11 that through the use of propofol with the -- with the CBNAs

12 That is what you have to determine

13 The very last thinc then Im done The theft

14 counts the insurance frauc counts you put Krowingly fase

15 information into an insurance record that youre submittinc

16 for the purposes of billng thats material to get more

17 money than you shoulo youre done Thats insurance fraud

18 The actual amount that you get back if you represent

19 to the company that youre putting in legitmate claim you

20 heard every single one of these witnesses that came in and

21 saio we rely upon good faith claims We believe the people

22 are doing it If we have any reason to not believe it we

23 dont pay the claim If they dont pay the claim theyre not

24 entitled to any of the money regardless of how legitimate or

25 not legitimate that is
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Theyre not entitled to any of the money That is

the theory by which the Stare goes for You can parse this

out If you parse it out like counsel has mentioned then

there are then most of the thefts are misdemeanor theft

counts Some them none at all if that would be the case

But ever on the flat rate ones if youre submitting cam
cr false claim ano the insurance company will not

honor if ttere is false irformation there then youre

getting every dollar more than you would ever get back

10 norma ly

11 And in this case Sonia with Culinary Sonia

12 Orellonr with Culinary was $306 was the charge Stacy

13 Hutchson wth HPN the flat rate was $90 Kenneth Rubinc

14 with ie Cross Blue Shielo was $245.12 Patty Aspinwall

15 Uniter i-ealthcare was $249.92 and Blue Cross Blue Shield

16 the seconoary was $6.8 Ziyad Sharrieff with Blue Cross

17 Blue Sheld was $206.82 Mich0el Nashinqton the VA was flat

18 rate ttat was $100 Carole Crueskin was with HPN That was

19 flat rate that was $90 Cwendolyn Martin PccifiCare was

20 $304 Rooofo Meana wth Secure Horizons also PacifiCare

21 was hunored and thirty believe one or nine dollars and

22 20 cents

23 TLe two that were separate counts of obtaining money

24 under false pretenses Individually were Sonia Orellono at

25 Culinary of 306 above the $250 and Cwendolyr Martin of
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PacifiCare of 304 above the $250 The rest of them are

aggregated You add up the dollar amounts The State submits

to you that we get to count the entire dollar amount because

they werent entitled to any of it because they were filino

false insurance claims and there is not shred of evicence

that

MR WRIGHT Objection Your Honor Thats

misstatement of whats charged Thats very

THE COURT Im sorry The bailiff was speaking to

10 me Ill see counsel at the bench And theres some ringing

11 going on up here

12 Off-record bench conference

13 THE COURT Sustained Mr Staudaher will rephrase

14 MR STAUDAHER The insurance excuse me The

15 anesthesia times were inflated which would have resulted in

16 paying them money which would have been in excess of what was

17 allowed Thats what it says in the indictment

18 The States theory is that any money would have been

19 in excess of what was allowed because of the falsity of the

20 record on those claims where it was fiat rate The rest of

21 them where there were dollar amounts involved where they got

22 specific amounts of reimbursement because of the time that was

23 given that was false they werent entitled any of it because

24 they would have never been paid

25 Ladies and gentlemen
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MR WRIGHT Mischar0cterizes the evidence Your

Honor The evidence and the testimony was that they wcu

resubmit it correctly

THE COURT All right And ladies and gentlener

again its your recollection of what the witnesses said

regarding that that should control Whether the witnesses

said to resubmit or they wouldnt pay or they would pc3i

anyvay thats entirely up to your recollection All rioht

MR STAUDAHER It all comes down to trust 0nd

10 whether or rot you conider that those things that weve

11 mentioned that the patients mean that there wasnt

12 knovn conscious risk that was disregarded by these people for

13 the purpose of getting money more money that every single

14 person that w0s involved in that clinic did what they oio

15 These two individuals meaning Desai nd Lakeman

16 Desai running the show and directing and encouraging and tke

17 like and Ron0ld Lakeman aqreeinq to do that and doing it ano

18 instructing others to do it Hes involved Theyre

19 intimately involved both of them We ask you to come back

20 with verdicts of guilty on all charges Thank you

21 THE COURT All right Thank you And Mr

22 Staudaher would you take --

23 Okay Kenny take that down so can see the jury

24 And the clerk will in moment swear the officer

25 to take charge of the jury
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OffIcer sworn to take charge of the jury

THE COURT All right Ladies ano oentlemen in

moment Im going to have all 17 of you follow the bailiff

through the rear door Because of the ate hour you will not

be oeiiberating tonight We will have you return tomorrow to

deliberate

As some or of you may know criminal jury is

composed of 12 members Five of you are the alternates who

were designated prior to ury selection so that the seleoton

10 of the alternates is somewhat random Those are Jurors No

11 14 Ms Harsonyee phonetic Juror No 15 Mr Nadonga

12 phonetic Juror No 16 Ms Conti Juror lo 17 Ms

13 Stevens and Juror No 18 Mr Keller

14 Now the role of the alternates is very important

15 and it is not over So before you leave please leave phone

16 numbers where you can be reached Because if God forbid

17 prior to the time verdict is reached one or more of the

18 other jurors cannot fulfill their obligatons you will be

19 called in

20 For that reason until you hear fron someone from my

21 chambers the bailiff or the judicial executive assistant

22 that the jury has reached verdict you must be mindful of

23 the prohibition on discussing the case reaoing watching

24 listening to any reports of or commentaries on the case doing

25 any independent research relating to the case and forming or
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expressng 0n opinion on the case

For the rest of you who will be deliberating

tcmcrrow obviously tonight you also must be mindful of that

prohibition Youre not to do anything relating to this case

discuss it 0nythng like that until you return tomorrow and

begin your deliberations with one another

Ic noment Tm going to have all of you get your

belcngirgs 0nd your notepads whioh you will be turning over

to the naiiff beThre you leave He will be distributing

10 parking tiokets vouohers whatever to all of the jury so you

11 oan get your oars tonight

12 And then the bailiff will give you further

13 direotions on uhen to return and make sure that the alternates

14 all have good numbers so that if God forbio somebody becomes

15 sick or someti-ing like that we can be able to contact you

16 So having said that if youd all get your things

17 and bai 1ff ftrouoh the rear door

18 Jury recessed 0t 658 p.m
19 ThE COURT We probably already have l1 of the

20 lawyers ce phone numbers but just make sure that Denise

21 has gooo numbers for all of you As said theyll be going

z2 home tonight 0nd then probably 900 or 930 tomorrow coming

23 back

24 MR SANTACROCE wanted to put an objection on the

25 record During Mr Staudahers closing he asked the jury
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improperly it -- how would they feel if they --

THE COURT Yes Put

MR SANTACROCE -- had to have --

THE COURT -- themselves in the

MR SANTACROCE liver transplQnt

THE COURT shoes of the viotims by having

liver transplant

MR SANTACROCE Improper proseoutoric misoonduot

THE COURT oaught it as well but didnt sua

10 sponte do anything beoause then he moved on ard figured that

11 might be worse and nobody objeoted

12 Eut did -- did c0toh it as well when he said how

13 would you lke to have liver transplant And thats kind of

14 asking them to put themselves in the shoes of the viotims

15 And he moved on and thats why didnt oall Iim to the benoh

16 and nobody asked

17 But youre right Mr Santaorooe ocuqht it too

18 All right Well like said leave numbers and --

19 MS WECKERLY Just for the reoord from the States

20 perspective th0t oertainly wasnt the only improper argument

21 that was made during the closing

22 THE COURT Yes Ms Weokerly As you kno
23 cautioned believed and mentioned at the bench that

24 thought Mr Wright was orossing the line when he suggested

25 when he was disparaging opposing oounse_ by making the
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suggection

MS WECKERLY Yeah

THE COURT that there should be some kind of

discipl1nar b0r action taker against opposing counsel

felt like that was crossing the line to disparaging cpposicg

ccunsel

Is thQt what you were talking aboum Ms Weckerly

MS WECKERLY That was one of them

MR WRIGHT -- dispute it did not sugget

10 any disciplinory act against counsel said the State of

11 Nevada And said counsel as officers of the court

12 dont buy this distinction that can put up someone and let

13 them say something when know it is false They didnt

14 commit

15 THE COURT No

16 MR WRIGHT -- perjury up there Those witnesses

17 qave false nformation and it was 11 of them aided by the

18 State And that is unethica 0nd improper didnt say

19 anything about that in my closing argument didnt say it

20 was unethical It happens to violate the prosecutorial

21 function of the district attorneys office

22 THE COURT Well perhaps misheard you because

23 what heard was something about their licenses or something

24 like that

25 MR WRIGHT did not
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MR sTAUDAHER Thats what thie state

THE COURT which to me

MR STAUDAHER -- heard as well

THE COURT Im sorry

MR STAUDAHER Thats what the State heard as

well

THE COURT heard something auoub teir licenses

which to me is their license to practce 10w which suggests

that there should be disciplin0ry actor taken against them

10 You know again -- didnt say anltsing during when the

11 comment was made

12 They didnt object but to me uink it was

13 getting to disparaging opposing counsel by sugoesting that the

14 -- nean the suggestion was thcught that the State Bar

15 should you know take some action against their licenses

16 That was you didnt say that explicitly but that was the

17 suggestion

18 For the record Ms Weckerl tvhiot else are you

19 alludng to

20 MS WECKERLY just wantec just wanted to

21 clarify on the record seeino Mr Santacroce felt like it was

22 necessary to add that in that you kno there were lot of

23 things said during defense counsels argument We didnt

24 object Certainly objecting during that point is sort of

25 strategy call
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THE CuURT Right

MS WECKERLY for us But its not like its

proper argument Ann it went way over the line in my mind

And its you know we dont have remedy to that so it

shnulc

THE COURT yeah but think

MS WECKERLY be on the recorn

THE COURT think its important Ms Weckerly

if it ever comes to an appeal 0nd the Courts looking and

10 doing some kird of totality analysis or something like that

11 what exactly youre referring to that Mr Santacrnce did

12 MR SANTACROCE Did do something that -- she

13 didnt object

14 MR WRIGHT dont understand Tell me the line

15 mean Id like rulng Tell -- tell me line crossed

16 over nidnt engage in prosecutnrial misconduct didnt

17 do what went on in this courtroom

18 THE COURT No one

19 MR WRIGHT And so

20 THE COURT All right

21 MR WRIGHT all did --

22 THE COURT All Im saying no one is saying that

23 you did anything wrong in your guestionng of the witnesses or

24 your presentation of the evidence or that you were unethical

25 in any way
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The implication was sort of thought and think

Ms Weckerly and Ms Staudaher thought was maybe heard

it wrong was that you were somehow suggesting that they

should ne disciplined by the bar in some way mean

thought heard licenses or something to that effect Id don

remember the

MR WRIGHT said lawyer exceeds his license

Thats phrase

THE COURT Okay

10 MR WRIGHT use as an officer when Im in

11 here exceed my license when put witness up there and

12 let them say something --

13 THE COURT There is nothing to you know think

14 that thats certainly fine comment that -- that they put up

15 you know witnesses who testified inconsistent with what was

16 known ir the documents You said that oont know that --

17 MS WECKERLY Right But that doesnt mean that

18 theyre lying

19 THE COURT That doesnt

20 MS WECKERLY Thats their perspective We dont

ul show them the procedure books and gc hey Marion count this

22 back up youre wrong on that assessment

MR WRIGHT got news for you cant put

24 witness on but get some nutcase that thinks its

25 hes going to put my client somewhere else or something and
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know its absolutely false and Im just going to stick it on

THE COURT Well dont

MR WRIGHT got better shot --

THE COURT Okay

MR WRIGHT at doing that

TITLE COURT dont know if

MR WRIGHT -- as defense attorney --

THE COURT -- the State wants to

MR WRIGHT -- than the State does

10 THE COURT defense themselves Eut think you

11 know when you went through the numbers and you said oh

12 there was 77 Im looking at -- well 60 to 80 dont know

13 that fits ir there dont think it was so far above what

14 was in the books to suggest th0t its deliberate proseoutorial

15 misconduct

16 MS WECKERThY We brought in the books

17 THE COURT And that was their -- that was their

18 perception that they were rushed And so you know dont

19 know the State wants to defend themselves in any way but

20 that was my perception of right or wrong Im sitting

21 here Im listening to everything that was my perception

22 Mr Staudaher in your own oefense --

23 MR STAUDAHER Part of it was and laid it out

24 for the jury in the very beginning ano said it in opening

25 said look these witnesses these witnesses are going to
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come and we youre going to have to evaluate what you

believe and dont believe with regard to them because

obviously they -- they have different issues

They saw everything going bad 0t the clinic and

didnt do anything wrong whch is inconsistent with the

evioenoe Im telling them that up front that theres going

to -- theyre going to hear stuff from these titnesses tnats

inconsistent with the evidence as we know it and that its in

So dont know what more to do to even preface that

10 w0snt reguired to do that but think that that

11 was something we did in advance to give them tte jury

12 heaos up that these are not clean untalnteo witnesses that

13 are going to be coming in in this case tnat they got

14 information that youre going to have to eva uate it And

15 theres an instruction on that that the -- that the Court

16 gives So dont know what to say mean other than

17 its

18 THE COURT Well -- dont know

19 MR STAUDAHER thought was improper as

20 well

21 THE COURT think that the oefense would be

22 complaining if they had shown them all the books and said hey

23 theres 55 on this day make sure you say theres 55 on this

24 day then the allegation wou be witness coaching So

25 mean dont know --
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MR WRIGHT disagree dont -- rhink youre

trying to suorcoat what occurred here Ive moved for

mistrials over it

THE COURT Ml rioht Well --

MR WRIGHT thicK it w0s absolutely improper back

at the oegirning of the case when they when they said that

motve of ti-is w0s to save money on propofol and thats why

they went for i-Os and ti-e3 put witnesses and they put up --

THE COURT Hey

10 MR WRIGHT false

11 THE COURT W0ft minute First of all Im not

12 trying to sugarcoat anything Secondly agreed with Mr

13 Santacroce who said it was misconduct Thirdly agreed with

14 you on the N0rcy Sampson testimony on the dosages and the

15 vials and everythng ese whoh wasnt accurate

16 However do riot agree with you that if witnesss

17 perception is 70 and the true number is 55 that somehow the

18 State should show them the book and say hey youre wrong

19 Look its 55 testify to 55 To me that is clear witness

20 coaching and would be would be not what they should do

21 mean its their perception as Ms Weckerly said So no Mr

22 Wright dont --

23 MR WRIGHT But --

24 THE COURT agree with you on that That doesnt

25 mean Im trying to sugarcoa anything that the State may have
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done All Im saying is that is my perception sitting up

here My perception may be right it may be wrong But all

can tell you is what my honest perception is

Ard my honest perception is when look at thoce

numbers and thats what peopie perceived that the State is

not knowing putting forth perjured testimony number one

And number two that it would have been wrong from them to

tell these people hey no th0ts the wrong number testify

to this rig5t number here w5ich we can show you in the book

10 mean they cant do that because if theyre

11 mistaken that has to come out and then that goes to their

12 overall memory and credibility Like hey they said it was

13 80 what else are they confused 0bout What else are they

14 mistaken about

15 Im not going to debate this with you Thats my

16 perception

17 Ms Weokerly do you want to put --

18 MS WECKERLY No

19 THE COURT You know you said Mr Santacroce did

20 something wrong didnt really catch it but think to be

21 fair to Mr S0ntaorooe you ought to say what it was

MR SANTACROCE Yeah Id like to 1ern

23 MS WECKERLY No Im not -- no thats not where

24 my objection was

25 THE COURT Okay Because like didnt didnt
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catch anything and

MR WRIGHT didnt didnt state it was

perjury of the witnesses and dont think if you reao the

prosecution function in the ABA standards --

THE COURT Mr Wrght

MR WRIGHT what they are not supposed to oo is

ask the witness the ouestion and -- and pull it out of them

when they krow didnt say tell them to give different

answer The prosecutor cannot elicit information or

10 inferences th0t are false and you dont bring it out And

11 its right in the ABA stanoards br the prosecution function

12 And thats exactly what happened here and it happened with

13 the propofol pricing also

14 THE COURT agree with you on the propofol part

15 MR WRIGHT Okay That is unethical and it

16 violates the standaros of practice And when pointed it

17 out its like Im doing something wrong for pointing it out

18 to the jury

19 THE COURT Who said you were doing anything wrong

20 MR WRIGHT thought crossed over the line and

21 cant fino the line

22 THE COURT Well perhaps misheard you or perhaps

23 didnt articulate it but think Mr Staudaher and Ms

24 Weckerly kind of heard it the same way heard it which was

25 somehow suggesting you know that they dont know
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shouldnt be lawyers or shouldnt thats knd of how

heard it but dont know what they heard

MR WRIGHT didnt intend that And if -- it

came out that way apologize and misstated it Because

didnt intend dont oo dont compflin and seno

anybody to the bar didnt on my go go free letter

was Scott Mitchell didnt run to the oar and say you were

unethcal or something dont do that and diont intenc

to

10 THE COURT All right Well maybe it was mishearo

11 or whatever

12 MS STANISH Juoge just to note see that some

13 of the States exhibits have tabs all over them just want

14 to make sure ll the little go to marks --

15 THE COURT Okay Basically

16 MS 5TANISH -- are taken off

17 THE COURT were making sure that the tabs are

18 off and you folks have made sure that any hichlighted

19 exhibits have been substituted out for non-hichlighted

20 exhibits correct

21 MR 5TAUDAHER believe so

22 THE COURT Okay If Im sure she wont catch

23 anything If she does catch something then obviously toe

24 court clerk will contact you and make sure we have clean

25 exhibit But think --
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MR STAUDAHER The only

THE COURT theyve all done that already

MR STAUDAHER highlighting that we ever did was

in yellow phctcccpy of hat doesnt show up So if

theres an issua wth and think saw the same thing with

defense coursels exhibits We can just have them make copy

as far as thats ccncerned

THE COURT eah dont foresee an issue

What time 0re they coming back

10 THE MARSHAL 9H0 Judge

11 THE COURT Okay

12 Court recessed for the evenino at 711 p.m
13 oOo

14 cut Lt_7 cr
ccttLc in cct cIt.ti

15 tn

16
IN

17
Ik

18 JTLII TuLIER

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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icr tneir theory to be valid the infected propofol would have

to go from room to room And when Dr Schaefer was presenteo

the evidence that they didnt have at the time of their

investigation her conclusion was that she would have to --

she would have to reconsider her opinion

Now Ms Weckerly made comment in her closing tha

we know that propofol went from room to room We dont know

that What we know and what the evidence sugoested was that

0t the eno of the day the propofol would be taken and

10 collected and the half used or partially used bottles would be

11 thrown out and the full bottles would be returned to the

12 locker

13 So when she made the statement that we know that

14 propofol wert from room to room to room she wasnt talking

15 about July 25 2007 and she wasnt talking about September

16 2007 Because we know on those particular days Dr Carrol

17 -- let me qet this easel We miqht as well no to this thinq

18 dread it but were going to h0ve to do it

19 We know that on September 21st Dr Carrol was the

zO occtor for the source patient Kenneth Rubino And we know

21 that Dr Carrol testified that he never saw propofol go from

z2 room to room And we also krow that Dr Carrol testified that

23 he never saw CRNA leave procedure room in the middle of

24 procedure

25 WSat evidence and testimony do you have ladies ano
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gentlemen to show that on September 21 2007 or July 25

2007 that the propofol went from room to room You have no

evidence of that And as Dr Fischer told you in order for

the States theory to be valid thered have to be showirq

that the propofol went from room to room They dont have

that

The CDC issued their trip report and their

preliminary findings and they said this was the likely

mechanism of transmisson Were not dealing with likelys or

10 maybes or probablys Two men sit here and their life is at

11 stake on probablys and maybes 0nd likelys Our system doesnt

12 work that way There has to be proof beyono reasonable

13 doubt We cant specu ate as to how the transmission

14 occurred There has to be proof beyond reasonable doubt

15 And submit to you ladies and gentlemen the State

16 has failed miserably in tha regard But how did the State

17 net to this position Well lets no back in time again

18 March 2008 Detective Whitel3 as he testified where is he

19 He left wanted to point to him Ive got nobody to point

20 to

21 Detective Whitely Detective Whitely said he was

22 tolc he was getting ths case and hes assigned to

z3 investigate So what ooes he do He looks at what is out

/4 there What did the CDC say What did the BLC concur What

25 did what did Brian Labus suoscribe to It was all that it
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was through these unsafe injection practices arid coritciriiiatiuri

of propofol

Now Detective Whitely told you that you know they

eliminated all these other things Well did they really

eliminate all the other things They conducred scorch

warrant of the clinic They identified the scopes They were

smart enough to take picture of the scopes but they ddrt

impound the scopes

Now why is that important Because you hove scorn

10 testimony over and over in this case that possible mecrorism

11 of transmission was the scopes the dirty scopes We han

12 testimory as to how to clean the scopes Dr Nemec told you

13 his practice is to clean them for 55 minutes Why Because

14 that potential mechanism for transmissior

15 The scopes werent impoundec and the detective solo

16 you well you know we probably coulont have found anlthno

17 It was four months later Well maybe you couldnt hove found

18 the hepati but you may have been able to find there w0s

19 fecl matter in the scopes and in the in the grooves of the

20 scopes Moybe you would have been able to fird is there wOS

Ll blood ir the scopes

22 But that wasnt dore in this partioulr case VQry

23 Because there was preconceved notion and idea thdt the

24 mechanism of transmission was the contamirated propofol

25 So now the the search warrant reveals all of
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these patient records Anc Metropolitan Police Department

decides well were going to put all this information in

nice little chart and were going to present this to the jury

So they do that

Only theres problem bec0use the nice little

chart that theyve preparec doesnt substantiate the theory of

the trarsmission So ncw the State tries to distance

themselves They say well all the times are wrong You

cant go by the times Anc so you know it doesnt

10 doesnt work

11 Well okay _ets get rid of the times Right away

12 this testified that the seeuene of patents was accurate

13 And what oo we find when we ook at the seguerce of patients

14 And believe me ccntrary to Mr Wrights representation am

15 no expert in charts no expert in any of this stuff But

16 the fact of the matter is you an use common sense and logic

17 to come to the proper conclusion

18 Wben you waik in ftc c3urthoue door we dcnt ask

19 you to check your common sense at the door You have jury

20 instruction that says brng your iife experience bring your

21 common sense with you and apply that to tne evidence What

22 does common sense anc oeic tell you here

23 The source patient Kenneth Rubino Room

24 followed by another patient who we know as Lakota Quannah who

25 is not genetically linked and then we have Rodoifo Meana
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And tnen what happens after that One two three four five

people who arent reported as having hepatitis And then

all of the sudden it appears again in Sonia Orellono And

then skips over the next patient And ther it hits

Swendolyn Martin And then we dont see it again in Rcon

Somehow during the same time period it jumps over

to Room And Stacy Hutchison is infected by genetically

mtohed link of Kenneth Rubiro And then it skips somebody

and tner Patty Aspinwa And then it skips one two three

10 ccur five people and then Carole Grueskin gets it

11 What does common sense tell you I-low does the

12 disoae skip over all of these people and just land

13 sporooiclly It tells me that there has to be some other

14 mecydnism of tr0nsmisson

15 Now remember the State is committed to this

16 theory They h0ve tc prove to you it was the propofol They

17 cant lay these theories out in front of you and say pick

18 whatever you want anc convict That ooesnt work that way

19 And tne defense is under no obligation to show to you or prove

20 to yo whct the mechansm of transmission is All we can tell

21 you is thar there were other possibilities for your

z2 considoration

23 And as Detective Whitely said we may never be anle

24 to prove this case And as another witness said we may never

25 know the cause of the hepatitis And that may be very well
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true But you must know if you are to convict these two

gentlemen You must have deep abiding moral conviction

that the mechanism of transmission was the propofol If you

dcnt have that if you have any doubt you must acquit them

Because everything flows from the transmission of the oisease

of hepatitis

Now lets look at the chart little closer And

they tell you you cant no by any of the times And yet they

have chart -- procedure start times end times they have

10 nurse log times they have machine log times they have

11 monitor log times They have all of these times And when

12 ycu get this chart back there want you to look at something

13 want you to look at any one of the times You pick whatever

14 time you want to pick You pick the time that you believe was

15 most reliable from what you heard

16 And want you to look at Kenneth Rubino And then

17 want you to compare that to Stacy Hutchison any time you

18 want And you will see that both of them were undergoing

19 procedure at the same time How does Stacy Hutchison get

20 disease from Kenneth Rubino when they are borf anesthetized in

zl different rooms by different CRNAs at the same time dont

22 know

/3 So what do we do We look for commonalities Not

24 tc prove another alternative method or mechanism but there

25 are other commonalities We talked about the saline in the
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pre op room Youve seen this chart nundred times Youve

seen the infected people in Room the infected people In

Room and we know that Lynette Campbell and Jeff Krueger

started those IVs We know too that they skared saline We

also know that it was all in the same pre-op area

There was no room changing of the saline There was

no isolation of the saline bottles as was sugoestad by the PLC

to put ft in central medicine area That wasnt the case

The saline was here for both of them to dip into Lynette

10 Campbell was new nurse Im not suggesting th0t Lynette

11 Campbel did anything intentIonally but Im suggesting she

12 was new nurse

13 And what was the testimony regarding IVs If Vs

14 couldnt be started who did them The CRNAs Well why

15 couldnt an IV be started Its because they had multipLe

16 pricks couldnt fino vein And the State wants you to

17 believe weft they never went back into the bottle Theres

18 no testImony to that fact But the circumstantial evieence

19 and testimony is that there were times when ftc nurses

20 cculdnt start an IV so they would go to the CRNA That

21 suggests to you that there were times when there was

22 possibility or potential that the saline bott es were

23 infected

24 We dont know what Jeff Krueger did We dont know

25 what Lynette Campbell did All we know is that they shared
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saline oott es They shared procedure room And we dont

even know if they shared needles or not But it is

mechanism for transmission

Its interestirg to note that in the States

presentation Ms Weckerly tod you we could rule out biopsy

forceps for the contamnatior on the 25th of July And and

she told you that because ve been drguing or bringing out

throughout this trial that both the source patient and Michael

Washington on the 25th both bad biopsies

10 And we know that some of the biopsies were reused

11 And we also know that there was improper cleaning practices at

12 the clinic for scopes and biopsy cquipment based on the BLCs

13 inspection and the CDC And what did what did Ms Weckerly

14 tell you was the reason tha- we could rule out the biopsy

15 forceps in this particular case Dc you remember Because

16 other people had proceoures biopsies on that day and nobody

17 else not it

18 Isnt that the same deense that we have been

19 talking about for the ast two anc ha months If you can

20 rule out biopsy forceps because cther people bad procedures

21 and didnt get the disease why cant you rule out the

22 propofol for the same reason Its simply common sense and

z3 logic You dont have to be an epidemiologist to reach these

24 conclusions You dont have to be specialist in hep to

25 reach these conclusions Its right there for you to look at
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We ci5C know from the testimony in the case that in

the begnnirg of the day what did the ORNAs do at the

beginning of the day We know that they checked out flats of

propofol and we know that that propofol was stocked into one

room 0rd propofol was stocked in another room at the

beginniog of the day There was no reason way propofol woulo

h0ve had to go from room to room

We also know from testimony that in the beginning of

the day the CRNAs woulo preload bunch of syringes because of

10 the tme factor People were being rolled in and out So

11 syringes were preloaded Youll notice on the 25th of July

12 that Mr Shcrrieff was the first patient of the day in Room

13 Ho could bottle be infected if there were

14 preloaded svringes and he was the first patient of the day

15 How cou he disease have skipped over three people landed

16 in Mr W0shnoton ano nobody else got it the rest of the day

17 or reported hGvinq it

16 odies and gentlemen suggest to you that the

19 cause of the hepatitis outbreak cannot be proved beyond

zO re0sonable doubt It is unfortunate that we dont have an

21 0nser oecause the public is clamoring for an answer Thats

22 why you see all the teevision cameras and the news reporters

23 bec0use the public wants to know

24 And so the State and the District Attorneys office

25 was forcec nto the position of taking this approach and
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prosecuting two individuals Dr Desai and Mr Lakeman to the

exclusion of all the other CRNAs to the exclusion of all the

other doctors They had to come up with sacrificial lamb

because the public wants to know And they got sacrificial

lamb They got Mr Lakeman But Im imploring you not to

allow that to happen

And its going to take courage on your part Youre

going to have to put blinders on Youre goirg to have to

ignore the public outcry Youre going to have to ignore the

10 television Youre going to h0ve to ignore the pressure that

11 you may get from the decision you make here in the next few

12 days

13 But when we gueried you in the oeginning of this

14 process we believed that each and every one of you was strong

15 enough to handle the pressure We believed that each ano

16 every one of you was fair and unbiasec We believed that each

17 and every one of you would do the riqht thinq that you would

18 hold the State to their burden of proving each and every

19 element of the crime beyonc reasonable doubt Thats why

20 youre sitting here

21 Ard we call upon you to hcnor that oath and that

22 promise you made to us in jury voir dire And we call upon

23 you to be strong because this is an important case The

24 State the public has vilified this man Ii we had big oak

25 tree out in front of the courthouse in days gone by they
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would have strung them up There would have been no

questions no trial But weve evolved Were better than

that We give people fair hearing and make fair deosion

and thats all either one of us are asking is that you do

that

Now we have to talk about this theory that the

State has that somehow Mr Lakeman is involved in Mr Meanas

death And after sitting here for two and half months

still unolear as to their theory But believe that their

10 theory has to do with something oalled oonspiraoy Beoause

11 remember Mr Lakeman had nothing to do with Mr Meana

12 Didnt treat him didnt see him was in tifferent roon

13 Didnt know Mr Weana from anybody and yet he sits here

14 oharged with murder of somebody he never even scw

15 How do we get to that point Well the State warts

16 you to believe that somehow Mr Lakeman was involved in

17 oonspiraoy with Mr Mathahs and Dr Desai Arid beoause of

18 that oonspiraoy he is liable for everything ftat flows after

19 that But cts look at the oonspiraoy instruotions

20 oonspiraoy Is an agreement between two or more persons for an

21 unlawful purpose

22 Ard then it goes on to say that person who

23 knowingly knowingly theres that element of knowledge

24 again does any aot to further the objeot of oonspiraoy

25 Well lets stop there Has there been any proof evicaenoe
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anything that Mr Lakeman xnowingly oid something to Mr

Meana didnt see any But again you need to rely on

your own notes and memory

person who knowingly does any act to further the

object of the conspiracy What acts cio Mr Lakeman do to

further conspiracy which resulted in the dea of Mr Meana

Has there been any evidence of that No Or otherwise

participates therein as crimnally liah as conspirator

New note this however mere knowledge or approval of or

10 acguiescence in the object and purpese of the conspiracy

11 without an agreement to cooperate in 0cnieving such object or

12 purpose does not make one party tc conspiracy

13 The fact that Mr Lakeman wcrked at the clinic

14 worked at the same time on the same cay ir different room

15 dces not make him party to conspiracy There had to be an

16 agreement between the coconspirators Mr Lakeman and whoever

17 else the State sungests there had to he an acreement between

18 those indivduals Ano tha aoreement toLlc hae to be

19 furthered by an act whicn was the object of he conspiracy

20 There has been no evidence whatsoever to mee any of those

21 elements of this crime And yet this man stards here accuseo

22 of murder

23 The Supreme Court when it taked about the outy of

24 District Attorneys office said it is not he duty of the

25 Distrct Attorneys office to obtain conviction It is the
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object of the District Attorneys offioe to do justice Does

that cono like justice to you Charging man with murder of

someone he never had contact with someone he didnt know

someone he never treated Is that justice to you

Now the district attorney will stand up in few

minutes and say well what about justice to the victims And

believe me we are not unsympathetic to the plight of the

victims We feel terrible that this happened We feel

terrible for them that it happened But you just cant set

10 asice tre burdens of proof from the State to convict somebody

11 just to achieve whats perceived to be justice to the victims

12 There has -o be equal justice

13 Ard thats why when you walk in the courtroom the

14 Lady Justice has scales in her hand because she balances the

15 justice ano the equalities of people Shes blindfolded

16 because she doesnt see that race gender social economic

17 status iave anythinq to do wIth decison when it comes to

18 meting out justice And you have to look at it the same way

19 Now lets continue with the conspiracy In order

20 to be have conspiracy note this line here both

21 ccnsprators must have the specific intent to commit the

22 crime First of all what is the crime Secondly what was

23 the intent that Mr Lakeman had in the death of Mr Meana

24 Did Mr La1ceman have some kind of criminal intent for somebody

25 he never knew never met Its illogical and it doesnt holo
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water

The next instruction No on conspiracy evidence

that person was in the company or associated with one or

more other persons alleged or proven that have been members of

conspiracy is not in itself sufficient to prove that such

person was member of alleged conspiracy

So the fact that these two indivicuals worked

together that they worked in the same place at the same

address did the same job that in and of itself is not proof

10 of conspiracy It says however you are irstructed that

11 the presence companionship conduct before during and after

12 the offence are circumstances from which ones participation

13 in the company conspiracy may be inferred

14 So lets look at that Was there relationship by

15 -- between Mr Lakeman and Mr Mthahs outside of the

16 workplace Was there relationship either before after or

17 during other than profession1 work relationship Was there

18 any evidence presented to you of thcse facts The answer is

19 nc

20 Now the State is going to say wel there was

21 consp-racy between Mr Lakeman and Mr Mathahs and Dr Desai

22 bec0use Rod Chaffee heard conversation at the nurses

23 station where Mr Lakeman was talking about PacifiCare

24 patients

25 First of all lets talk for minute about
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witnesses Theres an instruction in your packet here which

talks about the credibility that you give to witnesses

Thats strictly up to you You can give them whatever

credibility you want But if the the instruction tel1s you

that you believe they have lied that you can either choose

what portion of the testimony you want or you can discard it

all together

And wanted to talk about this conversation tnat

Mr Chaffee had And it also goes to another instruction that

10 we have on statements that are alleged allegedly given

11 this case So lets look at that Instruction 37 You have

12 heard testimony that the defendants made certain statements

13 It is for you to decide whether the defendant m0de the

14 statement and if so how much weight to give to it In

15 making those decisions you skould consider all the evidence

16 about the statements ncluding the circumstances under which

17 the defendants may have made the statements

18 Now we were talking about Mr Chaffee And you

19 remember Mr Ch0ffee Hes the one that gave evidence or

20 testimony that needles and syringes were beino reused anc be

21 saw that and then he went home and he read the newspapers and

22 he saw that his statements were inconsistent to what he had

23 testified previously and he comes into court and he recants

24 everything he said about the reuse of needles and syringes

25 This is the same individual who tells you now that there was
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conversation that he overheard that Mr Lakeman was talking to

other CRNAs about scheduling PcifiCare patients

Now first of all its up to you to decide whether

that conversation ever happened But cecond if it dd

happen so whct So what Does that snow conspiracy

Between whom He couldnt identify who was there He only

identified Mr Lakeman He didnt identify Dr Desai He

didnt identify anybody else

And what does that suggest to you That there was

10 conspiracy to move PacifiCare patients around What does that

11 have to do with murder What does th0t have to do with the

12 object to further the object of the conspiracy It has

13 nothing to do with it whatsoever

14 So the State is go no to pull out a..l these

15 little things and try to infer to ycu tnat there was

16 ccnspiracy Theyre going to suggest to you well all the

17 CRNAs bill at 31 minutes Was there an acreenent between Dr

18 Desai and the other CRNAs to bill at 21 mnures

19 If you recall the testimony Ann Lobiondo is the

20 first CRNA She brought her own billing stuff She then told

21 Keith Mathahs Keith Mathahs oresumably tub Mr Lakeman this

22 is how we do it here you bibl 21 minutes Dd anybcdy ever

23 any of the CRNA5 ever testify to you that they knew the reason

24 for that Did any of the CANA5 tell you they were involved in

25 the billing process Did any of the CRNAs even know the
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billing process Lould we know the billing processe

You heard from insurance carriers You heard from

people that t0lked about CPT codes and modifiers and all of

these other thngs that went into the equation of paying

claim for irsurnce Do you think that these CRNAs knew

of that stuff Do you think they had any idea about billing

What they dId vs they put 31 minutes they put the paper in

the bn sorneuody from the blling department would pick it

up put in the information press the send button and that

10 was the end of it

11 DId any of the CRNAs get any of the money from the

12 insurance companies Remember there was CRNA account Who

13 get the money from the CRNA acEounts The doctors The CRNAs

14 didnt get any money from the CRNA account They didnt get

15 any addtiorial benefit from the payment of the insurance

16 ccmpanies They get salary They didnt receive any

17 additional funos And so that goes to all of the insurance

18 fraud and the billing issues raised by the State

19 And just want to go over some of those with you

20 real quick if we can Ano just to point out wYere theyre

21 found in the indictment With regard to Count -- you cant

22 see that can you Cdn you see it now Count can you read

23 who that is Ziyad Sharrieff Somebooy talk to me

24 JURY PANEL Yes

25 MR SANTACROCE Okay Ziyad Sharrieff theres one
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count or insurance fraud Again its alleged c5

conspiracy But youll remember that Ziyad Sharrieff if you

look at his EOB form this was the one where it was base plus

one unit They had put eight minutes And so the insurance

company considered that one unit And so his claim was pad

at $206.82 b0se plus one unit

And you remember that everybody got the base for

anesthesia time Everybody And then it was just added by

the minutes There was no fraud for that because thats

10 exactly what it was It was base plus one unit eight

11 minutes It could go from zero to what she say 15

12 minutes right for one unit So there was no insurance fraud

13 there What cbout lets look at another one

14 MS WECKERLY Its Michael Washington

15 MR SANTACROCE Okay What are we doing about

16 that thouuht it was omitted

17 THE COURT Are you looking at the jury

18 instructions

19 MR SANTACROCE Im looking at ust the indictment

20 THE COURT From the jury instructions

21 MR SANTACROCE Yes

z2 THE COURT That dont think thats the right

23 count

24 MS WECKERLY Its

25 THE COURT Its Count that was omitted
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MR SANTACRuLE Oh okay Count is oh this

is performance

THE COURT Right

MR SANTACROCE Im sorry

Okay Here Count is omitted so you dont neeo

to consider that one

Kenneth Rubino And want to talk to you about

people that Mr Lakeman didnt bill Youre going to see

insurance fraud claims for all of these people up here in Room

10 Mr LaKemn didnt bill for any of these people So he

11 didnt submit any kind of insurance form regarding Kenneth

12 Rubino Rodolfo Meana Sonia Orellono and Gwendolyn Martin

13 And so therefore Im going to ask you to acguit him on every

14 single insurance fraud charge related to those people he

15 didnt submt forms for

16 Now the State is coing to argue the same kind of

17 conspiracy that there was this conspiracy But remember

18 they have to Drove to you the agreement the furtherance of

19 the act the intent All of those things have to be proveo

20 beyond reasonable doubt So with regard to all of thoce

21 people Im going to ask you to acquit Mr Lakeman on al of

22 those people thQt he ddnt submit an insurance form for

23 Because youll see in the -- in the language of the frauo

24 there has to oe some materia of misrepresentation on the

25 form Ano since he didnt submit form there can be no
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material misrepresentation

Now with regard to the other patients Carole

Grueskin thats in Count 21 Im not going to go through all

of this You can do it in the b0ck hut Im coing to just

highlight some of these counts Count 21 Carole Grueskn

that was Mr Lakeman patient You remember she received

flat fee of 90 bucks That was it So it cidnt matter how

much time you billed If you billed you know an hour two

hours five minutes it didnt matter They were getting 90

10 bucks and thats it

11 And you need to look at too how te indictment is

12 plec because thats very important on toe irsurcnce fraud

13 counts It talks about -- it says -- let me cc up here

14 little bit False representation resultino ir the payment of

15 money to the defendants anc Keith Mathans ard/or their medIcal

16 practice whch exceeded that which woulo hae normally beer1

17 allowed for said procedures Thats import0nt lanquaqe

18 because the 90 bucks thats all the insurirce company paid

19 anybocy It didnt exceed hat which would norm0lly have ceen

20 allowed for said procedure You cant corvict on that

21 Now lets talk about -- who else cd he treat

22 Stacy Hutch son 90 bucks flat fee Patty Aspinwall $2L9.92

23 was paid And then she hac another insurer secondar paid

24 $78.20 She was out of pocket nothing Did they provioe any

25 information to you any evidence as to what normally would
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have been allowed by tnat company for that procedure No

So those are the insurance claims And the theft

claims Mr Wright went throuoh Im not going to go through

all that math with you the substantial risk those -- those

claims Mr Wright went through those with you as well so

Im not going to oc through those again But be advised that

there has be and Mr Wright went through this

meticulously with ou so Im not going to try to pretend to

embellish upon that

10 There were ements in each one of those crimes that

11 neeoed to be proved beyord reasonable doubt There needed

12 to be some ntent There needed to be some deviation from

13 what was smndard 0no customary practice And he went through

14 all of tha evidence tO you as to what was standard and

15 customary They wculo have had to have known There would

16 have to be foreseeabilty that what they were doing was going

17 to cause ths harm None of that has been proven None of

18 that was present Therefore you neeo to look at that very

19 closey

20 adies and centlemen again on behalf of Mr

21 Lakeman his family and myself want to appreciate and

22 thank you very much for the service that you rendered here

23 We know that all of you noerwent hardsnips to be here Arid

24 without you our system of justice wouldnt be what it is

25 And we truly appreciate and can only hope that when you
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look baok at this experienoe in retrospeot it will have

enriohed your life just little if not lot And we br

that for that we thank you very muoh

As said before these are hard Oeoisions But

when you look at all the evidenoe ano it all flows from here

the infeotion If you dont prove the nleotion happened

here you dont have any of the other medioal claims and the

medical oounts It all flows from that

And beg and implore you to look at it olosely

10 Look at it carefully Bring your common sense to your

11 decisIon And when youve done that hope that you wi

12 agree with me that all of the oounts against Mr Lakeman 8e

13 should be found not guilty Thank you

14 THE COURT All right Thank you Mr Santorooe

15 Ladies and gentlemen were going take really

16 guiok break while we switoh over some of the eguipment and

17 then well move into the States rebuttal argument

18 Before we take our quiok break must remind you

19 that youre not to disouss the oase or anythirg rel0ting to

20 the oase with eaoh other or with anyone else Youre not to

21 reao watoh or listen to any report of or oommentaries on the

22 case person or subject matter relating to the case and

23 youre not to form or express an opinion on ftc trial

24 Notepads on your ohairs and follow the bailiff

25 through the rear door
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Court recessed at 513 p.m until 524 p.m
Inside the presence of the jury

THE COURT All right Court is now back in

session

Ano the State may begin its rebuttal argument

MR STAUOAHER Thank you

STATES REEUTTAL CLOSING ARGUMENT

MR STAUOAHER Ladies and gentlemen know youre

getting hungry know youre tired And have number of

10 things to go through with you will try to do it as quickly

11 as can This is important though to the defense the

12 defendants plural and the State of Nevada Eecause of that

13 Im going to try to oo my best to move through it as quickly

14 as we can

15 couple things At the beginning of this trial

16 told you that this case was about breach of fundamental

17 trust breach of fundamental trust between one of the

18 most intimate relationships you can have And Im not talking

19 about sexual relationship

20 Im taikng about trust relationship that between

21 your caregiver your doctor and yourself Someone you nave

22 to turn over your your essential life to at some point in

23 your life not multiple times Ano during the times that

24 you have to do that you have to rely on those people to do

25 the right tfing with the right motivations The right thing
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with the right motivations

Now youve heard the evidence ano youve heard the

witnesses And had to go back in my -- my rotes just to

make sure that when counsel was -- was talkinc cunut gosh

that we were trying to put somebody on the 0rd to perjure

themselves and mislead you

Ir the beginning if if Im not nlstken and

again whats very important and Im going llustrate that

in momen too as to why what say richt row what counsel

10 has said what said in opening none of that is evidence

11 Its my view the States view or the defense view of what

12 the evidence thats been presented in this case shows _t is

13 up to you

14 Ard as Mr Santacroce said there Is jury

15 instructions specifically believe its the Irstruction 41

16 on common sense You as collective group ou

17 collective oroup have more knowledge experierce trainino

18 life experience period than myself or anybody else That

19 collective knowledge that collective experierce whether

20 youre highly educated or have high school dploma or never

21 even finished school does not matter

22 What matters is that you bring tha life experIence

23 with you You dont leave it in the jury box You dont stay

24 here as robots just going back and crunchng numbers If that

25 was the case we wouldnt need you You have to ilter all of
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the evidence thats come berore you through your lire view as

well as then apply that to the law given you by the

judge

Now in this particular case at the outset told

ycu that there were issues wth some of the wtnesses

number of ti-em Ihey were uncooperative number of them had

tc be granted immunity to even give information They had

all had lawers or mest of ri-em did Some of them had

incomplete nemory Oh anc one of the other points vas gnsh

10 things were bcd but didnt do anything wrorg recurrent

11 theme rrieo to give you he0ds up that ti-ats what you

12 were going to be experencnc

13 Now vhat tht means is yeu take the other

14 instructions ann the common serse instruction and you have to

15 take the evdene a5 it comes in through the testimony as

16 well as all of the evidence that you have in this case and

17 you have to filter that throuni- that sort of prism of whether

18 its somethnc you neeo to believe what porilon of it you

19 neec to beiHeve if any you can disregard it

20 You c0n take wilress if you think theyve lied

21 misrepresented in some way and disregard the entirety of

22 their testinory the entirey of their statements Or you can

23 take it for what it is and use it in whatever way you want

24 Meaning that its corroborated by other e\idence if you

25 hear other witnesses saying the same thing if you see
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documentary evidence that supports that then maybe you can

take and corsider it It is up to you and you alone There

is nothing here that the State is trying to hide from you

Now will -- will acknowledge one error it was

0n error on my part It was gotcha moment Kind of Lke

Mr or Dr Norman on the stand when he was t0lking about

these journals that are third rate journals Chinese journals

that arent worth anything and you cant publish anything

And it came nut that he was on the board of editors for one of

10 those journals

11 Now for me that was piece of evdence that

12 misinterpreted Now its in evidence You can look at it

13 yourself lits not like its misrepresentec But my

14 interpretatIon of that evidence was that there was

15 difference in cost of the propofol at least at one point Ms

16 Stanish pointed out and correctly so that it was nct

17 appropriate or not it wasrt reasonable to compare those

18 two for the cost of the actual propofol

19 The original reason to bring that forward is to show

zO you that the cost of that item was far and above the cost of

21 all of the other items But in doing so msinterpreted

z2 piece of evIdence Thats why youre here ladies and

z3 gentlemen because its your interpretation ttat matters The

24 rest of it that we put up witnesses to per ure themselves anc

25 that you were supposed to -- to use that Information ladies
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and gentlemen these are representative of the charts These

are representative of the charts of the evioence thats

sitting right over there

You can all go throuoh the books Were not hiding

them You can go through the books and look at all the

numbers And Mr Wright said gosh you heard these witnesses

come in and they talked about 75 80 patients day 65

patients day whatever Is that what it was every single

day No An average of 59 And hes correct

10 And you know how you get that By piece of

11 evidence that you have that ou can just easily take

12 calculator piece of pencil and paper and you take that

13 number right there which is the number of syringes and you

14 take that number of patients nd by gosh thats the number

15 of patients The number of patients in the year of 2007

16 You know that the work days in 2007 are 254 You

17 make division and you come up with an average of 59 patients

18 per day Now on the two days in guestion these two days you

19 know exactly how many patients there were 63 and 65 Thats

20 more than ftc 59 But of course an average is just that

21 There are extremes on either end

22 Now ladies and certlemen the evidence that you

23 have you can sift through ftat in any way you want The

24 witness testimony you have you can sift through that in any

25 way you want It is up to you to apply it to the law given to
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you by the Judge to come up with your verdics in these in

these cases or in this case

The issue of the propofol that told you about

earlier which was -- the primary reason was to show that It

was more expensive than any other item and mayue thats

motivation or reason why it would want to be conserved at

least by Dr Desai the as the defense saic admitted penny

pincher

TI-e tape that he -- nd youve got these alL of

10 these invoices in evidence over here The tape that he would

11 use that he would restrict was 78 cents roil for an entre

12 rcll The jelly was 29 cents tube The chucks were

13 less than penny piece The alcohol pads were less than

14 penny piece

15 And probably the most important item beside the

16 propofol we know the propofol was in the rance cc anywhere

17 from two and half bucks to fifteen bucks So it -- it

18 vance The syringe the 10 cc syringe 10 cc syringe 7.4

19 cents piece

20 So when Ms Weckeriy told you that this was case

21 of pennies thats exactly what it is case of pennie of

22 person an individual who had either such power or influence

23 over his employees to create such work environmant to wkere

24 people checked their morals their ethics their training at

25 the door and engaged in practices which were known risks to
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patients for what oollar penny Money He had to

maximize the profits of that business

And what were the examples You heard Tonya Rushing

say that one of the thncs Jat he dio was he ran -- he ran

the costs of the me of ftc most expensive costs related to

the clinic would have been salaries CRNA salaries He ran

that through the gastro cen er so that wouldnt appear on

the books so he coulc officially raise the value

Thats why wOen these these nsurance people --

10 excuse me the insurance people came in and they had to

11 provide their contracts Remember we had to wait and do some

12 out of or out of cortext We had to take them because we

13 had to get some of those contr0cts

14 There was some difficulty doing that because they

15 had contracts with the gastro center and they had contracts

16 with the endoscopy center and thay were being asked

17 specifically about CRNI\ anesthesia type billino Well thats

18 run through different entity It wasnt readily apparent in

19 the contract they hao with ftc endosccpy center

20 Ar example adies and gentlemer of what were

21 talking about Every possib way to inflate the value of

22 that clinic was going to happen And if it meant running

23 patients through at perceived rate of every person comng in

24 here that told you about that 70 80 patients day thats

25 what they told you Thats their perception Youve got the
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recoros You know the number Its not like were hiding the

number Youve got this chart Youve got this chart back in

the in the room when you go back to deliberate All of the

numbers are representative of what happened at the clinic

The all of the argument about propofol about

propofol reuse no question its being reused These are the

two days ladies and gentlemen that are charged This how

m0ny vials of propofol were used This is how many patients

they tao There is no possibility on those two days that if

10 every patient got propofol that if every patient got

11 propofol that there wasnt reuse of the propofol bottle from

12 patient to patient

13 Youve heard the CDC come in You heard other

14 people come in and say okay grudgingly on CDC that you

15 know if you if you reuse the syringe on the same patIent

16 and you use the same bottle of propofol you know its not

17 the best practices but as long as everythino gets tossed at

18 the end its okay Because theres no risk of contamination

19 th0t Is going to be spread to another patient regardless of

20 what your practices are Theres no risk of you use the same

21 syringe on the same bottle

22 mean everybody pretty much agrees that agrees

23 with that as long as tnat bottle that syringe is not used on

24 another patient The problem comes and theres not sThgle

25 person that c0me in here and said it was okay to do this The
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coupling of the two tne reuse of the bottle from patient to

patient and the reuse of the syringe on the same patient

Now when you go back and look at those records on

-- on what the cost of things were look at the cost of 60

cc syringe Its more money than 10 20 they diont buy

any so we dont know Im making an inference here woulo

make the inference reasonably uased on the evidence thats in

question and get to do that in argument that 20 is more

money Maybe penny maybe two pennies maybe even ten

10 pennies dont know But its more And because of that

11 thats why they use the lOs

12 If they hao used 20 and the 20s were such that you

13 drew those up and that was ftc m0jority of the patients that

14 actually went through and used about that much 180 150

15 milligrams Remember we talked about milligrams Its ten

16 to one So its 10 to 15 ccs or so Then every 20 cc syringe

17 would have been done wth the patient They could have tossed

18 it

19 But what would that have meant What would that

20 have meant That would have meant propofol wasted unless you

21 useo the propofol in the syrnge you just used on patient

22 fcr the next patient or put it into bottle and you used

23 that in some way on the next pftient Even as bad as thngs

24 were in the clinic that practice wasnt followed

25 Now we get to the the whole thing about speed
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You heard ad nauseam and and maybe you were

nauseated about it dont know The GI techs the nurse

everybody coming through talking about fecal material

splattering about speed of procedures procedures startnc

too quickly all of those kinds of things just brought to

mudoy up Desai Muddy up Lakeman No

First of all defense at least for fakenian the

whole issue is making the transmission somethnc Dther thur

the propofol other than what the CDC saw ofter th0n what the

10 CDC observed and heard from and people admitted to making it

11 something else That was coming out We brought it out

12 primarily to you because we know its coming out And for the

13 primary purpose which was to show the level of the

14 environmental stress that these people were urder tc give you

15 an idea of how fast things were running in that clinc now

16 many patients were put at risk on day to cay basis

17 And when you have people coming in here and sairo

18 that they worked in the clinic day they worked in the

19 clinic three days they worked in the clinic week and

20 theyre out of there because of whats going on and the CI

21 techs arent getting trained properly because theres so much

22 turnover theyre having to pull in people from the clerical

z3 staff to cover because they cant get people there They

24 cant keep people

25 It is such high stress environment the pumpinG up
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of the numbers the runnrno of the patients through what

happens when people ore run to their maximum capacity They

make mistakes If you push people knowng thats going to

happen you are knowiflg that there is risk and

disregarding it consciously We have people th0t have come

forward in this trial and to you that they thought something

was going to happen rhey confront Desai about it And what

does he do Disregards He disregards it

Now ladies and gertlemen Gayle Largley at the CDC

10 observed Keith Mathahs reusing syringes This was an

11 observation of practIce that was occurring When they

12 talked to him he admits to doing the combination of the reuse

13 of the syringes and the not es moving from one patient to

14 another They stop hin

15 Now he said 0t the time were going to get to

16 some of the things he said ir moment But what he says at

17 the time didnt knnw ws prrhlem Nnw ynull hear

18 that theme over and over agan They were tod it was

19 standard practice stcndarc practice in the cinic to do that

20 to reuse bottles of propofol on more than one p0tient

21 Now we know toat th0ts the case beccuse of this

22 We know it has to be physic0lly And were talking about on

23 the 25th of July of 2007 65 patients 22 bottles of propofol

24 If you give propofol to every patient youve got to reuse

25 them 21 63 patients 24 bottles of propofol They had to
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be reused

This is another part Talking about the skips that

you see over here and why they might -- you know you heard

th0t the CDC saw not just with -- or excuse me with Hubbard

that there were open bottles of propofol One would be used

and it would be set up on the on the table Then others

would be used And then all five of them are up there four

of them were up there t5ey would be collectively pooled aid

then used on new patients

10 Ladies and gentlemen if theres contaminated

11 bottle that gets set up on the table and doesnt get used for

12 two or three patients until they pool them to use on another

13 patient you get holes regardless of whether the viral load is

14 so high or rot so high

15 This chart here is up here from Mr Sntacroce 0rd

16 Mr Lakeman Because you notice he had the other chart

17 Yeah ttey had -- well this is the one little bit

18 different color on the ore that you have Its little

19 yellow bu this is green This is the 25th He didnt show

20 ycu this chart He oidnt show you this chart in his closng

zl because he cant explain this

22 If its the saline if its the scopes he cant

z3 explain that Because hes -- this guy is right down here

24 Mr Lakeman is down here in this room The first patient of

25 the day is Ziyad Sharreff Ziyad Sharrieff bypasses the
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procedure room where tney put in the IVs He bypasses that

and goes right into the clinic Excuse me into the procedure

room He gets his IV put in by whom By Ronald Lakeman

Ronald Lakeman deals with the source patient on that

day Now theres no dispute that these are all genetically

matched patients Not even disputing that In order for that

patient to have contaminated the next patient via unsafe

injection practices which is what he admits to Ronalo

Lakeman would have had to have been the one to contaminate

10 that patient with practices that he aomittec to doing

11 The reason tne biopsy forceps issue isnt an even --

12 even remotely here is because there are patients in between

13 who had biopsy So we have individuals who are having --

14 unless we take the biopsy -- if were reusing at that time and

15 thats another thing well get to but the biopsy forceps come

16 out and they immediately go into the next patient without

17 cleaninq quess that ouid happen Of course how does it

18 happen in here where youve got one in between an infected

19 patient He cant exp am this without giving liability to

20 Lakeman so he doesnt show it to ycu

21 MR SANTPCROCE object Your Honor din show

22 that chart in my closing

23 THE COURT All right Sustained

24 MR STAUDAHER There was biopsy on patient

25 between Ziyad and Washngton
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Now Marion vandruff Im not and because

dont want to be accused of telling you things thQt are just

my interpretation Im going to go through some of these

witnesses and some of the things they said Desai 5uW

Desai snap scopes cut of patients cracking the whip He said

that in court

Now what is the purpose of that What is hat

is that kind of thing It shows that he Desai is movino

patients through sc fast that he really doesnt c0re Hes

10 putting patients at risk The procedure is not the issue

11 The speed is the issue The speed speed speed is the ssue

12 Not just forcing the patients through but forcing his staff

13 through putting people at risk just because of the

14 environment

15 If patients are moving through at breakneck pace

16 and _adies and gentlemen one of the things that w0nt to

17 point out here on this this chart and both charts hc the

18 same thing happen to them Youre going to actuolly hdve to

19 gc back and look at this Lust to make sure And li the

20 numbers are there so you can add them all up yourself

21 But on the 25th this chart right here v0nt ou
72 to notice something Room Room Dr Desai is the ooctor

23 Dr Desai is the doctor He is the doctor in the morning

24 until about 1100 From 700 until about 1100 Four hours

25 In four hour window fourhour window were talking about
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whether we can tell whetner or not the times are correct and

what times are right you already know you cant go back in

time think thats pretty well known for most people

Look at these times These tmes are the times on

the records Theyre jnreli0ble Theyre here to show you

that and to show you how unreliable they are Because you can

just start looking at them arid see that they dont match up

You certainly c0nt conpare room to room to exact minutes

But we can look at the doctor the personnel the doctor who

10 was here going back and forth room to room room to room

11 four hours 29 patients in four hours

12 29 patients four ours for one man that guy over

13 there That is 8.9 minutes per patient Thats turnover

14 cleaning everythino toat goes alono with it So an average

15 of 8.9 minutes for patients on that cay alone submt to

16 you that there is no way that these are all over 10 minutes

17 even the procedures

18 When we go to the rext chart different doctor same

19 result Weve got Dr C0rro in there Dr Carrol in the

20 morning goes from room to room to room to room Dr Carrol in

21 the same time period -- well 0ctuall3i its shorter tIme

22 period Its three hours 19 patients three hours His

23 time averages 9.47 minutes per patient Thats how fast these

24 guys were doing it Thats how fast they were stressing the

25 staff
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Tee staff was moving as they all came in and told

you at break neck pace They all perceived that there were

that many patients whether there were or not Youve got the

reccrcs uook them Theyre all in evioence for you

Now Marion Vandruff this whole thing about

startnc procedures why would -- why would Desai not stop

Two reasons You know what the medication that we give this

prouofc and this is not propofol Its just

representatIon of propofol Propofol you head that it had

10 whats called 0n amnestic effect at least that it has some

11 0mnesti effect That means you dont remember

12 So you know what if youre not gong to remember

13 what noes it matter Thats the attitude flats the

14 0ttitude that is pervasive that invades every portion of this

15 practIce The guy the only one who is in ch0rge of

16 anythno in that practice of any importance is Desai and

17 thats why he doesnt do this He will not stop The

18 potie-ts are bucking arounc

19 And and how does that enter into patient care

20 Net just the fact that the patients are under anesthesia or

21 net yet under anesthesa but the fact that when he doesnt

22 stop ne puts the patients at risk Because when you have

23 semetning irside of you and you are moving around there is

24 chance that something bad is going to happen Even staff

25 thought that the speed of procedures how he was whipping them
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in and whipping them out put people at risk At risk Risk

is the issue here

When they tell him that they want to stop and the

patients want to stop and he doesnt he oisregards that he

is consciously disregarding known risk risk that has been

made known to him by the staff by the people he works with

Now the CDC he also said didnt see how thinus truly were

You know that when the CDC came over they came over they

went to the administrative offices they dicnt do any

10 inspection that day

11 They came over the next day and they started doing

12 the chart review It wasnt until the thiro day that they

13 actually did the procedures Whether the numbers truly

14 dropped or not drop they were a5 he said tghtening up

15 procedures that they didnt really get good feel for what

16 was going on at the clinic

17 Now they all felt pressure or he did felt

18 pressure because of the patient load He also says this

19 tackle box Now whether it was box or tray or something

20 scme physical object was was used to have those items in

21 it the anesthesia items and it movec room to room We not

22 only have the tackle box but we have the -- that he witnessed

z3 this move room to room and had another person do the same

24 thing

He al5O saw open bottles of propofol go room to
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room and Ann Marie Lobiondo as youll see in minute also

admitted that she carried her own open bottles of propofol

from room to room regular occurrence This is the other

thing CRNAs would follow the doctors from room to room

This chart the 21st the 21st were talking about you

need to look make sure you look at the doctor to see if

the doctor could he in two physical places at the same tme
Because the first patient of the day up here the first

patient of the day down here supposedly start at the same

10 time

11 Ard Dr Clifford Carrol is the doctor in both rooms

12 Look at the times They dont even remotely match up anywbere

13 along the line But the one thing that happens on the st

14 and Dr Carrol said that he actually remembered this day for

15 some reason He remembered that Desai came and relieved him

16 Well that shows up on the record Dipak Desai shows up here

17 and hes there for the second patient Clifford Carrol Is for

18 the source patient then we have Dipak Desai and then look

19 down here We have Dipak Desai

20 You heard that the CRNA5 would follow the doctors

21 from room to room When Dipak Desai is up here and he goes to

22 this room or however it was weve got Keith Math0hs who is in

23 this room ad of the sudden appearing in the record down here

24 as if he followed from room to room followed the doctor with

25 his propofol with his syrinoe whatever container it hao he
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had

Whether he brought syringe with hIm or an open

bottle of propofol he brought something because there is only

one way actually couple of ways cuess to actua ly

get transmission And the one that they saw he one that

everybody admitted to the ore that is the one thots in all

of these studies is unsafe irjection practices CRNA5 who use

the supplies of other CRNAs hc saw that Hes not CRNA

Now Vince Mone youve hearo lot about him He

10 tolo you that there was lot of pressure to cut costs There

11 was Desai wanted to use less propofol less propofol to put

12 patients to sleep He came up with that nizarre thing about

13 pushing salne in and maybe 4td make it worK better

14 following it clong getting the lest bit out of the little

15 needle or making it force it intc the patients body Its

16 nct completely clear

17 He was the one that tolu you that Yis is how -- how

18 much time they had to go out ard t0ke core of ptients

19 beforehano and take care of patients afterward As soon as he

20 finishes one patient by the time hes turninc around the

21 next one is being wheeaed in

22 At 8.9 or 9.4 minutes per pat ert believe me if

23 youre including procedure the turnover 1e putting on of

24 the of the sort of the moritoring leads al ol the things

25 that have to happen that is not lot of time So how ong
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do you think the procedure actually takes place on those And

those are al mixtures of EGDs the upper endoscopies and the

colonosoopies So its not like you just have one of the

shorter procedure

Desai he got so impatient Hes not an

anesttesiolooist ladies and gentlemen Hes reaching around

and he would push the propofol in himse_f How safe is that

Known rsk consciously disregards the risk putting patien

secondary his desire to go faster

10 He also saw the yanking out of the scopes He would

11 tell Deai the patients are moving around Hes concerned

12 about tte scope being well -- and were not talking about the

13 very end Were talking about the scope being well into the

14 patient The patient is movng around Desai knows the risk

15 Hes oosh darn gastroenterologist He knows the risk and

16 hes oosoimsly disregarding it

17 And not only is he consciously disregarding it hut

18 hes oroerirg somebody who is informing him aoain of the rsk

19 0t the xery time its happenng to not do something about it

20 He would start procedures before anesthesia was given The

21 speed lisue hes not going to wait Youre not going to

22 remember its okay to perform an operation

23 Who is going to submit What reasonable person

24 would submit to an operation of any kind knowino that they

25 were goIng to at least during the time of the operation feel
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every bit of it the cutting the sawing the drilling

whatever only to know that at least at the end drug would

be given that you wouldnt remember Who would ever submit to

that

He 0dmitted to using open bottles of propofol from

other CRNAs He said it was like an assembly line He said

the start time is when the patient enters the room and the

stop time is when the patient leaves the room Thats what it

is And youve got piece of evidence in there that came

from the clinic

There is no question about this Lawrence Preston

issue Its the policy of the clinic ladies and gentlemen

that matches the CNS and the ASA guidelInes wtich is that very

thing Start time is when they come in contact with

patient and stop time is when they leave The base unit that

they get -- the reason that they get that base unit you heard

on the witness stand from the insurance people is because the

pre-op evaluation if there one is included in that

He Mione said Desai specifica_ly said 31 minutes

And he said it was because PacifiCare this isnt just

scmetning that he said Desai said He gave an explanation

Desai saio It was because PacifiCare would not nay unless they

were 31 minutes

Well you know that thats false You know that on

the PacifiCare record on all of them that they require the
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start and the stop time aecause they wanted to make sure that

they knew what the actual time was That created some

problems at the clinic But thats what Desai uses as his

reason Conscious knowledge

Hes going to have to disregard it for the insurance

issue or the theft issue He was tolc to bill for 31 minutes

Desai tolo him to do that Thats there the information came

from He said all of the records were in that range al of

them the ones that are back and forth eight minutes or less

10 the patient nine minutes or ess This is -- this is key

11 too about everybodys knowledge acquiescence the

12 conspracy the aiding and abetting

13 Des0i had whatever influence or power over these

14 people to get them to do this You heard that every one of

15 these people who came in had never done this stuff before

16 They leave the clinic Ano if they got job in medicine

17 the have not done it since includino Ronald takeman And in

18 between while theyre at the clinic they check everything 0t

19 the door al their morals ethics everythino and they do

20 this

21 And what do they do The blood pressure and heart

22 rate were cey here because theyre not just putting down false

23 times because the times dont matter Theyre doing something

24 else falsify medical record that another professional may

25 rely on in the future medical record that would have vital
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signs like blood pressure heart rate Tney put that on

there Why would they do that So the record would look good

if anybody ever looked at it

What does that tell you If youre f0bricating

information on record so that if 0nybody ever looked at it

would look good that means you must hace knowledge that there

is gono to be problem if somebody looks at this and dont

do this Desai wanted to do as many patients as he possb

could That comes from Vince Mione At the VA they would use

10 real times Desai is not at the VA

11 Vince Sagendorf This is the other Vince Weve

12 got two Vinces here littie contusion on the witnesses but

13 Vince gave some information At the end of the day he sam

14 that the staff would bring him p0rtially used bottles At

15 lunch he would see open bottles in the otter room Open

16 bottles means what Youve got CRN thats left He hasnt

17 taken his set and -- and tossed it Theres an open bottle

18 there That person knows theyre going to come in

19 Vince Mione would use the open boto es of other

20 people This was something that went on on regular bacis at

21 the clinic Mathahs told him not to vaste any propofol He

22 was told to do 31 -- add 31 minutes He was clear that the

23 was about insurance billing and he says eueryone knew it

24 These are aresthesia people

25 They fill out very few records in the chart One of
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those records is an anesthesia record and it has time on it

The tIme is how its billeo This is not rocket science

Its not some cloak and dagger thing that you have this guy

thats been work-ing for uO years or 25 years that doesnt know

that They know the purpose of the record You dont falsify

reccros first of all on medical chart

Hubbaro would try and give him half-used bottles of

propofol Now she got on ftc stand here She got on the

stand here and she had no memory of anything We as matter

10 of fact had to bring as counsel said detective up on the

11 witness stard with her statements to get those statements in

12 Because dont remember dont do that never did that

13 practice

14 This is another one of Vince Sagendorf though He

15 calls Desai calleo him into his office Now remember

16 Sagenoorf is not one that worked with Desai much But Desai

17 knows how much propofol hes using Thats how micromanaqinq

18 he is ir the pr0ctice He knows everything thats going on

19 He calls Saoendorf into his office and he says

20 guess wlat youre only going to use this much propofol on

21 patient Now what ooes that tell you Patients are

z2 different weights theyre different ages they have different

23 medical conditions they need different amounts of medication

24 to oo the same thing You heard that even on an upper --

25 upper endoscopy even though its shorter procedure you
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might have to actually use more because you have to get

through the vocal cords Thats very sensitive area

But hes restricting staff on what they can use

before they even get to see patient before theyve made

their evaluation of patient Its he knows knows that

that can be risky because of the other issues other medical

issues But yet in advance hes telling these people to

disregard this

Jeff Krueger Desa wanted to know the exact cost of

10 the endoscopy colonoscopy Now this was the one thing you

11 heard about the syringes You heard about that whole thing

12 with the -- what they found with the propoful bottles

13 Ard also the chart that ycu have back there about

14 the 2007 propofol includes Ms Stanishs one record for 2007

15 on the propofol The propofol is not the issue The syringes

16 are the issue We know that the prcpcfol was being reused

17 Theres no question Its whether the syringes were beino

18 reuseo on the same patient wth the s0me propofol bottle

19 If in fact youre going to do this reuse propofol

20 patient to patient then you have to have enough syringes for

21 at least in mcst cases two syringes per patent Were

22 going to get to this in bit but the numbers here weve got

23 17100 syringes ordered No -- no lost records on the

z4 syringes

25 Remember that was McKesscn it was in town easy to
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get they would get them the next day Nothing like the

supply issues that sometimes happened with propofol when they

had to get other vendors or so forth Theres been nothine

that has come out in evidence that shows that there was

missing record regaroing syrinoes

II you have that many patients multiply 17100

times two If youre going to give two syringes per patert

fcr most patients Some taKe more some take less but on

average about two Youll see the averages Youre going to

10 neec over 30000 34000 syringes

11 So youve got situation here where yes this op

12 here and want to make sure its clear this is 2007

13 comparison of syringes ordered not taking into account any

14 preexisting inventory They kept their inventories lean You

15 hard Jeff Krueger say that they didnt keep more than about

16 three or four boxes on hand at time And how do we know

17 that Because riqht at the beqinninq of the year youve

18 got those charts Look at them

19 At the beginning of the year of 2007 within few

20 days of the year theyre ordering more -- more supply So

21 they didnt have whole room full of syringes at the clinIc

22 and then you just croered some more Also what that ooesnt

23 take nto account is any preexisting inventory going over nto

24 2008 from this year

25 would submit to you that its reasonable that
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thats likely to have balanced And it doesnt take into

consideration any sort of syringes going from clinic to

clinic This does because this these are the combined

numbers These are the combned numbers over here fcr the

total number of syringes and the total number of patients

And as you can see even if you combinec ll the inventory at

both clinics for the entire year theres no enough for two

syringes per patient

With Maggie Murphy Desai brdcged about how fast he

10 cculd do procedures What would be the purpose of bragging

11 about that How does the speed of procedure on an endoscopy

12 or colonoscopy going to benefit the patert What is the

13 purpose of doing those procedures Its to look for

14 pathology for something wrorg The fdster you look the

15 faster you do the procedure that youre looking around nooks

16 and crannies and maybe the preps arent well -- well done by

17 the patients youre compromsinq the patens by the speed

18 But he brags about it

19 Again shes another one Al of these pecple

20 and again why do we have these pecpie all come in ano

21 theyre all saying the same thing Lades and gentlemen each

22 -- each person had dfferent little pece but most cl the

23 people saw common things

24 The common things are to show you wth patient after

25 -- or excuse me witness after witness that this wasnt
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sometning in isolation or some as counsel said disgruntled

employee with an ax to grind This is everybody that came

forward was saying these same kind of things if they had

exposure to those areas of the clinic

Desai woulo not stop again She saw the double

dipping Tie double dpping is the bottle syringe patent

going back the bottle the double dipping contaminatng

potentially ti-at bottle if that bottle used on the next

patient So she saw it said it was fairly common

10 She was worried about the volume of patients because

11 she tuought something was going to happen Something was

12 gcing to happen She thought it would probably be

13 perforation but she said something You couldnt run the

14 patients at this lcao without thinking that something was

15 gcing to happen

16 SYe complained to Desai multiple times This is

17 where we had the conscious disreqard Known risk shes

18 telJng him about risk What is his response Nothing He

19 didnt 00 arything Hes consciously disregarding that risk

20 Waiting room was so crowded that patients would

21 cheer wten somebody got called in What does that tell you

22 The volume of patients and the number of procedures being done

23 is taxing everybody including the patients waiting in the

24 rcom

25 55e also saw the tackle boxes and she described
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them Used formula for putting times on the record And

you heard that over and over and over again And youve got

the records and you know that they follow that exact formula

Why would person do that None of the staff had done that

before and rone of the staff did it afterward Its coping

People who are stressed and have so much that they

have to do and the have limited time to oet done do what

They cope They start cutting corners They st0rt doing what

they can to minimize extra effort so that they can get things

10 done Thats why procedure charts are filled out beforehand

11 Thats why things are done so that they can move the patients

12 through at breakneck pace

13 Saw Desai take sheets off and reuse them Thats

14 how down in the trenches he is Take patients sheet off and

15 reuse it Wh0t does that show you Its not just to show you

16 that hes you know not nice guy Its to show you the

17 level that he is willing to 00 to tc save money Wh money is

18 so important to him and what hes willing to do as far as

19 patient care to save money fractions of pennies even

20 The pre-charting The patient load would not allow

21 them to do it correctly To even look at clock and put the

22 correct times down They didnt have tme See that Uhe

23 pre charting was done not only for speed but because the

24 times wouldnt match up in case something happened meaning

25 somebody looked at looked at the records The times all
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had to match If they follow the formula every time Its

all going to match up Youre not going to have time wrong

here and there

Anne Yost you were told about that She was told

to on it She wouldnt do it And shes told specifically

make sure t5ose times dont overlap Theyre focused on this

overlapping in times Shes encouraged to prechart for other

nurses tme saving effort the speed the time the

pressure

10 Can you see pattern Its the same thing over and

11 over again Worried about her license theres no cleaning in

12 between the pctients 8.9 minutes per patient or 9.4 or

13 whatever ends up being Rolling them in rolling them out

14 Theres not erough time They dont -- theyre not cleaning

15 Theyre not doing anything except for rolling the patients

16 through TIe volume was so high she couldnt keep up and she

17 was brand new It burned her out in day

18 Janine Drury Now she was the pre op nurse th0t

19 trained and w0tched Lynette Campbell And you he.rd some

20 things about Lynette Campbell Lynette Campbell was the new

21 nurse but Janine Drury the excuse me the Gestapo of the

22 pre-op area wh0t does she do She watches over her like

23 hawk You have not one shred of evidence not one witness

24 not one piece oi evidence that says that Lynette Campbel ever

25 deviated from safe injection practices
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Mr Santacroce brought up in nis closing he said

well you know Lynette Campbell ycu know sometimes they

would make mistake out there in the in he room and they

would put an IV in and they Iad to have somebody else put the

IX in fail to see how thats possib th0t that has

anything to do with flush Because if the never gets put

in properly in the first place it doesnt oet lush

nd it does need lush theres ro reason to go

back into saline bottle There w0s no re0scn to dc that

10 They flushed once the patient was gone You think those

11 patients were really sitting in the pre op room for very long

12 They were getting their IVs in and they were moving out

13 Campbell said she never did anythinc that was

14 problem and Janine Drury never saw anythng on her that would

15 cause any concern The CRNA5 would follow the doctors into

16 the room and back again She saw that So wen youve got

17 this riqht here about the ficht wh0ts the fght about The

18 fight is about Desai reusing biopsy forceps Now thats

19 mechanism potentially

20 But what happeneo with the biopsy forceps

21 Remember she Janine Drury had medica prob ems and she nao

22 to leave You heard Jeff Krueger come in ano talk about when

23 he came over and well get to that in just second But

24 Jeff Krueger also talked to Desai about it The biopsy reuse

25 had stopped prior to the infections at the cYnic The biopsy
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reuse hO stopped prior to the infections at the clinic

Ruta Russom the GI tech saw Lakeman double dip

Lakeman acm ted to it Heres somebody else in case the CDC

person cot wrong on the phone Heres somebody that

actua ly saw him said it was standard practice and all the

all toe CRNAs do it

Desribed an incident with Desai again This one

was bad ore It realy stuck out in her mind This

incidert was an incident that she saw with Desai where Desai

10 is starting on procedure on patient The patient is

11 awake Its its hell be damned he goes forward the

12 patient va awake remembered it it upset Russom it upset

13 the pat en This isnt one where the patient forgot

14 unforturate for her

15 Now Peter Maanao ard dont know how thats

16 pronounced This is an important one because he overhears

17 convers0tior hetween two people Desai and Carrol about what

18 About syrinoes the prce of them and that they had to get

19 the staff to reduce or minimze the things that were used

20 That is corronorative of Vandruff of Rod Chaffee saying

21 about the springe reuse Linda Hubbards statement that she

22 was instructed to do that Desai and Carrol are discussing

23 syringes and minimizing the use of those suppiies This is

24 before the CDC comes in

25 Now Peggy Tagle saw CRNAs go back and forth from
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room to room so we know its happening We know that the

nurses sometimes aooording to her relieveo another CRNA

before the prooedure was done Actually thats nursing not

CRNAs misspnke

So the nurses in the rooms would leave And the

part thats signifioant about that is if youve got if

youve oot nurse leaving room before the procedure and

theyre filling out charts in advance the next CRNA may not

even be the right person on the recoro hence the reason over

10 here where its even possible where it says Ron L0keman hes

11 gone for the period of time in this room

12 Its very possible that he could ha\ie been there

13 mean with Keith Mathahs that he follows Desai over for this

14 procedure because whos doing that -- that person Desai is

15 Desai was over here and then he comes across there Does it

16 seem reasonable or logioal that somebody who says that they

17 follow the follow the doctor that he would stay in his room

18 if theres another CRNA down there Lakeman 0nd that he would

19 then come across to that room when hes got oo be back up here

20 again with Desai

21 You heard about Chaffee Chaffee has got his

22 issues no question about it But Chaffee to you some

23 things that are corroborated by other people Didnt see any

24 patient care issues with Chaffee Hes not even in the

25 clinic Hes gone in April Hes gone He rever comes back
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Hes not any rogue employee Hes not there

Sukhdeo another one that have trouble with He

saw Mathahs with tackle box go back and forth Another

person who saw something like that Desai sad that the CRNAs

were using too many supplies The CRNA5 what supplies do the

CRNAs use Propofol needles syringes Thats what they

use They dont use the other stuff Thats what they put

people to sleep with Desai showed them how to squeeze out

even the last drops out of out of tube That tells you

10 how down in the trenches Desai is with saving money

11 Clifford Carrol the first thing he did now this

12 is the doctor This is the doctor who is according to this

13 record tere going room to room to room doing patients 19

14 patients less than 10 minutes patient He feels that the

15 patients are so mean the patient load is so high that

16 the first act he does when Desai is not there and he gets

17 chance to do it is to reduce the patient loads

18 The Rexforo lawsuit though the 30-minute issue

19 now counsel talked about that The 30-minute issue He

20 talked to Desai when that came up anc Desais first statement

21 to him is that there was no billing issue Second time that

22 he talks to Desai about this is not when he sees that

23 anesthesia record Its -- its when there is about week

24 later that still the deposition thing going on That issue

25 has come up acain He goes back and talks to Desai And not
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Carrois words because asked him about tnis specifically

no Carrols words but Desais words rhere is no billing

fraud He Desai used the word frauc

Clifford Carrol noticed the asesthesi0 recoro filled

out before he starts the procedure Now this isnt something

where its just little filled out He said it was

ccmpletely filled out before he even wa ked in the door

Thats vital signs thats the time thats everything

Thats when he goes he gave up He got very upset

10 He goes upstairs and talks to Tonya Rushing then

11 they go down and talk to Desai He confronts Desai about it

12 and he agrees begrudgingly that the end time had to be the end

13 time He doesnt justify well thats not what the end time

14 is even though our own policy says that even though thats

15 what everybody else knows He wasnt sururised by it He

16 later reviews the anesthesia records 0nd he fnds out that

17 they all say 30 or 31

18 Now this was important because he remembered the

19 call to PacifiCare That call that came from Keith

20 Nathahs the PacifiCare issue he rememberec And Desai

21 took it Carrol was terrified about the impications of the

22 falsified records because he had done tnat and he al5O saw

23 that all these records are 31 minutes And he knows how fast

24 hes doing them and he knows how fast Desai is doing them

25 and he knows how many procedures are getting done in snale
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day

Now Ralph McDowell he works with Desai only few

days Only few days ladies and gentlemen but during that

time Desai tells him too much propofol Hes the most

expensive CRNA Vince Mione frequently offered him open

bottles of propofol This is regular occurrence Weve got

open bottles of propofol being offerec to people going room

tc room beno in roomc theres clear mechanisms vectors for

this contamination tc take ace in the way that the CDC saw

10 it

11 Des0i met with Desai or with McDowell right after

12 the outbreak 0nd saic if you are asked if you use multi-use

13 vials you say to him whats that You make your own

14 interpretaton of what that means

15 Rod Chaffee he too and the reason put Rod

16 Chaffee here was because the other people saw exactly the same

17 thing Open bottle in the hand Who said that they carried

18 an open bottle in their hand from room to room Ann Marie

19 Lcbiondo Saw Lakeman carrying half fi led bottles of

20 propofol from room to room He left in April before the

21 infections Stopped reusing biopsy forceps and snares in

22 2006 Agair that stuff which would have been potential

23 mechanism wasnt even being reused at toe time even though it

24 had been before

25 Lakeman these are things attributed to Lakeman
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Again youd have -- this Is not to be used against Desai

directly Against Lakeman Lakeman complained about having

tc put the 30 minutes on the records Conscious knowledge of

that ssue

Issue about PacifiCare Hes aware of it Not only

is he aware of it now he didnt want to do too many of

them because youre going to h0ve to take the next patient

because Ive done Ive done too many PacifiCare patients

Conscious knowledge of that issue

10 cant make the times work Does that does that

11 scund like somebody that just doesnt know Just has no clue

12 as to whats going on Lakeman would say that if someone

13 asked they would justify the 30 minutes by what You heard

14 this couple of times By saying that PacifiCare would not

15 pay unless the record said greater than 30 mirutes Thats

16 what he said is what the answer would be if anybody asked

17 about it

18 This was gem If the shit hits the fan Im not

19 ccverlng for him Does that sound like somebody that csoesnt

20 know whats going on He knows exactly whats going on The

21 pressure of that clinic it shows the conspiracy its shows

22 the aiding and abetting because hes coming up with ways of

23 explaining it away if he needs to Hes involved at all

z4 levels When hes the direct actor when he aids and abets in

25 the process and when he conspired with these individuals
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because clearly were showing cn agreement between two or more

persons to commit crime Thats conspiracy

She mentioned Ann Marie Lobiondo had open vials of

propofol brought to her She said she would carry them room

to room saw open bottles in other rooms when she relieved

other CRNA5 Saline flush was short lived Th0ts not an

issue in the case Thats something that youre consioering

May of 2007 that was done So that was before the clinics

Desai -- this is attributed directly to Desai

10 Remember 31 minutes anesthesia billing time Desai would say

11 that it was -- say that in the endoscopy suite that the time

12 had to be over 30 minutes Desais direct knowledge

13 encouraging counseling aovsing It goes to the aiding anc

14 abetting Hes using others to perform the tasks that hes

15 directing them to do

16 Testified that the anesthesia time is well she

17 knows what it is Its when you have contact with that

18 patient when you first see them when you leave them Thats

19 the anesthesia time She said that you cannot count the time

20 in between when or when you are working on another

21 patient You cant co that

22 This is another one Also shows lack of concern

23 for patients The conscious disregaro of risk to patients

24 which blends itself into the actual harm that occurred in this

25 particular case to the victims in this Desal tried to get
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her to do something to patient that she thought was

medically not proper for the p0tient She argued with him

You heard that they were going to get the lawyers all that

She leaves the clinic Desa wanted her to 00 it anyway even

though she expressed to him wh0t her what her concerns

were what the risk was Now thats important because she

came in and testified here and youre going -o hear that Keith

Mathahs had the same thing happen to him except with the

syringe reuse

10 These are statements that Lakeman m0de to the CDC

11 Again this is offered for Lakeman Lakeman asked Schaefer if

12 she was recording their conversation She sad no but she

13 was taking rotes Lakeman said he would deny ftc conversation

14 if it ever came out Again does that sounc ike somebody who

15 thought what they were doing was proper and reasonable

16 Even Mr Wright sad boy people tkat deny

17 somethinq theyve done with the taxes or whatever shows what

18 their menta state is Thats what we have co prove The

19 difference between civil and criminal in some cases is your

20 knowledge your intent and all the stuff that we brought

21 is to show the knowledge and intent Itc ca_led

22 circumstantial evidence of wIat his knowledge and intent was

23 Lakeman said if he walked into room to give

24 break he would use partially used bottles of propofol crawn on

25 another patient Now you heard from Ann Mare Lobionco You
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heard from Vince Sagfendorf You heard those people teli you

that there is risk pretty clear risk You dont know who

did what to that vial but youre going to take that risk for

the pat ent Youre goirg take that rsk for the patient

Thats the key here with Ronald Lakem0n He

believed he could do that tmhe chances were Low He didnt

go out anc ask the patent you know what dont know where

this has been dont know whos done what to it but In

going to use it on you 0nd Itm going to put it in your body

10 in your blood system And if gosh its got contamination

11 like virus or bactera could cause some problems but

12 pretty low risk He ddnt 0sk the patients

13 He admittec admitted to the practice which the CDC

14 said caused this infection outbreak Admitted to double

15 dipping same syringe to draw up more He would use -- he

16 would even heres heres another thing The fact that he

17 would use some technique to minimize the risk indicates that

18 he knows there is rick

19 Hes aware of the risk he did things to minimize

20 it Now his is another te ling part He leaves the clinic

21 He goes to Georgia He working there Does he continue

22 this practice that this is okay No he does not He doesnt

23 do that They use dedcated vials of propofol there for the

24 patients

25 Linda Hubbard she told Schaefer -- she told
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Schaefer that she did not reuse syringes bus she was told to

do so Now th0ts corroborative Thats Schaefer the CDC

person Thats corroborative of the statement that she gave

that we had to bring our here with Detective Whitely

She was told to reuse syringes even though she

didnt do it because it was unsafe Saw Lakeman reuse

syringes canging the neeoles So shes actually seen din

Not only does he admit it but she sees him do it Lakenan

tclc her that that was the way to do it That was the way it

10 was done at the clinic She told Lakeman she couldnt do it

11 But what happens after she tells Lakeman that She gets

12 visit from Desai She gets visit from Desai who approaches

13 her and tells her that he wants her to do it the way Ron does

14 it to reuse the syringes He doesnt use those words He

15 uses these But its immeoiately after she tells Ron that she

15 refuses to do it

17 Keith Mathahs he thouqht the number of procedures

18 this is just reference to place in the transcript

19 Mathahs thought that the number of procedures per day were

20 unmanageable Hes in the trenches doing it He thought

zl compromised pctient care oeveloped foot rot in 2003 because

z2 he couldnt leave the darn room That tells you how much nes

z3 getting up and seeing patients before and afterward

He would relieve others for breaks and lunch and

z5 bathroom breaks Went to the pre op area to deal with
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patients rarely It was rare occurrence for any CRNA to go

out to the patient room the recovery room Patients going in

and out no cleaning only minute or two between patients

Desai was the one that pushed him to move faster Desai

regularly ordered additional medication or ordered that no

additional medication be given contrary to patient care

needs

He bragged about ftc number of times he -- or about

how fast he can do procedures Desai would push Nathabs to

10 start procedures before he was ready That means that hes

11 trying to fill out -- hes trying to get this anesthesia bill

12 hes trying to get the information thats appropriate or

13 important for him to be able to use this information for

14 patient And Desai wants him to disregard that Desai was

15 emphatic that the times hac to be 30 minutes Youve heard

16 that over again Procedures did not last very long

17 He knows -- he knew that this time related to

18 billing He fabricated vita signs on the record so it would

19 look proper Have you heard that before Knew it was going

20 to the insurance company The pre charting was going on all

21 the time Why Because of how fast they were moving The

22 environment was very stressful His words mean it was

23 just speed speed speed speed Come on lets go faster and

24 faster It gave him ccncern that it might cause trouble one

25 it did
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After 2004 PacifiCare patients were treated

differently and thats the whole thing about Desai oettnc

call or him getting the call Desai going in and afterward

he comes back Desai comes back and telis him from now on

were not going to do PacifiCare patients hack to back

Conscious knowledge of them all of them agreeing memo

brought out so that everybody follows that procedure so that

nobody makes mistake on it Its all about overlapping

times Thats what Desa told him

10 Couldnt waste the propofol Desai would start

11 procedures before the anesthetic Desai would know the

12 patients were awake and proceed anyway The sharps container

13 He would come into the rooms and look in the sharps oontairer

14 to see if there were open bottles of propofol or syringes to

15 see if they were wasting it or not He paic attention to It

16 He saw if there was syringe on the counter He woulc oct

17 upset by that because if there was any propofol in it wnat

18 would happen It would probably get ciscarced

19 It is common practice to use the bottles or more

20 than one Desai instructed the CRNA5 to reuse syringes on the

21 same patient This is Mathahs telling you this This is

22 direct action of Desai ordering the reuse the forbidden

23 thing Theyre reusing the propofol You cant reuse toe

24 syringes and the propofol together This is Desai orderino

25 that practice This was common practice according to him
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its you all who get to determine who has motive to

fabricate who because of pressure said this or that who is

telling iHe and then preterding like they have no memory of

report out of their agency

those things take place anc we do it and

dont do it to ambarrass Dorothy Sims Its not my job to

abuse any vitress Its my jot to tr to ge the truth out

here And we drnt enoace or the defense side in decepton in

my judgment dort put up evidence wIth false inferences

10 dont drag witnesses into this courtroom to testify to

11 things that are not accurate

12 And the State of Nev0da has done all of that in this

13 courtroom and Ill go through them because when that happens

14 you have the right to consider ll of that Because when

15 when you stoop to this type of preparation and presentatIon

16 it calls into guestion the entire case Ano we have seen

17 circumstance after circumstance

18 Now hear from Ms Weckerly yeah some witnesses

19 may have said there \vere 80 patients cay or 90 patients

20 day but those numbers don- really matter or anything Well

21 they -- they matterec to me when they put witnesses on the

22 stand sworn to testify and they allow tnose witnesses to

23 mistakenly give false nformation whicu is what to happens

24 to be to the benefit of the State

25 We knew we knew from day one or the State did
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onyvay didnt they seized all the evioerce the total

number of patients every single day in the clinic Its not

the States job to go out and find witness who has an ax to

grind or who is exaggerating or angry and say something and

then say oS that sounds good Im going to put them on the

stand to repeat that when they know from the evidence that

they nave that its false testimony

Here -- here are the witnesses that have testified

0nd tie number -- number of procedures per cay Every one of

10 these you go by your recollection of these but daily patient

11 numbers per witnesses Jean Scambio said 65 to 70 patients

12 per day throuoh Shadow Lane Keith Mathahs 65 to 80 per day

13 DanieF Sukhdeo 65 to 80 per day Dr Eladio C0rrera 70 to

14 80 per day Marion Vandruff 70 to 72 minimum per day

15 Pauline Bailey 60 to 70 Vince Mione 70 to 80 Ralph

16 McDowell 60 to 70 Vince Sagendorf 70 to 75 Johnna Trvin

17 80 to 90

18 And all of this while were having this

19 orchestration this drumbeat of assembly me out o5 control

20 too many patients how many can you do in an hour Ano the

21 entire time they havo every -- every single record book every

22 single patient on every single day And they have done the

23 math and they knew the numbers And they knew for 2007 is

24 59 patients per day average They know that the highest

25 number that had ever been through the clinic was 76 on day
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And when you know this and you have this evidence

it is impermissible You exceed your license as lawyer

You arent playing fair You cant say get my witnesses as

find them nd so Im just going to let them get up there

and say something that know is demonstrably false It

happened here with however many witnesses Every one of those

is wrong

They put Maron Vandruff on and had him testify that

when the CDC came in January 10 and 11 2008 the cliric

10 reduced the number of patients on the day that they were there

11 so it wouldnt look so had when the CDC was there Lets

12 reduce the patients Look at anuary 10 and 11 of 2008

13 The hghest number of patients 60 for the first ten oays of

14 January was on the lltn of January the day of the inspection

15 And of course the inference they were trying to draw

16 through -- through Marion Vandruffs testimony was

17 that the clInic knew they were dome somethino wrong so they

18 intentionally scaled back and reduced the number of patients

19 You dont put witnesses on to say things like that Every

20 Vince Sagendorf Vince is almost laughable on these numbers

21 And how do we get to these numbers Thats why

22 took Ms Lobiondo through her she ca led it pressure and

23 getting interrogated by five people at once And took her

24 through her Metro interview her first Grano Jury appearance

25 her second Gr0nd Jury appearance so you could see how people
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get worn down and beat up to finally say what -he prosecution

wants to hear Because Marie

Is that her name Marie

MS STANISH Ann Marie

MR WRIGHT Ann Marie Ms Lobiondo Ann Marie

Lcbiondo ttey wanteo out of her the quickness of Dr Desals

procedures And the first tme she was inter\/ieweu and h0d

her read al of this the first time she was nterviewed by

Metro she said it really is unfair because every -- every

10 single procedure is different It depends on the prep the

11 age everytting else You have all the records cant just

12 give you an average number

13 And -- and they pushed her on it And ste sam

14 really cant It isnt fair And she said well norna

15 colonoscopy whats the fastest it could be She finally ays

16 four to ten minutes Then she gets caled to the Crane Jury

17 and the prosecutor examines her in front of te Grand Jury

18 Ard the detectives that interviewed her ore sittng

19 there And they ask her again tell us whas the wriats

20 the average time for Dr Desai a5 if as if this is really

21 relevant he quickness of his procedures Wh0ts the averace

22 time of his procedures And she said its really not fair

23 You cant even say it that way

24 Ard said isnt it fact you told the -- you had

25 been interviewed and you told the police it was four to ten
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minutes She s0id yeah out -- she sad so -- so you admit

its tour to ten minutes Said well Its tour to ten

minutes it th0ts what said And they called her back to

second Grand Jury Pno took her through every one ot these

because by the time live get -o the second Grand Jury and she

saic -ant tell you think four tc ten was on average

And then the prosecutor saic Ttm gong to ask you

that question one more tme ni0t0m Isnt it tact that the

average is tour minutes 0nc ended up being tour to tive

10 minutes Things like that w0s the reason why these times end

11 up -- youve got one two ftree tour tive six seven

12 eight nine ten witneoses wIo are allowed to come in here

13 testity to something that can 0bsclutely without doubt

14 prove is tasse

15 Now do the times really matter No But the only

16 thing were the number ot po cots Dces the rumber ct

17 patients reolly matter No Ms Weckerly acknowledqeQ it

18 isnt t5e number of patients Nell then why did we have ten

19 witnesses come in and give t0lse testimony

20 Bec0use have to use examples to show you that

21 can impeach witnessec anc wh0t they say when have the

22 tools and the ability to do can show you that the State

23 is just going to go ahead and put on cv dence that is --

24 allows you to draw improper Inferences We saw it with the

25 price ot propotol
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If you remember in the opening statement way back

two months ago the prosecutor was telling you propofol

very expensive drug and they go to SOs because it saves money

fcn hid they go from 20s to SOs because it saves money Ann

he gave price of something like $15 for 20 cc vial of

propnfn

Ard then once again they -- the State has the

eviceoce They have all of the computers They subpoenaed

ll of the records They know what every vial of propofol

10 costs And they know from 2004 until the cliric closen in

11 2008 that ftc price never varied at all between 20s and SOs

12 50 costs two and half times 20 right to the

13 10000th of cent Well on two occasions SOs were cheaper

14 Sc there was absolutely none of this motive to save money oy

15 acing to SOs that the State said in their opening And then

16 they affirmatively put on evdence by which you could infer

17 that

18 When Mr Carter was on the stand testifying tney

19 cnmcred for him an invoice or something out of computer for

20 one year for 20 of somethirg else 11 months later for 50

zl and tvey wanted you all to believe that 50 was cheaper than

z2 20 inner that comparison it showec that you could

23 literally if you bought SOs you saved twoftirds of the

24 money under that comparison It was an absolutely false

25 comparison
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The records all of these were in through testimony

for each month each purchase and always absolutely the same

price Once again how -- how does that matter VQe11 --

well iL matters because in this case youre always supposed

to look for the truth That means we each put forth our best

effort at exacting accurate truthful testimony 0nd leave it to

you through our efforts of cross-examination to sort it

out

And me as an officer of the court Im not supposed

10 to stck something on the stand some wtness nd Im not

11 supposed to put on evidence th0t know is crawing false

12 inference Because when things happen like that its called

13 prosecutorial misconduct And in this case the State of

14 Nevada hac evidence stricken and an instruction that there was

15 prosecutorial misconouct that had taken place And when you

16 have to descend to those type of actions in putting cn case

17 it calls into question the validity of your case and the

18 prosecution

19 So poor do poor old Mr Mione who who was

20 victim of Bri0n Labuss either inaccurate recollection or

21 mixing up of Vinnie Sagendorf with \innie Mione or whoever it

22 was Ard as it played out you have Mr Mione who Brian Labus

23 in the Southern Nevada Health Oistrict claims admitted that he

24 was told to reuse syringes

25 Mr Mione absolutely always deniec that and even
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contended he wasnt even there on that date And 8r Labus

was adamant about it And Mr Mione got called before tne

FBI other agencies was accused of lying because he wouldnt

less up to it

And ultimate in the courtroom here Detective

Whitely said think was the problem that led to that

because -- older -- older Vinnie or new Vinnie and s0d

Mione and thats where it went And so Mr Labus got mixod

up And so the problem is Mr Lbus made no reports of

10 anythng There isnt single written document or note

11 whatsoever in his investigation And poor Mr Mione

12 MS WECKERLY Your Honor Im goino to obect

13 think that --

14 THE COURT Thats sustained

15 MS WECKERLY -- misstates the evidence

16 MR WRIGHT asked Mr Labus --

17 THE COURT see --

18 MR WRIGHT -- when he was on the --

19 THE COURT counsel up here please

20 MR WRIGHT Pardon

21 THE COURT ll see counsel up here pleace

22 Off-record bench conference

z3 THE COURT All rioht That objectior was

24 sustained

25 Mr Wright you need to be you need to rephr0ce
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your statement

MR WRIGHT Okay When addressed Mr Labus on

the stand asked him if he had anywhere any h0ndwritten

notes or report of an Interview of Mr Mione and he dId not

have any notes or any memorardum of interview of talking with

Mr Mione

And he simply sta ed that Melissa Sch0efer was there

with him and heard the s0me ti-ing And ti-ats when of

course examined Melissa Sci-aefar about that and she had no

10 recollection of ever hovng nterviewed Mr Mione in which he

11 made those admissions

12 Now going to the ssue of transmission of the

13 hepatitis and how it occurreo Bec0use you know theres

14 few hurdles to get over First uf all did everyone have the

15 hepatitis of the scurce patients If you go way back and

16 you remember Dr Yury whateer his last name is from CDC

17 most convincino to me You all aac your own judoments But

18 we lawyers in criminal cases look at these things because the

19 first thing is okay people cot hepatitis there on Juy and

20 September dates

21 Now did they havo the hepatitis when walked in

22 the door or did they acquire it at the inic Was it risk

23 factors or what was tbs or that Well as far as anyone in

24 there if you followed all of those trees that Yury put up

25 there and his genotyping and genetic testing it lcokeo to me
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like state ot the art was that everyones hepatitis at the

clinic came from the two icertified source patients

And Im not going to stand here and argue with you

about reasonatle dcubt or anything else didnt see any

ther conclusion myself other than this hepatitis happened

the clinic on those.two dates and the hepatitis was

0cgoired from the source patients The first hurdle over as

tar as 7m concerned

Next hurdle how did -- how did they get the

10 heptts And we have to determine that beyond

11 reosonaole doubt before we get to the mechanism and start

12 applync cid the act or know about it and was he cognizant of

13 the rsk and everything else So on that next factor how was

14 the hepatirs transmItted on those dates

15 Im going to leave some of this to Mr Santacroce

16 because hes the expert of te charts and the room jumping and

17 who was in which room and where it was And dont know the

18 0nsver You -- you al have to make determntion to

19 excluoe every cause exceut one and then find one beyond

zO re0sonadle doubt

zl Southern Nevada Health District CDC believe the

22 most ikely ccuse was the method of injection of propofol in

23 combination of multi dosing propofol vials and reuse syringe

24 on same patient Those two things if everything went right

25 with an imperfect horrible storm this this could have
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happened

And those are their words when say could have

happened because thats whats in the CDC report and Brian

Labuss interim report the CDC trip report and then

ultimately the peer reviewed publisheo report This this

is what could have happened And so you have to decide if

that satisfies you all that th0ts proof beyond reasonable

doubt with certainty thats what happened on this date

And of course there were unanswered questions that

10 even -- even remained unanswered in June of 2010 This is

11 Exhibit 165 in evidence This is what we called the peer

12 reviewed article of CDC Gayle Fischer Meliss0 Schaefer our

13 to CDC inspectors Brian Labus Larry Sands his boss

14 Patricia Rowley shes Southern Nevada Health District --

15 Brian Labuss -- another boss of Brian Lauus Ish0n Issam

16 state investigator This is probabl3 June 24 2010

17 As the two CDC witnesses Ms Fischer and Schaefer

18 both testifed it pretty mucL simply tracks their trip report

19 But in it they conclude transmission likely resulted from

20 contamination of single use medication vials used for multiple

21 patients ouring the administration of anesthesia Thatc

z2 their likely

This would probably be good enough for civil case

24 Where its if they we can at least make it more likely than

25 not mean thats what you need for civil to meet
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preponderance of the evidence But what they point cut nere

is still in June 2010 it remains unclear why some susceptible

persons became infected by your procedures while others did

not

Persons with clinic associated hepatitis infecton

underwent procedures c_oser in time to that of the source

patient compared with uninfected persons These persons ma

have been exposed to hgher viral loads which became di1ted

over time Alternatively multiple propofol vi0ls may have

10 been open at once and the contaminated vials were only seo

11 for persons who became infected

12 Additionally the order in which persons underwert

13 their procedures may not have been completely accurately

14 recorded And room numbers Identifying where persons

15 underwent their procedures were not documented These factors

16 limited our abi1it to trace how transmission might have been

17 perpetrated

18 At this point they are still -- now be0r In mnc
19 dont want to mislead you by this June 2010 Mr Labus made

20 his conclusIons in December 2009 which predated this But by

21 then Southern Nevada Health District had figured out the

z2 rooms or Metro had with their assistance and they dic cone

z3 up with the correct chronology of patients At the time tYis

24 artic was written and submitted Im not sure that it

25 happened
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But the point is at that time of this article the

CDC and of course the renowned Miriam Alter and renowned she

is agreed -- she reviewed she didnt participate in either

investigation but she reviewed their papers and said she

concurred in their judgment and agreement that thats _ikely

cause

Now we know Mr 0bus in hic email exchange with

CDC is sti looking for support Mr tabus was still

looking for support for his serial contamination theory

10 March of 2009 Now bear in mind the invest gation was

11 January 2008

12 He is on record and is adnitted because -- ream

13 to him and had him aomit to Tis testimony that he had made up

14 his mind and reached hs conclusion by Friday afterncon

15 January 11 2008 got there Nednesoay afternoon lookeci

16 at charts all day Thursday did observations on Frioay

17 And he had made his cecision

18 And what read to him was and this was

19 deposition of him February 24 2009 14y unoerstanding is that

20 you had already reached the corciusion by January 11 2008

21 that the reuse of syringes or multiple times on one patient

z2 coupled witl the propofo vials being reusec on more than one

23 patient was the source of contamination of hepatitis at the

24 clinic is th0t correct Answer yes

25 Mr Labus had maoe up his mind reached his
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conclusion arter being there two full days and has never

wavered from his conclusion He came up with the serial

contamiration which has never been found elsewhere in

published reports ever been case in which it has been

dccumentec

Ard in fact thats why on right after this

depcstion because asked Mr Labus on the stand at that

oopcstlon you ere asked by the lawyers is there anything

that suoports that in writinc any prior case any published

10 materIaL ary of these esoteric journals

11 Arid he senos an email to Melissa Schaefer March

12 2OO read this to him and he read it Melissa forwards it

13 to everone at DC Hi Everyone Brian Labus called yesterday

14 ard was vwndering if we were aware of any article in the

15 publisted lterature that oocuments serial cortamination of

16 vials a5 we presume happened in Vegas Presume

17 presumption Not as we found not as we conc_ude As we

18 presume happened in Las Vegas

19 He wants to cite an article in his report that

20 descrbes This Melissa Schaefer forwards that to all of CDC

21 And she says and she gets -- that -- that was her letter

22 her emad -o all of CDC She gets response had Mr

23 Labus reao this Heres the most infamous pooling outbreak

24 know of nor exactly the same done the same but seems like

25 theres enough information here and from your investigation to
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show that this is clearly plausible exp anation

That this serial contamination theory is plausible

explanation Not proof beyond reasonable doubt Not that

we know thats what happened but thats what CDC said And

thats Mr Pretty phonetic And this was a_l forwarded back

tc Brian on M0rch 27 2009

And of course asked Mr Labus or the stand

today in 2013 do you know of single pubished article do

you know of single case anywhere where this serial

10 contamination theory of multiple vials beIng polluted despite

11 dilution arid going forwaro in needles and/or vials exists

12 And he said no the record still remains aS jt is

13 So you -- you all determine that next term Can you

14 conclude beyond reasonable doubt even though they cant

15 figure out why it jumps room to room ano why jumps some

16 people dont get infected at all and some do And the other

17 mystery they cant figure out is with hepatits one out of

18 ten people symptomatic Maybe its two cut of ten its

19 like 80 percent No symptoms whatsoever

20 So two out of ten people yet somehow here thIs

21 virus on this date of September 21 all but ore w0s

22 symptomatic got symptoms got sick over It It was some

23 peculiar strange virus that they still dont Save an answer

24 for So if -- going to progression if you determine we no

25 beyond reasonable doubt theres no other reasonable
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possibility at all and we conclude hepatitis was spreao ny

multi use propoiol vial combined with syringe reuse on same

patients next step in your analysis That is the act

alleged

Aid so the guestion then becomes when Mr Mathahs

and Mr takeman in July and September of 2007 were reusng

neeoles and syringes on an individual patient but changno

the needles aid were multi dosing propofol dd they know at

that time everything thats reguired by the instructions

10 Meaning did they realize and were cognizant of this

11 risk of serial contamination in that they knew or coulo

12 reasonably foresee and just said hell with it Im doing it

13 anytvay Thats your next big hurdle if you thirk thats how

14 the hepati is was transmitted in this case

15 And of course the the problem is that the

16 this practice multi-use of propofol vials was pandemic It

17 was everywhere Thats the evidence in this case The

18 witnesses wIo have testified to that Ann Lobiondo Vincent

19 Mione Roo Chaffee Kett Math0hs Ralph McDowell Vinceflt

20 Sagendorf Vincent Sagendorf not only -- Vincent Sagenoorf

21 starteo in November 2007 came to work at the clinic after

22 the outbreaks had occurred ucky for him or he wouldnt be

23 hes st1l practicing California today at pain clinc

24 And he testified he comes to work he interviews

25 Every practice that he engages in at the clinic was identical
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to what he had been ooing his entire career They didnt tell

him to do anything differently And they used SOs and 20s as

multi dose vials Thats the way he had been doing it

Thats the way he han done it 0t the two clinos in

California And he unoerstood it ll dtd they ll give their

explanations 0nd rationales for ther reaonable beliefs

because there is so much labeling prob em and misinformation

with it

Because it was Mr S0oendorf who was the same as Mr

10 t4ione who talked about there is shelf lIfe with it And so

11 as long as once open it as long c5 use it within six

12 hours thats the only reasor its clied single dose and so

13 am using it appropriately And Mr Sagenoorf testified that

14 to ths day hes workno at ftc pain inic California

15 and they continue to multi dose with propofol

16 Linda Hubbard Dr Satish Shrma Dr Carmelo

17 Herrero Dr Arnold Fredman -- and ir fact on Mr

18 Sagendorf he testified that he he vent out 0nd was

19 interviewed at Southwest Associates tr no to get job and

20 thats where 15 anesthesiolooist MDs vork and he trien to get

21 hired there same time August to Septenber October 2007 ann

22 that they were all multi-using propofol sino the vials as

23 multi-dose

24 And they all gave their explanations for it It

25 comes with spike spike only comes with for
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multi dosino Theres no other use for it All of this is to

show yoL the lack of consciousness of wrongdoing by Mr

Lakeman and Wr Mathahs that they are engaging in practices

that are the standard of practice that was going on

That doesnt mean its right and that doesnt mean

cont wart any of you getting off into thinking that Im

like saying well if everyone is committing crime then my

ouy IS rot mmitting crime Are you following me Because

it isnt like speeding It isnt like going through school

10 zone where gnorance of the law is no defense You all heard

11 that cidnt know was in school zone Tough luck

12 Ignorane of tne law is no defense You were and thats what

13 the speeo lmit is

14 Ths is case with specific intent mental

15 component TIats all of those elements wert through They

16 must have been cognizant of it and know they cant dc it and

17 know that it is risk of substantial harm to be caused Yet

18 Dr all of these all of these are the States witnesses

19 Dr Frark Nemec came in Iere and testified Dr Nemec

20 testified 4at until this incident the SOs were being

21 multi dosed until this incident in 2007

22 Aro when examined the CDC Melissa Schaefer

z3 askeo her about the testing and what is still going on with

24 multi-use vals and who is it Why do you keep having these

25 health bulletins and all of this go out and there just still
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ends up being confusion on the part of the practitioners And

she said thats why we keep educating and keep trying to do

it

And askec her if it had anything to do with -- and

she said thats what this is current dancerous

misperceptions that they put up because theres still the

common belief by Mr Sagenoorf obviousy and the pain

clinics he works at sngle dose vials with laroe volumes that

appear to contain multiple doses can be usec for more than one

10 patient Thats under myths and dangerous misperceptions

11 Thats the myth

12 And its called the myth because persists And

13 myths happer to be actually believed by people Mr Sagendorf

14 is myth believer And whats the answer Single-dose vials

15 should not be used on more than one patient regardless of the

16 vial size

17 And when asked Mriam Alter abou- it and the

18 confusion and says isnt part of the confusion whats the

19 difference between single-patient use single dose vial

20 saio theyre -- theyre contradictory WYen get that 20

/1 millLiter 20 cc vial is that single doso vial meaning

z2 can take out one dose only can never re-enter it or

23 that single patient vial

24 And she said well they -- they use the terms

25 interchangeably single-does single patient single-use all
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means the same thing prirred out for the dont want

to say her website but her -- her CDC currently right off the

website said cant even tell today in 2013 when it

talks abou use and dose single use vial is bottle of

liquio mecication that is given to patient through neecle

and syringe That one get

Sngle use vials contain only one dose of meoicatior

and shoulo only be useo once for one patient using clean

neecle ano syringe So asked her said does single-tse

10 vial only contain cne dose Because that means can only use

11 it once and toss it or can use it all on the same patient

12 aseptically

13 She said well dose should mean use And if they

14 mean the sane thing don Know what that means And

15 saic well whats multi dose vial according to CDC

16 printed this on June 19 201 multi-dose vial is bottle

17 of liquid medication that cort0ins one -- more than cne dose

18 of medication So if -- so if vial contains more than one

19 dose of medcation its multi dose vial according to CDC

20 Well asked Miriam Alter said can use

zl the 20 on ftc same patent if sha neeos another dose The

z2 answer yes said then fts multi-dose vial She saic

23 Mr Wright if had my laptop here Id get or the website and

24 go to FDA and see what they have to say because theres

25 confusion or what the CDC says and what the FDA says
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And of course that goes without the confusion of

what Medicaid says What does Medicaio ils Exhibit Ni

Single -- wasting of drugs in single use vial March 30 2006

Medicares definition of single use vid il vial that has

vclume suitable for administration to one or more patients

single-use vial is vial that has \O ume suitable for more

than one patient

If for example te medication contains enough for

three patierts and al three patients are cleduled to come

10 in for administration on the same day ikely for the same

11 reason the manufacturer states that after opening the vial

12 is on good for 12 hours at which time an remaining

13 medication must be discarded Administerng this medication

14 that ali three patients withn 12 hcurs of rpening the

15 ccntaner fts the defnitior of single use

16 So if youre billing this for Meocaid purposes

17 youre required to use the 50 on multipre pa erts as lonq as

18 its within the time frame And so thats That is

19 permissible correct use asked the wtresses isnt there

20 confusion here about that She oidnt have her laptop up to

21 explan it But that must be why things _ike ilat persist

z2 Because ever Miriam Alter said if you use aspetic techniques

23 and you used brand new needle and syrnge avery time you

24 went into it there is no chance of transmissIon of hepatitis

25 by multi using that vial
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Ard so when when Ms Weckerly talks about Mr

Mathahs and Mr Lakeman saying didnt know that -- that was

her she had the words up there recklessness and she saio

the defense to the cdse is didnt know They didnt know

what axactly whot are we talking about When Mr Mathahs

was interviewed and Mr Lakeman was interviewed and they

didnt know what was it they didnt know

fley knew exactly whct they were doing because they

explaned it nd Mr Mathats did it rght in front of CDC

10 What was they didnt know And whichi the State says the

11 didnt know is lie they really die know Well what the

12 what the State is saying Is that Mr Lakeman and Mr

13 Mathans realy did know the serial contamination theory

14 really die know you shouldnt be multi using propofol even

15 thougn everyone else is doing it and didnt know you

16 shouldnt reuse needles ano syringe for the same patient after

17 chanqno the needle

18 So wh0t shes saying is they were both lying they

19 really know th0ts risky and d0ngerous Why would they know

20 that Who who would know Who interviewed Mr Mathahs

zl mean toe ore witness who actu1ly talked to Mr Mathahs

22 interviewed him right at the time that was Melissa Schaefer

23 and she testified she talked to him for 20 minutes

24 And askeo her was he genuine and do you believe

25 he actually thought he was ergoging in safe practices And
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she said yes And she said when took her on recross that

was corroborated by the fact that he did it right in my

presence Because when people are doing something consciously

wrong know Ive engaged in wrong doing do what Miriam

Alter testified about on her first or secono New York

examination

Thats where they examined guy and he lied about

it He denied reuse of syringes Thats what someone does

when they know they cant do something They deny it And

10 what does Mr Mathahs do He is there In comes CCC in

11 comes Brian Labus BLC theyre all there and right in front

12 of them he is multi-us ng propofol just like they admitted

13 doing at the clinic the moment all the nvestg0tors walked

14 in They admitted it And so he does it

15 Ard what does he do right in front of her Need

16 and syringe need to re-dose take off the needle put on

17 clean one and then she interviewed him about that And he

18 s0io that is safe would sever use dirty needle on the

19 same patient always do that She said no Mr Mathah.

20 that thats one of the myths changing needle makes the

zl syringe safe for reuse Why is it myth Because these are

22 misperceptions that continue

23 And if -- and if you believe Mr Math0hs and Mr

24 Lakeman were honest with Ms Fischer ano Ms Schaefer because

25 each of them were interviewed when they saio do this
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think its safe change the needle and use negative

pressure Thats what they believed And Melissa Schaefer

saio she believed Mathahs that he was sincere And she saio

he did it right in front of me

And Miriam Alter she said the guy back there in New

York he lied about it And only when they caught him because

of supplies did he ultmately fess up to it And if you take

that mean this is like deciding to go the wrong way on

the freeway youre gonc to t0ke that shortcut and you do il

10 right in front of the highway patrolman see him sitting

11 there and do it anyway That just doesnt add up in this

12 case

13 If you think Mr Mathahs and Mr Lakeman were part

14 of the cant say najority large group of practitoner

15 that were all believing the same and ooing it the same and

16 thats what they thought and it was mistaken inadvertent and

17 that they ddnt recoqnize te qrave risk of what they were

18 dcing then the State doesnt win the case If you have

19 doubt adout it if you cant say dont know whether Mr

20 Mathahs knew it or didnt know it then you have reasonanle

21 dcubt

22 You have to find beyond reasonable doubt he knew

23 exact the risk and danger that he -- he -- he essentia_ly

24 had when we get to the murder count he has to he has to

25 admit it was foreseeable the harm he was going to cause was
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Ioreseeable and that ne was doing this righ in tront of them

and then lied to them about and said didnt know

THE COURT This might be good time Mr Wright

tc interrupt you so we can tcke brief recess Weve been

in session for awhile cow and think some people need

break

Ladies and gentlemen were goirg take brief

recess about ten minutes During the recess youre remnded

that youre not to discus Jo se or anythirg relating to

10 the case with each other or with anyone else You are not to

11 read watch or listen to any reports of or commentaries on

12 this case any person or sulmject matter relailng to the case

13 and please dont fcrm or express an epinion on the trial

14 If youd please olace your noteoaos in your chairs

15 and follow the bailiff throuch the rear door

16 Court recessec at 321 p.m until 339 p.m
17 Inside the uresence ef the ury
18 THE COURT AI richt Ceurt is now back in

19 session

20 And Mr Wright you may resune your closing

21 argument

22 DEFENDANT DESAYS CcOSING ARGDMEN Continued

23 MR WRIGHT Weve been talking about the propofol

24 multi use the syringe reuse Because as you know its

25 those two things that should have put them on tIis abselute
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notice tnar they disregarded went through the witnesses on

propofo reuse the witnesses on syringe reuse

Of course were talking this hate to keep

repeatiflg mysel only get to talk once The State gets to

talk aoain They cpened Im done cant get up and say

oh brent hope you understood this because they get to

ccse ard argue again So bear with me the want to be

certar wher Im talking about the syringe reuse what were

t0lkinc about is reusing the syringe on the same patient

10 which is which is what was acknowledged happened here by

11 Mr Matrahs and Mr Lakeman

12 This isnt lHke the incident over at the Maryland

13 Parkwal clinic between patients This the belief that

14 ch0ncnc the needle and using negative pressure is safe

15 aseptc tec5nique two of the myths that CDC keeps writing

16 abcut ttat practitioners keep doing

17 And so when talkino about neeole reuse Im

18 t0lkino 0bout witnesses who testified tnats what they do and

19 they cc it 0septically Ann Lobiondo Vincent Mione Linda

20 Hubbard Kerh Mathahs Dr Thomas Yee Dr Satish Sharma --

21 both cf those are anesthesio_ogists that testified about it --

22 Carmeo Herrero Dr Eadio Carrera Dr Miram Alter she

23 saic you can use the same needle same syringe sane patient

24 same needle -- needle and syringe same unit didnt go

25 through needle change with her or anythng
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Dr Arnold Friedman an expert called by the State

testified that in 2007 at the time he testified about the

evolution of changed practices best practices how in the

one time in the 90s like 40 percent of the practitioners were

using same needle and syringe in between patients by changng

the needle and how thats down to like percent now and how

it evolved 2002 up until the present time

And with Dr Friedman he testified you recall

Dr Friedman Hes the fellow that read him his depostion

10 after asked him in 2007 was it within the standard of care

11 to reuse same needle same syringe same patient In 2007 is

12 that within the stanoard of care He answered no

13 Ard said remember wh0t you testified in one of the

14 civil cases Mr Washingtons case in 2009 read him the

15 deposition and then had to hand it to him ard he reao it to

16 himsef over nd over and over again Ths is what he read

17 QuestIon -- and there was -- there was confuson the

18 beginning

19 Question Were there instances in July of 2007

20 where it was within the stanoard of ccre to reuse

21 syringe

22 Answer No

23 Question And lets see if -- were not connecting

24 here think asked you in July of 2007 whether

25 it was within the standard of care to reuse single
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syringe on single patient as long as the syringe

and the vial were thrown away

Answer Under those circumstances yes

Question Okay So in July of 2007 were there

orcumstanoes where the reuse of syringe was

wthin the standard of oare right

Answer with the vi0l being thrown away thats

oorrert

Question And today

10 2009 is when this deposition is being Thken

11 Question And today are there oircumstnces woere

12 reuse of syringes is within the standrd of oare

13 Arswer Again think praotioes ohanged beoause of

14 The reoent several cases that have ooourred beoause

15 of the transmissions of the hepatitis virus And

16 frirk the standard of practice now is to go to

17 snqleuse vial defined as one draw and throw the

18 vial cway and one syringe and one needle

19 Question So the standard of care has evolvec from

20 July of 2007 to the present with respect to rease of

21 syringes

22 Answer think its hard to put year on it

23 think this has been on evolution between you know

24 to saying exact 2007 or certain date

25 Question What was trying to say is that
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somewhere between the year 200z and where we are

presently if changes in JCAHO terms of what they

-- theyre coming up with and agan some of those

thirgs happened in 2004 and 2005 we 0re seeing

much stricter interpretation of reusing of syringe

second time on the patient

Answer cant tell you an exact date cant

tell you an exact ear ahis an evolution of

what has occurrec

10 Question All right Just to make it clear

11 thoughas of today do you beleve it would be

12 violation of the standard of care reuse syringe

13 in any circumstance even if it was only on the same

14 patient

15 Answer With sirgle use vial yes
16 Ard he read all of that and tter ended up concurring

17 that in July 2007 the stancard care was usno vial

18 neecie more than one time with the caveat of throwing away

19 the val rowing away the reedie At the end au of that is

20 understooo What were tryino to get at is wIat were Mr

21 Lakeman and Mr Mathahs thinking at that time

22 Dorothy Sims one of the two witnesses we called

23 Why did call her called her because the BLC inspected

24 the clinic and it it wasnt until after MarcI of 2008 that

25 the BLC all three inspectors all three nurses Nadine
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Howard Leslee Kosloy Dorothy Sims it took until after March

2008 for them to recognize and put together the reuse of

syringe problem with the multi-use of propofol as being

dangeros practice

Ard so why dd bring her and have her put put

in her SEC firdings ano reports Because she testified that

moment they walked in there Jeffrey Krueger Mr Carrol Dr

Carro Tonya Rushing explained on that Wednesday afternoor

Katie Maley heres our practices we multi dose lidccaine

10 propofo_ Thats what were doing and its right in the

11 reports Wednesday afternoon Multi dose propofol

12 No light bulb went off asked her did anyone

13 there ir the meeting CDC Mr Labus did anyone say wait

14 minute thats dangerous you cant do that No She didnt

15 know 0t the time BLC didnt know at the time She came back

16 the next cay Dorothy Sims and she observed Dorothy Hubbard

17 and d4d an mbservation of it and saw Linda Hubbard

18 multi dosino tha propofol vials

19 This this supposed conduct that is supposed to be

20 sc shocking that everyone in their right mind would say whoa

zl risk dancer occurring It IS being cone right in front of

z2 SLC three nspectcrs registered nurse inspectors for the

23 State said cid you say to Linda Hubbard you cant do that

24 what are you doing And she said nc

25 Later they looked up on the Internet talked to
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Brian Labus figured out nope its single use and it

shoulnnt be used as multi use even though theres the shelf

life issue It did not dawn on them They werent cognizant

of ths risk that Mr Labus and Mr Mathahs were supposed to

be so aware of

And so then what else did Dcrothy and Leslee find

out as they investigated going lorwarc Thats why had her

go through the interviews She interviewed Lnda Hubbard and

she kept notes of it very nicely which Mr Lahus didnt and

10 doesnt And she interviewed Sagendorf she nterviewed

11 Mione and she interviewed Linda Hubbard

12 And Mr Sagendorf was the only one on and this

13 was on January 16 2008 It w0s doing the PLC best BLC

14 CDC best practices way of brand new neecle brand nev syringe

15 never reenter Just every tme use it throw it away Linoa

16 Hubbard Mione both staten they were reusing same neeole

17 same syrinqes same patient

18 Still no light buib went off with PLC 0nd the three

19 nurse inspectors They did rot connect They didnt say --

thats why said did you say to Linda Huubard or Mr Mione

zl you cant reuse needle and syringe like that No we

z2 didnt Because they didnt recognize tney werent cognizant

23 of this deadly if if it is if this horrible storm is

24 what actually c0used the transmission of hepatitis they

25 didnt even connect the dots
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Thats why nad her read through the three findings

of the PLC as to what the clinic did wrong at Shadow Lane anc

the three findings were multi-use of propofol vial Number

two they werent changing the detergent in the first clearing

for every single scope They were doing two scopes rather

than one scope

Ard the third one was their policy for forceps was

outoated The written policy manual stll said reusable

fcrceps and they were using disposable forceps so they cad to

10 rewrite the policy Those were the three findings of

11 transgressions by PLC that jumped out when they were ful

12 cognizant of syringe reuse and multi use of propofol vial

13 Ard then asked her were you interviewed all

14 three of you on March 2008 by Metropolitan Police

15 Department And at that time on March 5th oidnt you

16 three of you together tell them that the reuse of s3/ringes in

17 that fashion was absolutely permissible and okay She said

18 yes And s0id and sometime after March 5th you learned th0

19 this combination could have theoretically very bad

20 conseguences on serial contamination of vials And she said

21 yes

22 So thats why we called them Because if this so

23 reaoi apparent and horrible that Mr Lakeman and Mr Matrahs

24 are liars when they say they didnt recognize the harm that

25 flowed from it why didnt Dorothy Sims Kosloy and the other
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one cant even think of her ncme why oidnt they bring it up

and stop it Because it simply was not aoparent and known

even to these practicing nurses

Before move on to the murcer -- murder part of the

case just want to be positive Im not and of course

after after March was wher well dic forget cne

Another reason had Dorothy Sims come Exhibit CC1 Just --

just to -- so we didnt just h0v the testimory of Dr Nemec

and the other witnesses that this w0s goig or 0t all of the

10 other facilities this investigQtion took place

11 MR STAUDAHER Your Honor Im going to object to

12 that dont think that was the tectincny ll of the other

13 facilities What facilities are we t0lkirg about

14 THE COURT All right Well tt -- thats --

15 not sure that was the testimony

16 MR WRIGHT Okay

17 THE COURT So thats sustained But Qqain adies

18 and gentlemen Ill remind you thdt itc your recollection

19 thats Hmportant

20 MR WRIGHT Well their cbiectlon well taken

21 dcnt mean all of the other facilities me0n the

22 facilities that the witnesses testifieo to Sunrise Southwest

23 Medical Associates Gastrointestinal Diaonostc Center on

24 Maryland Parkway It was where the witnesses s0id -- ano Dr

25 Frank Nemec at the hospitals that he practiced ot that this
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was common practice until all of this happened and everyone

woke up to it

Now this inspection on February 15th Exhibit Ccl

this fits in tha time frame when it is not yet public what had

occurred at Shadow Lane As you recall the investigation

January the public announcement February 27 2008 So

before the public announcement they go out and do some

surprse inspections

Ard they go on surprise inspection to

10 gastrointestinal center where theyre doing endoscopies and

11 you can look at page -- theres the date 2/15/2008 It was

12 accepteo In other ords the plan of correction accepted by

13 PLC on March 12 2010

14 They inspect and tyis is exactly what went through

15 with Lawrence Sims Dorothy Sims 2/14/08 At this point

16 cclc nspection Just waik the door Were here to see

17 whats coino on and theres been no notification No

18 bulletins went out yet Dont reuse propofol multi patient

19 Sc .hat did find You can read it al Patient Patient

20 anO to Patient

21 Patient vas uroucht into the procedure room at

22 83c a.m The anesthesiologist injected the patient with

23 propofoi through the patients intravenous IV tubing The

24 anesthesiologist opened new vial of propofol They

25 anesthesiologist usec an opered needle and syringe to craw up
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additional propofol from the vial The anesthesiologist was

observed putting the used vial with the remaining propofol

back on the counter

After the case this w0s the only used propofol vial

observed The other vials on the ccuntertop were new

unopened vials Patient rolls in brought nto the

procedure room at 915 Anesthesiologist was observed drawing

up propofol from the same vial that he had used on Patient

tc inject Patient and were transferred out of here

10 into recovery

11 During the observation time frame the

12 anesthesiologist was never observed opening new syringes

13 94k interviewed the anesthesiologist This is dcctor not

14 CRNA He stated it was okay to use single patient use

15 propofol vial on multiple patients because the purpose of the

16 sinule patient use label on the vial was to prevent bacterial

17 qrowtn in cases that required lono period of time

18 An anesthesiologist stated that because these cases

19 were of short duration there was nct enough time for

20 bacterial growth to occur Therefore it was safe tc reuse

21 the propofol vials on multiple patients The anesthesioogist

z2 was asked what the process was when he went from usec

propofol vial to new patient

24 The anesthesiologist stated he would change the

25 neecle and reuse the reuse the same syringe The
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anesthesiologist explained that because high port was used

on the IV line it was safe to change the needle and reuse the

same syringe on multiple patients The -- another myth

syringes can be reused as lorg as the injection is

administered through an intervening link of IV tubing Truth

cant do that

Another myth well this myth doesnt even work

On this case they actually saw the inspectors saw blood going

in the IV line It says an observation was made that one of

10 the patients the patients blood flowed back into the IV

11 tubing One of the myths is if you dont see blood in the IV

12 tubing or syringe it means those lines arsafe t-o beused

13 It doesnt mean the conduct was right safe What

14 the purpose of ll of this is and for this clinic was thats

15 what they thought was safe Just like Mr Mathhs and Mr

16 Lakeman gave their explanation This anesthesiologist gave

17 his explanation as to why he thouqht he was safely enqaqno in

18 goon practice The State would have ou believe that he was

19 conscously trying to knowincly put patients at risk and harm

20 them because his concuct is more egregious than whats accuseo

21 of these fellows

22 The plan of correction was filed and cpprovec by the

23 State The plan of correction All patients -- let me see

24 Ill get to the part where theyre dealing with in-services

25 have been done with MDs anesthesiologists and staff to avoid
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further deficit practice

Acknowledgement form signed RN and IVD

anesthesiologist signed off on procedure at the CI clinic on

propofol Emergency plan of action was impJemented on 2/14/08

of the use of propofol All anesthesioooiss who were

in service signed an acknowledqement cn patiert safety on

propofol all signed the polcy of IV safety and nursing staff

will continue to he observed Theyve all been observed by

the RNs anesthesiologists have been usno s-erile syringec

10 and needles on each patient Propofol beirg used as

11 single-dose vial All unused propofol Is discarded after each

12 patient

13 And of course after this inThecti theres

14 another exhibit in evidence Rl This went out from the State

15 of Nevada essentially saying whats been found in these

16 clinics And you can read Its giving The best

17 practices safe techniques that shoulc be used

18 Thereafter notice Ths been giver to ever clinc

19 Its broken in the newspaper or February 27th And after news

20 reporting and it being sent to every provider in the state

21 they did their inspecton of the 51 ASCs in The state and

z2 found 28 of them still hangirg out there all showing they

23 simply were not cognizant in recognizing the risk

24 The Im going to go to the muroer charge which

25 essentially tags on because essentially the legation is this
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is second degree murder case because Mr Meana died And

theres no dispute Mr Meana died and theres no dispute --

think one of the elements in this case is substantial bodily

harm Ann youve hearo ro argument from us nor will you

that tYs this horrIble virus that these patients have is

not substantial bodily h0rm That that is not an issue in

the case

Exery mear couple of them took the Interferon

treatmert ard according to Dr Frank Nemec he treated

10 Ms Martin ste has eradicated the virus is totally gone

11 They it the toe virus no one wants hep hope

12 that oore of you have It WIo knows keep hearing these

13 statistics on huv many of us might have it and dont know it

14 But this that issue substantial bodily harm

15 that element is not in dspute All were disputing is dont

16 know how it happened And secondly if it happened the way

17 the State theorizes is most likely thats not proof beyond

18 reasooanle doubt

19 Now Mr Meana he died And so the question

20 becomes did he die as direct foreseeable result of that act

21 on Juty -- Seutamber 2007 And was there no intervening

22 act whatsoever that precipitated his death And thats why we

23 called Dr howard Vorman who is an equivalent if you want to

24 call Miriam Alter dean of hepatitis epicemiological

25 studies
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Dr Worman who you saw from Columbia University is

an outstanding renowned hepatitis expert and does nothing

but write te0ch and treat hepatitis patients And so he

looked at all of the records of Mr Meana to make the

determination did he die of this hepatitis infection And

you heard his testimony Unfortunately it was right at tYe

end so its most recent

He cannot say beyond reasonab douut He cannot

conclude that hepatitis did or did not witl the medical

10 problems Mr Meana had both preexisting his treatment because

11 of the kinney failure And when asked well did it did it

12 contribute cant answer that question mean the

13 ultimate questions youd like to ask to be clear or proof

14 beyond reasonable doubt he couldnt answer

15 What Id like to ask and it was one of the juror

16 questions dat was given to him was can you say that if he

17 didnt have hepatitis anc got it on September 21 2007

18 would his death have occurred on the same date from those

19 other causes mean that would be nice if we could look and

20 answer questions like that but Dr Worman sad cannot

zl answer that question

Im just say no cannot say with ary degree of

23 medical certainty He diec of hepatitis as opposed to died

24 from the chronic kidney failure and the other problems that he

25 had So with the murder component of the case its the
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proximate cause issue

Now to get to all of that Itm just jumping over

You have to hc2ve found how he got the hepatitis and if Mr

Lakeman and Mr Mathahs were in the wrong and that my client

aided and abetted ano conspired to make it happen Ano then

you have to get to at the time it happened As Ms Weckerly

saio the instruction for the murder requires that it have

been direct

Ard additionally Instruction 27 the conduct

10 constituting the crime of criminal neglect of patients and/or

11 performance of recklesc disregcrd So its the conduct were

12 looking at the conduct alleged propofol use The conduct is

13 inherently dangerous where death or injury is directly

14 foreseeable consequence of that act

15 Arid that even if you found that death was cn the

16 doorstep and on their minds when they were enoaging on tnis

17 anesthesia on Mr Meana you then have to say and where

18 there is an immediate and direct causal relatonship without

19 the intervertion of some other source or agency between the

20 actions of the defencant and the victims death you have to

21 fino beyond reasonable douoc immediate direct causal

22 relationship without any intervention

23 And of course thats why we asked well did

24 and read in portions of the deposition Dic he take

25 Interferon And he opted not to Ano Dr Soods it was
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reao his Mr Meanas being deposed and explained that he

understood the risks that were involved and that he didnt

want the Interferon treatment and he knew there could be

cirrhosis and he opted to not go forw0rd with it and take his

chances And thats whats called an intervering cause in

between if someone opts to do that

And so on the murder count as to Mr Me na we dont

see it directly foreseeable and we see rterveninc causes

And the interesting part about criminal cases is that State

10 puts on their case and that we get to put on de-ense And

11 then we put on anything that is that car ye rebutted

12 the State gets to put on more evidence again

13 And of course we give them notice of cur experts

14 and where were going just like they gve us notice of their

15 witnesses So like when we put on Mr Howard Wor-nan as an

16 expert if there was single expert in existence whc

17 contradicted his testimony the State brirqs him into the

18 courtroom And it on the other sioe the Sta al --

19 all they have presenteo you other than Mr Meana nd his

20 family they didnt cail Dr Jurani his personal ph3tsic1an

21 They didnt call Dr Sood who treaed him nor dd

22 they call ary expert They called Mane Olsor medical

23 examiner from Clark County who went over ano watched the

24 autopsy took samples brought them back they deteriorated

25 and she couldnt test them And so she saM she agreec with
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WIidt the

MR STAUDAHER Objection Your Honor Thats not

what she testified and she is an expert And the blood

deteriorated

THE COURT Well Hes not -- hes not disputing

Hes

MR WRIGHT Okay

THE COURT ts partially sustained It was the

blond that deteriorateo

10 MR WRIGHT Okay The blood was deteriorated and

11 she had brought back the tissue believing that the tissue

12 could be tested fur hepatitis but vhen she got back the

13 tissue was fine but she found out they could not test the

14 tissue because th0t type of testing is no longer in existence

15 in the United Statec apparently

16 So tha tissue was cood She got it so she could

17 test for hepatitis but she didnt or couldnt or wouldnt

18 test it Ard the blooo which they normally rely on here for

19 toxicology testino was deteriorated and she ddnt have any to

20 be tested And so she simply deferrec to the autopsy in the

21 Philippines

22 And of course the autopsy in the Philippines was

23 stricken from the record It was an exhibit initially

24 admitted but then strcken And so al we have from the

25 Philippines is the death certificate which shows exactly what
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Mi Worinan was Howard Di Howard Worntari was talking

about hepatic and uremic encephalopathy kidney failure

hepatitis

And the State brought in no witness or expert to

contradict those findings of Dr Worman Ano so it without

any question there is at the least reasonable doubt as to

the cause of Mr Meanas demise and the effect of the

intervening causation meaning declining to he treated for the

hepatitis And secondly the independent icLdrey disease

10 which resulted in his chronic kidney failure and him being on

11 dialysis and taking him into the hospital

12 One other -- before close one 0-her matter want

13 tc touch on couple of things that the evidence came in

14 regardirg ftc some of the risks seen by employees that

15 worked at the clinic And it comes to mind Geraldine

16 Whitaker Maggie Murphy

17 When you qo back and look at your notes these are

18 two of the rurses think they were two of the nurses who

19 thought that because of the speed in the ciinc because of

20 the patient load and turnover they thought there was patient

21 risk which would leao to perforation both of them

22 independent And think there was one other witness that

23 said that

24 And point that out to you because dont want you

25 to get sidetracked on taking evidence or beliefs that there
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was just patient risk in the air or foreseeable consequences

that would flow from the way the clinic was operating

Because were not here simply to decide was the clinic too

busy Was run like an assembly line with profits over

patients

What you have if if they want to charge that

well go to trial on that If they want to charge other

things youre here to make the one determination And that

and this matter is transmssion of the hepatitis by te

10 methoo alleoed by the State And the fact that someone saw

11 risk of perforation because Dr Desai quickly did his

12 colonoscopies is not any cognition of risk of hepatitis

13 infection from infusion practices

14 And so they just dont mix together Because as you

15 saw from the instructions for each of those you have to have

16 that specific known risk know this conduct is bad Nathahs

17 and Lakeman h0ve to be sayino boy this can spread hep but

18 hell with it Im doing it anyway

19 Now youve heard all of the evidence demonizing Dr

20 Desai And the -- Ic ike you to take into

21 consideration of lot of the witnesses and why they what

22 -- what their motives were and whether they had axes to grinc

23 And Id liKe you to recall one of the specific testimony of

24 some of the nurses whose testimony simply didnt match with

25 some of the other people who claimed ths was the dirtiest
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filthiest horriblest place on earth to work in If you look

at the testimony of Nurse Yost from Texas who worked there and

testified

If you go back and look at your notes and memory of

the Gestapo of the procedure room Janine Drury who complained

about Sagendorf eating And shes the one who ran tight

ship and who would go toe to toe with Dr Desai And who Dr

Desai had hired at the end of 2007 to t0ke over as charge

nurse to run the place ano --- and loolc at her testimony and

10 description of that clinic and the practices that were going

11 on and you will see there is another sde of the clinic and

12 of Dr Desai the way he was there

13 Im not going to argue He was ctepskate

14 skinflint One witness called him an0l boun his

15 obsessiveness on costs and not liking enp oyees sitting

16 around He isnt on trial for that and that didnt contribute

17 or lead to whether Mr Mathahs and Mr Lakemar nelievec their

18 practces were correct Because speec n0d nothing to do wth

19 their practces

20 They werent rushing Mr Mth0hs wasnt rushing in

il front of Lind0 Hubbard Whether Mr Mathahs 0nd Mr Lakeman

22 were doing iD procedures day or were coing procedures

23 day it wasnt that they were going so fast ftey mixed

24 something up They believed their practice was aseptic and

25 safe So take into consideration all of the concern about him
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being so cheap and everything else ano now that allegeoly led

to this

People are peculiar People are cheap My parents

were the cheapest people on earth And it my mom cutting

coupons even whon they didnt have to They continued And

people are weird that way And if you thought like to his

family cheap cheap cheap Dont -- dont waste even when

ycu dont have to

The my can used to take excuse me He ran the

10 Review Journal Hec bring tome paper that had been written

11 on one sine One sine is stIll good Hed put together my

12 brother and two sisteru staple it and was supposed to take

13 it to schooi All usec on one side and Ive got new pad on

14 this side And bsurcly w0s 0shamed of it at the time Im

15 ashamed now that was 0chamed then

16 But it was how goofy it was and people can be Ann

17 even when my dad didnt tave to do that he persisted in these

18 ridicolouc cost cutting supid things And my mom did too

19 Cutting those damn coupons when she didnt have to later in

20 life Ann so dont -- don- just jump hes the cheapest guy

21 hes skinflint he cuts corners patient care gets thrown

22 out the window like al of ftese damn partners there that all

23 just supposedly turned blind eye

24 They were buying irto it They wanted the practice

25 other than the one guy Carrer or something that got cut down
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to 6.4 percent But they all testified theyd roll their eyes

at his ways and antics But every one of them said they

didnt perceive any putting patients at risk in any of this

ridiculous frugal behavior That isnt what oriminalizes

somebody He worked built practice Built it up untIl it

was bg Hes capitalist He wanted to make money He

tried to sell it in 2004 and 2007

And he works builds it ano then all hell breaks

looce and all of this comes down And then of the other

10 doctors -- mean think Ms Weckerly said all the other

11 doctors they all knew this was risk dangerous behavior or

12 sometning But why didnt they say something or do something

13 These doctors all pretend like they didnt see or know darn

14 thing all of his partners And they were all there happily

15 working aloog And as far as every one of the other partners

16 they didnt end up through bankruptcy

17 They Ms Weokerly says oases are stranoe They

take unique twists and turns or whatever Circumstances

19 require that Dr Carrera and Dr Carrel not be proseouteo for

zO their conduct Well those are decisions --- those arent jus

zl unioue twists and turns Those are deosions made right

22 there

23 Mr -- Dr Carrera was so calious about it He --

24 he gets sued He doesnt go through bankruptcy He doesnt

25 pay penny out of his pocket His insurance pays it He
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couldn even remember the three names of the patients that he

treated that got hepatitis Thats how much he cares as he

rolls on through his practice So all this about demonizing

him as if he is evil incarnate and the worst person to ever

run business and practice in this community it just doesnt

holo up

So we ask Margaret Dr Desai and his family that

you analyze this fairly and correctly and look ct it as we

believe the law dictates and you will find that there was not

10 criminal misconduct which took place in this case and you

11 should return verdicts of not guilty Thank you

12 THE COURT All right Thank you Mr Wright

13 Mr Santacroce are you ready to proceed now or

14 MR SANTACROCE If youd like

15 THE COURT All right You dont need break

16 MR SANTACROCE Maybe the jury does

17 THE COURT Everyone all riqht

18 All right Mr Sant0croce you may proceed

19 MR SANTACROCE Thank you

20 DEFENDANT LAKEMANS CLOSING ARGUMENT

21 MR SANTACROCE Were not goIng to break any neu

22 grouno here today Youue heard everytning that Ive hao to

23 say and Im going to say it again Only this time Im gong

24 to tell you how view the evidence as applies to my

25 client
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And you have jury instruction that tells you that

youre to view the evidence against each of ftc defendants

individually Theres two men sitting here that descrve the

attention that you give them to the evidence as it applies to

each of them And so want to talk to you for fev minutes

about how the evidence unraveled in this case as it apples to

Mr Lakeman And do to that we need to oo bach in time to

the beginning of this investigation to show you hw ue oct to

the point ftat we got to

10 And we go back in time to the beginning ft 2008

11 January when the CDC gets telephone call from the Southern

12 Nevada Health District that theres problem ir Nevada that

13 hepattis is popping up ano they need some help Sn the COG

14 is invited to come to Las Vegas and conduct as investieation

15 Ann they assign Dr Langley Dr Fischer and Dr Schaefer to

16 come to Las Vegas and take look as to whats goinn on

17 But before Dr Fischer and Lanqley net here they

18 have meeting with the higher ups at the COG ard they inally

19 lain some preliminary opinions as to how the nfection may

20 have happened And they come to prelIminary even before

21 getting here that were goirg to look at the injection

22 practices at the clinic and see if thats the potential for

z3 the transmission of the disease

24 So they come out to Las Vegas They conduct frst

25 recorns review Before that they meet with ftc Southern
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Nevada Health District They advise them They talk about

what theyre going to do They go to the clinic they review

the records and they ho some observations And then they

come up with trip report preliminary finding And

ccincidentally that prelimirary finding mirrors or matches

exactly the opinion they h0o when they came out here

Now theyre telling you that well we ruled out

all the other mchanisns of tr0nsmission But they will also

tell you they were not concucrino criminal nvestigation

10 Their interest was poblic l-e0lth issue And so they werent

11 looking for the scrutiny that would be applied in criminal

12 case And so they come up wth preliminary finding that the

13 mechanism of transmisson of ti-e disease is through unsafe

14 injection practices one they issue their trip report

15 Now remember theres some important things that

16 were uncovered after toe CDC left For example the CDC

17 didnt know which patient was in which room They didnt know

18 basically which CRNAs or or what types of procedures were

19 initially All ti-is information came up after the fact after

20 the report And Dr Fscher when she was on the stano

21 testified when we showed ti-c cFarts -- and were going to looic

22 at those briefly when we showed the charts and information

23 Now we have all the segregated rooms We know which

24 patients were in which room We know the sequence of the

25 patients And what was her opinion She said well in order
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observeo by her fellow employees she was observed to have

been folownc the correct procedures

TI-c other reason why the saline flush of course

was eimir0teo was because Mr Ziyad the source patient or

July the Jt didnt get saline flush His hep lock was

adminIstered by R.L Ron Lakeman and that makes sense

because he w0s the first procedure of the day

Fe just went straicht intc the procedure room He

didnt on ron pre op Ann so Mr Lakeman is the one who

10 adminstered th hep-lock The CRNAs ddnt really use

11 saline certainly not the same saline the nurses would have

12 usec Anc wh0t happens after that Well Mr Washington

13 ultimately nets hepatitis

14 WI-at was important to both investigations ultimately

15 was the propofol going from room to room But the CDC and the

16 Southern Nevada Health District actually had kind of

17 different way assessing this that you know the disease

18 infection I-nw did it move irto two rooms on on September

19 the 21st tmhey didnt seem too tied up in that fact or ton

20 concerned about it

21 TI-ey are they were more like of course it moved

22 into the other room it must have happened it doesnt affect

23 our analysis one way or annther Were able to reach our

24 conclusions without knowing that because the -- they just

25 made guess conclusion that in some way it went from room
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to room and that was obvious by the perpetualon of infection

in the second room

Now what the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police

Department and Detective Whitely that kind of conclusion you

know theres no witness for that You have to flush that out

little And so you hearo from people he interviewed that

talked about propofol moving from room to room

Ann Lobiondo talked 0bout it Linda Hubbard talkec

about it Ralph McDowell talked about it Ard M0rion

10 Vanoruff ta ked about it how propofol moveo from room to

11 room So you actually heard from witnesses that described

12 that phenomena which of course explains how it ended up in

13 the secono room

14 Now the multi-use multi-patert use of propofol

15 vials obviously that was important to both investigations and

16 thats really not in dispute that the clinic was using maybe

17 three to two or three to one ratio of vials to patients

18 and that was part of the problem obviously the first half of

19 how the disease got perpetuated And the CDC got that

20 information from their visits to the clinic

21 Metro went and did supply counts for the days which

22 are reflected showing that the number of patients versus tYe

23 vials of propofol indicate certainly that theres lot fewer

24 vials of propofol than there are of patients on particular

25 day And they did it for the year or two And youll have
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the ability literally to court out the logs every single day

if you want to when youre in the deliberation room

So what was the last piece that caused

ccntamination And that was syringe reuse to redose sncle

patient Now the CDC 0nd Ye Southern Nevada Health Distric

saw this occur with Keith Mathahs on single patient They

saw him unscrewing the needle putting new needle cn ano

reaccessinc vial ci propofol that he would ultimately

and ultimately intenoed to use on the next patient So the

10 dangerous practice they observed with one CRNA

11 Now the Metro investigation of course was

12 broader You heard from Rura Russom She was GI tech She

13 saw syringe reuse by Mr Lakeman within single patient You

14 heard from -- statements from Linda Hubbard that talked about

15 syringe reuse You heard from Keith Mathahs He talked abou

16 syringe reuse of the same syringe from -- within the same

17 patient Which of course is the first step riqht

18 mean you either -- you eitner need to have mary

19 many many vials of propofol one for each patient or you

20 neeo to be using whole 1o4 of syringes in order to

21 accomplish the administration of the anesthesia aseptically

22 And the endoscopy center was wrong on both ends They didnt

23 have enough vials of propofol and they didnt have enough

24 syringes So thats why the disease occurred

25 Now both of as you heard the instructions read
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te you Judge Adair both of the crimes relating tc the

patients deal with an aspect of recklesness Theres the

crime of performance of an act in reckless cisregrd of

persons or property which requires the percor te knew rsk

and and disregard it in an unreasonable mnrner

Their conduct ras to be willfu1 nd wnten or

indifference indifferent to the conseoueces of the risk

For the criminal neglect of patients tucy h0ve to be aware of

the risk as well and have disregard of which is wnich

10 is another way of saying that they were reckless that they

11 saw rsk and that they chose to disregard It

12 The issue for you to decide as rimnl jurors
13 did they see the risk And you know from Dr Alter ano al of

14 the nurses that testified in this case th0t not using

15 reusing syringes is basically nursing 101 You learn that on

16 your first day in nursino school

17 And we brouqht in this trial parade of nurse

18 before you Pauline Bailey Janine Drury Lynette Campbel

19 Jeff Krueger Ann Lobiondo Linda Hubbard Al of them all

20 of them knew that this practice of multI use of propcfcl in

21 combination with reusing syringe en single patient was

22 dangerous practice and could lead to contamination

23 You had doctors testify Dr Carrera knew that that

24 was dangerous Dr Carrol knew that that was dangerous Dr

25 Herrero knew that that was dangerous Even really early on in
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this trial Dr Yee knew it was dangerous Dr Satish Sharma

saic was dangerous practice So all of these people knew

that you couldnt engage in this practice and that it was

reckless prctice but youre to assume that these two

defencant. were the ones that didnt know

You all sat think the -- think of the

testimory ore just Dr Miriam Alter which was -- it was

it w0s ocod chunk of the day but not nearly as long as

nursing schol right which would be several -- several

10 mcnths years cndeavor And she talked about syringe reuse

11 fcr maybe you know certain amount of her testimony

12 ccrtan portion of her testimony bet none of you have

13 doubt abou rte danger of syringe reuse and youve heard less

14 than one oa of testimony about it How it escaped the

15 knowledge of Mr Lakeman and Dr Desai just not is just

16 not reasonable

17 The theory thouqh of the defense seems to be that

18 becauue wher the CDC contacted Keith Mathahs and they saw him

19 changing the reedle on the syringe and he responded oh

20 didnt know you couldnt do that that somehow that means that

21 there really wasnt an understanding of risk because he said

22 he didnt know

23 And this is man who at that time had been

24 working in anesthesia for 30 years and he hadnt reused

25 syringes before but because he comments to makes an
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offhand comment of oh oidnt know youre to assume that

no one has any knowledge about the danger of syringe reuse

even though its taught throughout nursing scool and medical

schoo And th0ts kind of the one of toe fundamental

questons ir civil versus criminal Because to be crimin1

this has to be reckless act To be crimina they have to

have known of the risk and dsregardeo it

So the queston is is it plausible ttct they

wculdnt have known the risk mean in Keith Fkathahss

10 case if that had really been accurate that he just dicnt

11 know up until that 30 year point in his career that should

12 have been pretty seminal moment in his workno life But

13 when he testified on the stard he barely rememuered the

14 conversatior More than that he indicated tYat pricr to that

conversation he had discussion with Dr Desai about the risk

16 of reusing syringes indicating that he was aware of it

17 So you know didnt know is sort of way of

18 avoiding responsibility Its like saying theres lot of

19 people that continue to have unsafe sex with with

20 strangers They must not know that theres danger of

21 disease transmission or didnt Im sorry officer

22 didnt know was in school zone Thats wy wasnt

23 driving slower Or didnt know couldnt write that

24 expense off on my taxes Sometimes didnt know isnt an

25 excuse to lower your own responsibilities And more
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accurately this case the dont know cou cc sometning

like didnt know that my anesthesia tIme re0ted to

insurance billing

Now Miriam Alter also testifeo about the history

of hepatitis which medical providers would aware of

There was the identification of it which tnese defendants

were alive for There was ftc outbre0k in tew ork City

which got lot of public attention Toere w0s the outbreak

in Oklahoma after that which got lot of med0 attention and

10 another after that and another 0fter toat

11 And all of this is tellinc people co rot engage in

12 unsafe injection practces not to reuse need es not to use

13 the combination of using the s0me neeole on patient and

14 then multi-use vial on the next patient that was in

15 the media according to Dr Alter So IS dont know even

16 possible after that

17 Moreover there was the mailinq that you saw from

18 the CRNA professional association which was ftc warning dont

19 engage in this practice do not do this this is dangerous

20 practice that Mr Lakeman should h0ve gotten That was in

21 2002 that that came out These individuals so historically

22 lived through the identification of hepattis

23 scientifically

24 They certainly were 0round when AIDS came to light

25 and all the precautions that were necessary ir association
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with tn0t dsease ceneral knowledge that everyone seems to

have about the d0nuers of blood borne pathogens and how they

could be transmitted So dont know sort of becomes less

plausb

Or tcp that you heard from the CDC

represect0 ye obcut the campaigns that they h0ve dcne over

the years text hea thcare providers of these dangers And

cont kncw reem hess plausible after that Under the

defense stard0ra five years from now after all this if

10 healthcare prcvider would say gosh didnt know didnt

11 know that was canger that would be sufficient Ycu have to

12 lcok deeper Is this plausible that they didrt know

13 Ard the real dstinction with Ronald Lakeman is he

14 did know Ic .d the conversation with Dr Schaefer where he

15 explained I-c practice that he engaged in He said two things

16 about it One he would deny the conversation if it was ever

17 brought up indicating he had said something about an unsafe

18 practice

19 Seconoiy he said that he used negative pressure on

20 the syringe to make sure there was no there was no mix or

21 ccntamination that occurred The very act of using the

22 negative pressure indicates that he was trying to accommodate

23 or address risk He was aware of the risk he tried to

24 address He just it just didnt work

25 Now a5 to Dr Desai he would have had knowledge
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as weil He had every bit of knowledge all of the other

doctors had 0nd they certainly knew of the dangers of this

And remember Dr Desai is gastroenterologist He treats

people with hep0titis regu_arly Surely someone whn noes

that wouln be llmili0r with the risk factors associatec with

hepatitis transmission 0nd he certainly didnt need to ask

his boss Dr Carrol about any sort cf facts about

transmission Desai so had nnversatons with Keith Mathahs

and Lnda Hubbard which indcted know edge of the risk

10 but he went forward anyway

11 Now the crimes themselves of in terms of the

12 patient crimes have an eement of substantial bodily harm

13 which is nefined as boniiy injury which creates substantial

14 risk of death or whics causes serinus permanent disfigurement

15 or protracted loss or Impairment of the function of any bodily

16 member or organ prolonged pSysical pain And then you also

17 have to determine whether the criminal act was the proximate

18 cause of the substantial bodily harm

19 And lets look at our victims in this case We know

20 that Michael Washington came into the clinic with some stomach

21 upset and diarrhea and he left with hepatitis Rodolfo

22 Meana he came in with cnnstpation he left with hepatitis

23 Stacy Hutchison came in with some bleeding and she left with

24 hepatitis Sonia Orellono whose is pictured there came in

25 with constipation and she left with hepatitis Patty
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Aspinwall came in for diagnostic test anc left with

hepatits Gwendolyn Martin she came for heartburn

left with hepatitis And Carole Crueskin came in wit snme

slight uleeding and left wirl hepatitis So the li came in

with minor problems and they left unknow1nol wth bigoer

ones

Now Sonia Orellono Rivera may be ie ptient that

overa did the best Shes the youngest Se didnt h0ve

severe acute symptoms She felt ill soc felt tired 0nc he

10 says she still feels that to this day But it w0s you

11 know its taken toll that she hasnt undercone Interferon

12 treatment So maybe she did the best but she still hd to

13 change her life and you saw her testify Ths isnt oO easy

14 thing for her She stll had to take preLau ors She still

15 had the stress of wondering if the disease was coino to

16 surface and she certainly suffered

17 Now Patty Aspinwall maybe she did the second best

18 of the seven we have although she was hospit0lized beo0use of

19 her acute systems which certainly would constitute

20 substantial bodily harm and she also had to deQl with the

21 stress of wondering if the disease was going to come back or

22 the steps that she had to take to protect her husband Se

23 had -- she had substantial bodily harm

24 Now Stacy Hutchison and Cwendolyn Martin they went

25 ditferent path These women actually underwent the
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Interferon treatment This was the treatment that lasted like

fcr most year with the shots and the pills and feeling

depressed ard feeling crazy and tired and fatigued all of

which consttutes substantia bodily harm

But they ended up with good outcome relatively

speakno ir that they dont seem to be suffering from those

symptoms now and theres no Indication of disease in their

systen But theres no regurement that hepatitis or ftat

substantial bodily harm he permanent They certainly went

10 through lono phase of pain and suffering

11 And maybe sadly predictably the three people that

12 have done 4he worst since their infection are the oldest ones

Ycu saw MicIael Washington testify He is hoping according

tc his wife for transplant liver transp ant She also

15 bescrbed hIm as being mentally different and physically

16 different and you can make your own assessment based on your

17 recollection of his testimony

18 Carole Grueskin didnt seem to ever recover from the

19 stress of learning what learning that she 0ctually had been

20 infected by infected with hepatitis at ftc clinic You

21 heard from Dr Lewis that there was no sign of dementia

There was no sign of her loss of competency prior to her going

23 to the clinic and learning of the diagnosis And now she --

24 she doesnt know where she is she doesnt know what her name

/5 is she doesnt know any of her history
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Rodolfo Meana he obviously had the -- you know the

worst outcome He he ultimately died from this And

before he died he suffereo the symptoms of feeling ill and

feeling fatgued

So lets talk about the crimes the first crimes

that are that are relating to patient care 0nd this is

performance of an act and reckless disregaro of persons or

property And the elements of this crime essertially

reckless act sort of disregarding the safety of another but

10 it doesnt have to be by healthcare provicer Its just

11 reckless act th0t unreasonabry risks the safety of another

12 individual And this is where direct liaoility and conspiracy

13 liability and aiding and abetting kino of come into play

14 On July the 25th its Ronald Lakeman who is treating

15 both the source patient ano Mr Washington He is the direct

16 actor He is the one that did the injections on both of those

17 people So his actions he is the direct actor for that --

18 that act

19 Now on September the 21st Mr Lakeman was working

20 with Keith Mathahs and you know Lakeman treated some of his

21 own patients directly and then theres kind of an interplay

22 between the two with supplies nd also Mathabss patients

23 And there has been some talk in the -- in the courtrcom about

24 how these -- these patents must have been treated -- must

25 have been tre0ted at the same time
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If you look at toe flst its clear that the day

starts off with Clifford Corrol covering both rooms And hes

clearly not in you know two places at once so these --

these room times aS weve keo about it 0g0in 0nd again

they dont they dont represent real time because otherwise

he would be ir two pldces 0ut Dr Carrol coes this

proceoure this procedure ti one this one 0nd he kind of

goes hack ar2d forth tvey tcstify between The rooms

Ne oet to Kenneth Fuhino and that -- thats sort of

10 the last one he does anC then Carrel testified that Dr Desai

11 comes in And this is Lakoa Quannah And if you look down

12 here Stacy Hutchison ca Dr Desai too as her doctor So

13 somehow Desai is going back 0nd forth between the two and

14 theres no -- theres no suocestion that hes in two places at

15 once Its just the tlmino c_f But theres really no

16 quest-ion that Stacy Hutchisor is treated after Kenneth Rubino

17 Theres no mystery about that

18 Now we know that there were also skips alcng the

19 way some people who didnt net infected And we heard from

20 some experts 0bout that that sometimes people can be exposed

21 to the virus 0nd they might be lucky person who doesnt

22 who is able to clear it on fteir own ano doesrt have the

23 virus Dr Dr Alter said that maybe they wouldnt have enough

24 of viral load to actually contract the disease Or you

25 know theres lot of happerstance into how the the clinic
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did its practices Maybe they actually got prefilled

syringe and thats why they cot skipped along the way

But the question is were the practices unreasonable

here the practices ones where there was risk associatec --

0sscct0tec and that was disregarded by Ronald Lakeman Ano

cbtiosy that was the case Every every medical prcvioer

ycu heard from talkec about how unreasonable it would be to

eng0ce In Sat type of adminstraticn of propcfcl

Iou cannot reuse syringes and reuse vials The

10 combination of the two spreads infection And you cant

11 really say that it was just one bad day for Lakeman anyway

12 because hes there on July the 25th and hes also there on

13 the st Actually only he and Desai are there en both days

14 Now with regard to the patients that Lakeman cidnt

15 treat meaning Mathahss patients on the 21st Lakeman has

16 what we cal aider and abettor in conspiracy liability for

17 those patients As the Judqe instructed you conspiracy

18 liabi ity occurs when theres an agreement to do something

19 illegal And if you agree with another person to engage in an

zO illegal act youre responsible for the foreseeable

21 consequences of that act

22 Similarly if you aid and abet legal act with

23 the intent to to commit crime which is in this case

24 employ dangerous practices or perform this this act in

25 reckless disregard for patients youre responsible for what
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your cohort does So the agreement of course between these

two CRNAs was not to infect everybody with hepatitis but

the agreement w0s look were going to engage in these

injection practices Thats d0ngerous practice We

understano the risk bt were going to take the risk ano go

along

Ard they worked together doing it because we know

they shared their supplies acainst all their tr0ining We

know that propocol now went back and forth And there rea ly

10 is no tie of one patient to another in terms of the care

11 There were -- the way the infection perpetuated it was

12 possible to infect this many people because both of them were

13 willing to engage in these dangerous practices And once they

14 violated the standaros it was sort of up to fate as to who

15 was going to get infected and who wasnt It wasnt tied to

16 particular CRNA So Ronalo Lakeman has liability for Keith

17 t4athahss patients as well

18 Now Dr Desai although hes there on July the 25th

19 and Septeer the 21st he doesnt do any of the injecting so

20 hes never the direct actor He is whats hes whats

21 called an aider and abettor or in the conspiracy And aiding

22 abetting -- aiding and abetting is simply encouraging someone

23 to commit crime And in this case its that performance of

24 an act in reckless disregard of persons or property

25 And Dr Desai we all know is many things but one of
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those is hes very intelligent Hes had trainino the same

training as all the ether eoctors who testified in this case

and knew of risk associated with this type of injection

practces We know that from Keith Mathahs ftdt tfere was

discussion with himself ano Dr Desai about ftc draers of

reusing syrnoes

Ard you also know about the conversalcr th0t Linda

Hubbard related to the police about Desai instrLct no ftr to

dc anesthesia Rons way which means with the reuse of

10 sringes Th0t is aiding and abetting Now fteres been

11 some suggestion that the statement that Linoa Hubb0rd mace was

12 coerced or that she was lyino about it

13 You heard from Detective Whitely that there wc no

14 coercion with that statement He was present in the

15 interview And think about what the ftc statement was

16 mean Linda Hubbard in 2008 is able to recall pretty subtle

17 conversation that she had back in 2005 with pretty qcoc

18 accuracy

19 Now there was the the point that well look

20 you know she started in August 2005 and they didnt order

21 those 50 milliliter vials until Dctober So -- so there was

22 like six-week gap there Her conversation didnt say it was

23 the day started And the other thing would point out is

24 people are kind of you know bad about time

25 mean Ralph McDowell testified that in 2008 it was
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six months earlier that there was the discussion acout using

saline with propofcl which would have put the time at the

at the end of 2007 And he was clearly wrong about that

because Ann Lobiondo said she was at that meeting 0nd sne had

left the clInic by the spring of 2007

Arid Vince Sagendorf hadnt even heard about the

meeting and he was there at that time perioo So just jus

bec0use the time period is off isnt really sugoestive of

deception Its just how people when theyre working in the

10 same place every day and they have discussions its hard to

11 pinpoint an amount of time

12 You also saw Linda Hubbard okay You saw Linda

13 Hubbard testify dont remember dont remember And you

14 know Linda HubbQrd is the person who never seems to have the

15 glove on who is capping needles who is pullng off needle

16 caps with her with her mouth who is still pulling propofol

17 after the CDC comes who is still willing to use the SOs even

18 when there is memo or an edict that shes not supposed to do

19 that Now do you really think that woman is cpble of

20 conjuring up this subtle conversation just just to benefit

21 the police or is she actually recalling something that was

22 actually said

23 Now Desai you know he hao policy about

24 everything He told Vince Sagendorf dont use more than 200

25 milligrams of propofol on single patient Dont use lot
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of tape to the nurses Dont use too many gowns to the

doctors and the techs Dont use too much je ly to the techs

1-ic tells Ralph McDowell youre the most expensive CRNA you

use the most propofol

There was nothing that wasnt controlled by him He

was focused on saving money at every turn And it wasnt like

some eccentric personality flat you have with lika paternal

relative that well he just doesnt like loliyoagging and

oh he just doesnt like waste or people standing around

10 Thats not wh0t this is

11 This is willingness to compromise patient care to

12 collect couule cents on each procedure He was willing to

13 do that And whats sobering actually in this case is that

14 it wasnt that hard for him to get other people to compromise

15 as well The ones who didnt left quick and that was Anne

16 Yost Jean Scambio and Karen Peterson who all left like

17 within days or weeks of beino employed there

18 Now the second -- tIe second crime that deals with

19 the care of the patients is the criminal neglect of patients

20 This one is little different in the sense that it you

21 have to be professional caregiver for the crime to apply to

22 you Theres recklessness aspect to it to where you have to

23 have engaged in reckless behavior and it has to be departure

24 from the standards of an ordinary prudent person and the harm

25 has to be foreseeable
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And we know that that the behavior itself was

certanly reckless anc we crow that Ron Lakeman had an

awareness of it and tdt it was just not practice that

people engaced in Ic w0s departure from what an ordinary

person would do Anc the consequences you know was it

foreseeable

Well theyre necting people nto their blooo

stream is oresec0h rat they wocld get blood borre

disease if theyre cross contaminating their vials of

10 propofol This wasnt mistake it wasnt misjudgment it

11 wasnt misunderstandnc was calculated risk that

12 something probably won dt happen and tey were wrong in the

13 calculation

14 Ir terms of toe orminal neglect charges Lakeman

15 has of course labil for the patients he treated himself

16 meaning Mr Washington or Ju the 25th his own patients on

17 September the 21st ano through conspiracy and aiding and

18 abetting liability fur Mathahss patients on -- on the 21st

19 as we

20 Now Desai once aoain isnt the person injecting

21 the propofol so his lanility is solely as to being an aider

22 and abettor or in the conspiracy boo we know that Desai was

23 aware of the risk beoaose he had those discussions with Linda

24 Hubbard and Keith Mathahs

25 Its also fair bet that the harm would be
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oresee0ble tor him as gastroenterologist who treats people

with hepatitis He night be aware that if you contaminate

vials that youre injecting in peoples blood th0t hepatitis

might be spreQd Pnd it wasnt the result of misadventure

or problem or misunderstanding It was c0lcultion mace

to cut

Now the the sort or second part of this case is

0tout fnanci0l crimes or insurance fraud essentially Ard

ftc -- the way they -- the way they committed the insurance

10 -rood was sort of via group effort and thats what m0de it

11 imposciule really Because if you have one CRNA that is

12 actually putting in the correct times that would have been

ft knc of something th0t would stick out to the insurance

14 companies as they process the claim

15 So this certainly was practice that all the CRNAs

16 were nvolved with and all you know could have been chargec

17 or their part in commtting the insurance fraud It wa

16 group effort mean remember the testimony of Rode Ch0ffee

19 where the CRNAs woulo be talking to each other that cant

20 take another PacifiCare patient just had one And so

zl theyd switch the orcer so the PacifiCare wouldnt have the

22 times overlapping on the insurance claims

23 That kind of thing that sort of behavior is

24 evicence of conspiracy On the two days in question Mr

25 Lakeman himself worked about ten hours Maybe little
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give or take ten hours on the on July the z5th and on

September the 21st He actually billed li tle over 14 hours

in his anesthesia time

So you can go bacK and you can compare the tape

reacs versus the anestnesi0 time anestYesia time recorded

and see if you see the discrepancy Ano you row from Joan

Syler that theyre not lowed to overlap theyre not allowed

to bi more hours than there are in the day and theyre not

allowed to count recovery tine because theyre no longer

10 caring for the patient at that point

11 Now couple thinus are unusual with the insurance

12 counts One of them conrerns Sharrieff Zyad His claim

13 when you look at his 1500 claim it actually -- they made

14 mistake the clinic made mstake They put eight meaning

15 eight units but that nsurer wanted time like minutes Anc

16 so that insurer on his claim actually only pays for the eight

17 units

18 There was an attempt to defraud there but it really

19 didnt work out because they they submitted the information

20 in unit form versus minute form and the insurance company paid

21 according to the minute form So the endoscopy center didnt

22 really make extra money on Sharrieff Ziyads cl0im

23 With some of the other patients with Carole

24 Grueskin with Stacy Hutchison and with one of Patty

25 Aspinwalls insurance claims there was just sort of flat
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rate pay so although they certainly they they put in

the false numbers ano they got up to the mnutes there was

no net cain to the clinic as to those cams
The States perspeotive is tncgr rd you can

evaluate the testimony how you see fit ha the fosurers

testified That if there was false infcrnaticn or those aims

they woulcnt have paid them at all And so alt mately they

got money bat they shouldnt have been ert ed to And you

you can recall the testimony and ace make your owo

10 assessment of it

11 The other people where there Wa clear gain that

12 occurrec with Sonia Orellono There ao extra units paic

13 There were extra units paio on Patty Aspinw0l claim to

14 United Fealthcare Partners and there was exra money pad on

15 Gwendolyn Martin to PacifiCare The in.urance fraud is pretty

16 clear established in this case

17 Now Desais participation is a150 established

18 Remember that memo the PacifiCare memo You can lock at that

19 in the deliberation room where he is actually instructing the

20 staff not to put PacifiCare members in in close succession

21 with each other And you also know that no reid Ann Lobondo

22 hey remember to make your time 31 minutes And he told ter

23 that more than once and that was for the insurance claims as

24 well

25 And you also know from his conversations with Tonya
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Rushing that a5 this is all cr0shing cown and shes crying and

talking about insurance fraud and that this you know shes

worried about whats going to happen to her he doesnt really

have much of cn answer for her His invo vement in that

w0s hs desIgn

Now there are other crimes sert of associated with

with the insurance themselves Theres count of theft

which has threshclo value of $250 And as you look at all

the people th0t that are charged or that consist in that

10 ccunt you may be adoing up in your heac like well is that

11 -- you know did they get 30 extra dollars there did they get

12 ten And its kind of tedious prccess

13 Just so you understand the States theory on the

14 theft count is based on what the insurance representative

15 saic none of these claims would have been paid if there if

16 they had known there was false information on them and that

17 would add up to $250 And that same analysis applies for the

18 obtaining money under false pretenses as well

19 The last charge that Id like to talk about is the

20 death of Rodolfo Meana which is murder count Now

21 normally we all think of murder as the intentional killing of

22 human beirg and certainly that is the form of murder But

23 under the laws of Nevada there is lesser form or less

24 severe form of murder and that is second degree murder That

25 occurs when someone engages in an inherently dangerous
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uniawtul act 0nd theres death resulting tram it And

theres other requirements to the crime Or they engage in an

inherently dangerous felony and death is what results

In order for you to find the defendants guilty under

this theory of murder youd have to find that the death was

foreseeable And that is mean that is what happened in

this case Is it foreueeable that Rodolfo Neana would

contract ths disease and is it foreseeable that someone

would ultimately die from that disease

10 Now you heard that he was in sort of weekeno

11 state that he had lot of health problems and that he also

12 had problems with his kidneys and se there may be some issue

13 regarding what the ultmate cause of oeath was And Id ask

14 yeu to consider the testimony of Alane Olson who observeo the

15 autopsy actually saw the organs and actually made an onsite

16 assessment of the cause of death And she said that the death

17 was causeo by complications from hepatitis She saw

18 literally the toxin pill out of his body when he was taken to

19 autopsy

20 The other aspect Id like to remind you of is this

21 As to the element ef the cause of death it is sufficient if

22 from the evidence it is proven beyond reasonable doubt that

23 Rodolfo Nearas hepatitis was of such nature that in its

24 natural and probable consequence it produced death or at least

25 materially contributed and acceleratec death So you can
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consider that instructons that instructior in your

evaluaton of the murder court as well

Now again because neither Lakeman or Dr Desai was

the person who dministereo the propofol to Rodolo Neana

their liabi ity is prenliec mn conspiracy and aiding and

abettng Brit It was jut by Sappenstance that Mathahs woulo

have endec reating Neana

mean there was ro rhyme or reasor aS to why

Mathahs go- him aS pat en rather than Lakeman So Lakernan

10 has has respnsibilt And in terms of you know Dr

11 Desai was this somethlne tha was foreseeable given his

12 knowledge arid his expert se and the nature of the disease you

13 know it certainly was

14 Ir the end eull have duty to sort through you

15 know literally all the facs and the evidence in this case

16 and make an assessment Ano you know people in their SOs

17 and 60s and 70s sheuldnt be going in for routine

18 colonoscopies and coming our with communicable diseases It

19 was 2007 when this happeneo It was at time when the nature

20 of this disease was uncierstood and the precautions that needed

21 to be taken to administer medication were wel known

22 fleir infection was the result of laziness

23 sloppiness and arrogance it wasnt the result of lack of

24 knowledge They took mean they ended up taking chances

25 with other peoples health ard well-being not their own ano
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those people dealt with the consequences And the realty

ironic parr or ridiculous part guess is that it was all

so avoidable mean none of this needed to happen None of

these people needed to get sck None of the people at the

clinic needed to have trouble finding job No one needed to

lcse their ticense

But it did happen and it did ocur and it was the

result of reckless behavior And in the enc your ccllectve

vercict is coing tc write sort of the ending to this story

10 And part of part of that will be your your assessment of

11 the evidence You will write the end of the story

12 And unlike the civil cases and civi judgments that

13 youve teard about in this case this is in criminal court

14 and this case the criminal case its about pennies This

15 case about pennies because the only thing that caused those

16 people to get infected was the decision not to spend couple

17 more dollars on supplies per procedure Its pennies that

18 were saveo on these practices And it wasnt worth it and

19 they knew better and they should be held accountable

zO THE COURT All right Thank you Ms Weckerly

21 Ladies and gentlemen before we move into the

22 closing arguments for the defense were going to take brief

23 recess Obviously the case is not over so must again

24 remind you of the admonition not to discuss the case or

25 anything relating to the case with each other or with anyone
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else Youre not to read watch or listen co any reports ot

or commentaries on the case person or subect matter re ating

to the case And do not form or express an opinion on the

trial

Notepads in your dirs and please follow the

bailiff through the rear door Well take about ten minutes

Court recessed at 1123 a.m until 1136 a.m
Inside the presence of tUe ury

THE COURT All rioht Court is now back in

10 session

11 And Mr Wright are you ready to proceed with your

12 closing argument

13 MR WRIGHT Yes

14 THE COURT All right Thank you

15 OEFENOAN OESAiS CLOSING ARGUMENT

16 MR WRIGHT My name is Richard Wright as start

17 with every witness You all know by now thats Margaret

18 Stanish We represent Or Desi Anc first of all myself

19 and the Desai family want to thank you for your terrific

20 effort We understand

21 stood here two months ago and talked to you about

22 this case ard we do know the -- the individual efforts in that

23 which you have given up to be here to participate in this It

24 is an awesome undertaking when youre talking about like ten

25 weeks of being here all to help the State and the defense try
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to acnieve justice in this case which Is what this is about

started off talking to you my opening statement

about the fundamental principles that would be quidino you

all as you decide this case And ta ked about it beoaue

now youve keard it all the civil cases some of the rivi

witneoses some of the evioenoe about it ths is likely

cause Buu were in criminal case so Tim coang to once

ao0in no over those fundamental bedrock princlpJes whior makes

this different than the civil litigation whirk h0s aJreoy ll

10 taken place

11 First of all criminal case indotment Both

12 defenduts are indicted You have the Indic cent here oct

13 going to read it because its so long and so confusing- But

14 its _nstruotion No and that indictmert is 0n accusation

15 and its not any evidence And as we stard here even oay

16 the defendants are still presumed innocent

17 When you go in and deliberate and review all toe

18 evioence then youll make determination whether the case

19 has beer sufficiently proven But talked about this wth

20 you at the inception because the presumpton of innoceoce

21 is almost counter intuitive that must presume that is

22 have to say the man is innocent as the trial starts ano

23 progresses

24 And then the question becomes in our criminal

25 justice system okay hes innocent right now hes acooced of
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very serious felonies billing murder medical negligence

reckless cisregrd Who has to prove it anc wh0t do we have

to no But who has to prove it The burden of proof is

solely on the State tdt means they have to prove every

element everything to yrur satisfaction and we dont have to

bring in any evioence Ahctsoever

We dont have to bring in snole witness All

all we will do is cross examne witnesses We can bring in

witnesses if we wcnt to You s0w by the end of the case we

10 brought in Dorothy Sims cnc we brought Dr Howard Worman

11 from Columbia University Other than that the defense

12 rested

13 So the State has to bring all of the evidence that

14 ycu need to m0ke the determination Okay So now making the

15 determination how now certcin how conclusive do you have

16 to be before you ccnvict fellow citizen And thats what we

17 call the ouantum of proof he amount of proof

18 Now you now from -- weve heard about civil cases

19 In civil case its simply like 51 percent of the evidence is

20 all that matters in civil case Whoever makes it more

21 likely than not Just push the ball over the 50 yard line

22 and thats good enough for one side to win

23 In criminal case its proof beyond reasonable

24 doubt That means excluding all of the other alternatives to

25 your satisfaction so that you have an abiding conviction
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th0ts the definition thats in your instructions that on the

most mportant affairs in our own mdiv dual life you would

oct absolutely like that without hesitation because youre so

firmly convnced that the evidence comes only to th0t one

Lsclute conclusion Thats what has to be shown in

crimin0 case

And this testimony weve heard from Bri0n Labus

rcr Miriam Alter from various CDC representatives about the

c0ustion ard its the most likely cause is this or that

10 Th0tfi simple stuff You didnt hear single expert or

11 witness come into this courtroom and say have ruled out

12 eer other method of causation and wll tell you beyond

13 reosononle doubt to certainty this is how it happenec on

14 th0t cay

15 And witness came in here and said that All you

16 heard was the civil standards about most likely So thats

17 the anount of evidence that has to -- or thats how convinced

18 cu have to be And the State has to present it all

19 Obviously my client didnt testify nor did Mr

20 L0keman And theres an instruction in there once again

21 this is courterintuitive but the instruction tells you its

22 their constitutional rght the same right you would have if

23 youre ever sitting over there and Im representing you

24 thats the right that you do not have to testify and you dont

25 have to say single word and that the jury will absolutely
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not hold that against you it you were the detendant or against

my client

So once again you have to work on that You cant

think well gee Id to know what he has to say about

this or Id like to have an explanation or answer for that

If you even speculate along those lines youre violating the

instructions which youve agreed to abioe by

You just have to accept it that they 0re relying

upon as the instruction says the advice of their counsel

10 and ther counsel has made the determination the case has not

11 been proven there isnt proof beyond reasonable dcubt so

12 we oont have to dc anything other than rest and argue the

13 case baseo on the evidence or lack of evidence that the State

14 didnt bring into those courtroom

15 So with those wltY those guidelines Im going to

16 first talk about the billing theft obtaining money under

17 false preterses and false medical billng counts As as

18 you know theres two components to the case what happened on

19 the healthoare and whether that was reckless and how the

20 transmission ot hepatitis occurred and then the second

21 part just like second separate trial is the billing fraud

22 component of the case

23 And of course the billing fraud as just cal

24 it love the three differert charges all into one thing

25 because factually it all has to do with the same thing with
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the anesthesia time unlawfu_Iy knowingly inrentionally

inflated In other words too much anesthesia time means

higher billinos and did that get the olinic the defenoants

money tFey werent entitleo to

And its even though weve talked ahout it

generloally and generally oinio practoes arid everythinu

else we are dealing with oisorete inoividual counts crmes

in the inoictment Theres like 27 separatc crimas in triere

and nine ten eleven twelve of them twelve de0 with the

10 false billing

11 And so what youve had to do and why why we

12 dragged in all of these insuranoe oompany wi resses \Jeterns

li Blue Cross Blue Shield Health Plan of Nevaca riecause every

14 one of them had to deal with one count one bill and how nuch

15 was paid how much should have been paid so we can ccme up

16 with number and see if there was loss because that

17 matters Because is it over 250 under 250

18 And so thats why lot of what w0s boring and

19 methodical but you have to count by count because youre

20 going to see that -- and will -- will put up chart for

21 you all and you can go through the calculations Youre going

22 to see that the grand total the grand total the case of

23 the total false billing if we just use absolutely the doctors

24 note times in other words the time when the doctor started

25 his procedure until the time he ended his procedure
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If we use that as the anesthesia time and ignore

pre-op interview and ignore taking them out to the reoovery

room we oome up with orand total overpayment total of all

oounts of $219.40 Tno we on the amount of overpayment by

Lawrenoe Prestons metnoo he was the wItness who oame in

Larry Preston Ill go rcrouon his testimony But he was the

one who initially set anesliesia billing started the CRNA

program when Dr Des0i vcnt rcm anestheslologists to ORNAs

And Lawrence Precon is the fellow who testified

10 that from hs years of experence and him owning billing

11 oompany and starting the billing praotioes for Dr Desai that

12 the anesthesiologist tme is from the when he starts

13 history and physical starts irterviewing the patient did you

14 -- do you drink milk are you allergic to milk all of the

15 questons they ask on th0t form from then until they leave

16 the recovery room Leave the recovery room

17 Now thats wh0t awrence Preston testified And he

18 explained bec0use the recovery room it isnt like

19 hospital Its an AEC The recovery room is right the

20 CRNA5 are over there the recovery room bays are right here

21 They are responsible for the patients and his words is the

22 billing time follows tne responsibility for the patient

23 And until the olnod pressure that ast check is

24 taken and they are unhookeo the recovery room Lawrence

25 Preston says that is the anesthesia time And so if you view
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tnat as toe anesthesia time you will see that the total

overpayment for all counts is $54.70

Now to be certain so that we focus solely on what

we 0re talKlno about which is was the amount of time

oxerstteo on the bill ano you can go through nd look at all

of the nills but that was at 1500 And so bill went

wIth an amount of time on it saying its 33 minutes ano th0ts

why Margaret sat there and worked through all these different

calcu 0tions which end up on my chart

10 St-c would say each of them if it was eight unts
11 if there was base unIts of five for payment 0nd then the

12 first 15 minutes got you one unit second 15 minutes got you

13 seccno unit five six seven And then if you went over uO

14 minutes you got third unit you add so thats eight And

15 M0roaret would say what if ts eight how much do you get

16 What its seven how much do you get What if its sx

17 Because what the charge is in the indictment is the

18 accusation th0t they got paid too much more th0n they were

19 entited to because of the excessive time The charge is not

20 they were entitled to nothing You can read every single

21 insurance fraud billing count will just use one as an

22 exampe which is Count 14 insurance fraud And the the

z3 theft counts and insurance counts the theft counts

24 fraudulent billing counts and obtaining money under false

25 pretenses counts all use the same factual allegation of
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wrongdoing

And the factual allegation on this is that they

falsely represented in other words the bill falsely stated

that Anthem Blue Cross B_ue Shield that the billed anesthesia

time and/or charges for the procedure performed on Patty

Aspinwall was were nore han the actual anesthetic time

and/or charges

Said false represertation resulting in the paymert

of money to the defendants which exceeoed that which would

10 have normally been under which would have normally been

11 allowed for said procedure So what what were talking

12 about as the fraudulent allegations is how much more did they

13 get Because theyre entitled to scme amount and thats what

14 worked out on the charts If you accept the States version

15 of the evidence

16 And so the sole dispute of every one of them is the

17 billed anesthesia time was more than the actual anesthesia

18 time In other words they padded it by minutes and by how

19 many and how much of those padded minutes were Thats ever

20 single count

21 Now how did we get to the billing practices and

22 where we were Because fa so bill is one half -- is one

23 component of the criminal charge The second component

24 they first have to prove the State that the bill is wrong

25 That when that says minutes it it truly should say 17
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minutes

That would be oneunit difference 0nd that woftc

translate in some counts into like 38 bucks In some coonts

it made no difference There 0re ccunts in here in this

indictment that were flat fee payment whether you put cown z80

minutes or minute you got 90 bucks So there WaS

absolutely ro loss ano thats why the number comes out

low

But how did we get there Dr Desa haS oft

10 clinic He was using anesthesiologists as you knov- One of

11 them was Dr Yee fellow who came in and testified Hes

12 using MD anesthesiologists Hes get one procedure room over

13 on Shadow Lane And then in about 2001/2002 ftc

14 determination was mace to go to CANAs rather than

15 anesthesiologists Ano Lawrence Preston testfieo to ths
16 Ard the decision there were several cecisions

17 that had to be made And he testifieo -- he tolo them contact

18 the nursing board contact the State because ore thing you

19 have to figure out is can CRNA work in Nevada without MD

20 anesthesiologist supervising him And for the first year or

21 two at the clinic there was corfusion about this

22 And they even set up Mr leo testified about ft and

23 Mr Satish Sharma came in and testified about it entering

24 into an oversight agreement by MD anesthesiologists which

25 they signed but never was implemented and never went into
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eftect because it turns cut in Nevaoa you dont need an MD

anesthesiologist All you need is CRNA workirg for

podiatrist dentist or an MD and then that nerson is the

responsble supervisor for CRNA

So L0wrence Prestor testified the question was what

should they have done Dr Des0i was having problems

scheduling anesthesicloo sts to come in for al the

procedures Tnd cc shou hr hire anesthesio ocists to work

for the oliric or hire CRAs

10 And Lawrence Presron testified that if you hired

11 anesthesiologists if you car oet some that would come to work

12 there like for salaru anesthesiologists get to bill more

13 CRNAs have reducen factcr think he tes fied it was like

14 85 percent you hreo aresthesiolooiss their bi ls

15 get paid hioher The questior would be would they work

16 independenty and put fter own bills ano keep the money

17 or should the clinic hre them nd bill them out and just pay

18 them salary

19 T1e way they the determination was made Lawrence

20 Preston testified to to go with the CRNAs because you can get

21 more of them ending up hiring five or six including part

22 time So CRNAs were hired The first CRNA was Ms Lobiondo

23 And she testified that she brought some of her forms with her

24 because CRNA5 had never been used in the clinic had not been

25 used anywhere in this fashion She had been working at North
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Vista North Las Vegas Hospital other places came brought

her forms

Lawrence Preston started the hilling practice for

it At te time Lawrence Preston Tonya Rusng the cuief

executive officer or whatever she was of the clinics who

testified ir here for the first two years she worked at tte

clinic she was working for Lawrence and his comoany Lasicaily

on contrac to the clinics And she left

awrence Preston sold his bil irg business because

10 he oiont want to deal with the federal government was hs

11 testimony and the but he testifieo that at the inception

lz he starteo the billing the billing method and practices And

ii his testimory is at the inception anesthesia time start

14 first tme you start dealing with the patient ends when ftc

lb cuff comes off in the recovery room

16 Ard this was witness not called by the defense

17 This witness called by the State and thor testified for

18 the State And he testified that that is the correct hi lng

19 methob anc practice in his judgment and he so advises his

20 clients And the guestions were asked by the State you mean

21 to te me someone like an anesthesiologist could be billing

22 for more than one patient at the same tme
23 And his answer was absolutely correct Youve got

24 that right can can have like three patients am

25 responsible for can have two in the waiting room Hhen
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tney stop the clock goes ott theyre not my resporsini ity

can be doing procedure on one and yes the nswer Is

like any other physician or practice there can be times where

have mul plc billing ano its legal

Arid he testified that he has gone ocr terences he

has talkec to insurance companies anc that is wht ne

believes and so advises clients And so this billinc practice

started He sold his business It went to lacy cont

remember her name but went nto partnerstip with Thnya

10 Rushing She was the doing the billng for Dr Fr0nk

11 Nemec

12 And so Tcnya Rushirg set up the biling company

13 taking over for Lawrence Preston Ano Tonya Rushing as lke

14 90 percent owner and this lady did it for 18 months 0nd tren

15 she said this is Im not doing it anymore Anc cnya took

16 it over and s0id will do it all myself and ste hrec

17 indivduals ard the billing company continued as it hari -- as

18 it had been doing en their merry way

19 And it and it continued on their merry way up

20 until what weve heard was the Rexford case and thats the

21 testimony of Dr Clifford Carrol Because what hppened in

22 2007 was there was civil litgation patient n0med Rexforc

23 sued Dr Carrol because of whatever happenec on the procedure

24 And during the discovery in the fall of 2007 in

25 January/February of 2008 and it just so happened to coincide
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with the investigation ot CDL 0n0 the notice and closure ot

the clinics

But Dr Carrol explained and testified that hes got

this litigation going on 0nd all of the sudden his lawyer is

telling him the plaintffs _awyars the lawyers or the

patient are raisinc cuestions ut our billing and anesthesia

times And Clivford Carroi testifed that he goes and talks

to my client Dr Desa 0bnut it Anc says ir the -- in this

Rexford litgation they were subpoenaing the plaintiffs

10 lawyers are subpoenaing cur anesthesia records all of the

11 records for the date of the prncadure Is there anything

12 wrong Are our records right on this And he said Dr Desai

13 said there is no problem Cur records and biling is correct

14 And so first Dr arrol testified he was little

15 concerned sloughed it off but then additional cant

16 remember someone else was deposed in this civil litigation

17 And acain it came up as an accusation of false billing And

18 then Dr Clifford Carrel testifiad that he has this in his

19 mind and hes concerned about it because these lawyers are

20 making accusations of false billing and he sees CRNA

21 think it was Sagendorf rely on your own memories but Cliff

22 Carrol says he sees CRNA putting down like 31 minutes on --

23 on his timesheet on his anesthesia record

24 And Cliff Carrol sees this and this is in January or

25 February or 2008 And he says what is this And Sagendorf
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SayS thats the way weve been billing And Cuts Carrot says

he goes to Dr Desai and they have conversation again and

and he says is there billing fraud going on here And Cliff

Carro says Dr Desai said there is not any billing frauo

going or here So weve had two conversations of Clifford

C0rro anc Dr Desai

Ard then the third and final conversation Clifford

Carro test fied to with Dr Desi was in June 2008 Summerlin

Starbucks rght before his second stroke He goes ano thIs

10 is time when Cliff Carrol said he was very emotiona ano

11 he needed help and was crying because the clinics had closed

12 Their their -- their business was wiped out their licenses

13 were nuspended and Cliff Carrol said he was almost suicdal

14 0t the time

15 And he talks to Dr Desai and holcs his hand and he

16 saio there -- on this billing how how did this happen

17 and how did we get started into this And the answer was from

18 Cliff Carrols mouth relating what Dr Desai said was this

19 all started back the way we did it when we had one room maybe

20 one procedure room at the clinic years ago and it didnt

21 change But of course it had changed in like January or

22 February 2008

23 You can look at all the records because the second

24 meeting of Dr Carrol with Dr Desai when he saw Vinnie

25 Sagendorf 31 minutes thats what think Tonya Rushing
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testified about this asso all of the sudden It came to

head Wait minute lets get straight on this and on te

billing And thats when the edict was put out that no more

pre-op times nn more post-op recovery room times Make tmose

bills precisely doctor tImes

Because at tnat pont Tonya Rushing said she

researchec and looked inLo it Whether she railed the

insurance companies or who dont know But from that d0y

forward the billings ch0nged And this is lke in Febrary

10 2008 i5 the testimony of think Dr Carrol and Tonya

11 Rushing However you recall it it is

12 But at that pont forward -- and nf course one ci

13 the billers came in that worked for Tonya Rushings company

14 They caw that all of the sudden the times had dramatical

15 dropped on the anesthesia bflings And of course they

16 dropped That coincided exactly with Cliff Carrol Dr Desai

17 sayino from now on do it exactly like this And so thats the

18 evolution of this billing and its carrying on And so ycu --

19 you all make the determination

20 mean if it is mstaken billing or

21 misinterpretation because Larry -- Lawrence Preston is wrong

22 then its not crime If if it is justified billing

23 thats arguably correct and you have your biller saying thats

24 how its done then its not crime That is civil

25 argument with the insurance company We say its that you
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Say it that The insurance company wall pay what they want

You can pu in bill for $8OCO and theyll pay what they

want

But you you mae the determination Is it false

incorrect And then if It is tn make crime have to

have nten onally knon it and have no basis for what did

Just like wi-er you fie your tax returns These are specific

intcnt -rimes You ii your tax returns this year anc

theres mstace on it You forgot you cot some dividends or

10 you got bonus or you won ti-c NFL prize at the sports book

11 and you didnt put it on your tax return

12 Well you tax return is alse and thats whats

13 callec faise tax return Thats not crime Its simply

14 an incorrect tax return cu will when its found out you

15 will owe pay fees and interest up the gazoo but its not

16 crime If you know it youre sitting there and youre

17 conscience is saying to you ha ha Itm leaving off those

18 tips or Im leaving off that parlay card won youre

19 committing crime because i-ats thats ti-e mental

20 component that crimina_izes false tax returns and false

21 billing case

22 The actual computations here were pulled together

23 This -- this exhibit you dont have This is called

24 demonstrative exhibit Ano Ill file copy with the Court

25 and give the State copy The demonstrative exhibit means
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get to use it and show it to you but it doesnt go into the

jury room The exhibit thats in evicxence is Zl and that has

the tmes Im talking about This was chart th0t Margaret

put together 0nd was introouced through thnk Whitely or

cy stpuiaon
But it essentially pulled all of the times out of

the recoros for the patients to figure it out And you will

rave ths exhibit with you And you wil see it has the

p0tient name And actually you can go throug6 We didnt do

10 this but you can take the exhibit and you can put the actual

11 counts on here because each of these is alleged as separate

12 crime

And you have the patient name patient date who the

14 physician is who the CRNA is time of procedure colonoscopy

15 or endoscopy doctors note start time Lord knows weve

16 heard lot about times in here about which ores are correct

17 which ones arent correct This the this doctor start

16 time report process start time from the doctors note This

19 this believe recall your own recollection but

20 believe the the evidence has been that like the the

21 best most reli0ble consistent time between nurses times

z2 computer times rhythm strip times because clocks are

/3 little different

24 Lets just use one time and make it consistent And

25 this is the doctors note start time In other words
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patients enter the room equipment scope being hooked up

patients log onto the computer And so this this is like

the logon start time which is designated So thats why we

did tuis doctors note procedure start time

Next we have the doctors note procedure end time

And of course once again you heard testimony as to that

Doctor finishes the procedure patient is being tended to sy

CRNA doctor goes to the computer all the photographs have

been taken of the internal testing and then he puts the

10 findings conclusions whatever it is all of the notes that

11 he puts on there and then he punches the signature button and

12 that produces to the seconc and end time

13 So this is the total time of the procedure that the

14 doctor was working on him So if we were to use that

15 conservatively as anesthesia time because we know the

16 anesthesia time the evidence has been the CANA starts with

17 the patient interview hookirq up before the doctor comes in

18 and also tends to the patient who is still presumably asleep

19 when ts over for awhile before then moving him out to or

20 she out to recovery

21 So if we use this as the conservative amount lets

z2 say -- lets bend over backwards and call that anesthesia

23 time this doctors note total time thats from these

24 thats where we get the 10 minutes 14 minutes minutes 18

25 minutes total minutes
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Now it we use the last recovery room vital sign

this this would be the procedure end time out in the end

room Because you know they unhook the patient in the

procedure room roll them out hook them up aoain to new

rhythm strips blood pressure heart monitoring and theyre

out in the recovery room and thQt like takes 10 to 15 to iS

minutes whatever your recollection is of it and then they

unhook them out there which is at the time theyre going to

take them over get them dressed see the disch0rge nurse

10 If we use that would call this the Lawrence

11 Preston end time because thats what he says is the correct

12 end time for anesthesia And so those times all come out of

13 the patients records as to when they were -- their last

14 reading was in the recovery room

15 If we use those times in brown brown would be

16 Lawrence Preston yellow would be ultra conservative billing

17 purposes like tace to face time ignoring everything else if

18 we use Lawrence Preston time you can see its 26 29 20 34

19 32 45 41 39 and 36 minutes Those are the ctua1 times

20 And so then for my demonstrative exhibit took

21 Exhibit Z1 and this -- added converted the minutes to

22 money And this -- ths couldnt be done until we were

23 complete and heard the last witness testify for the insurance

24 company And when we convert -- convert it to money we

25 convert it civing you alternative ways to do it on on what
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should be the correct way

And if we do it by using the most conservative just

plain doctors time the first one Rubno 10 minutes The

-- from the witness who testified or the insurarce company for

Mr Rubino five units the the over the overpayment

is five plus one so there would be woulc tove been two

units of overpayment That comes to $76.60 for Mr Rubino if

we use that method If we do the overpaymen by Lavrence

Preston it would he one unit overpaid because it was 26

10 minutes for Rubino and that would be $28.30

11 Doing the same for each of these Mr Meana one

12 $32.80 or $16.40 These will be the amounts ttat go right to

13 specific count in the indictment alleging f0lse frauduen

14 overbilling

15 Now if we go to Orellono eight mirutes $34 we

16 do it most conservatively If we do it Lawrerce Prestons

17 methnd thPrR is no ovrcharnn at alL Oning Hiitrhisnn 14

18 minutes its flat fee So either way its irrelevant

19 Same with Grueskin flat fee

20 Ziyad source patient his -- ttere was none because

21 they underpaid The insurance -- the insurance company

22 underpaid the clinic There was actual credit so they

23 owe the clinic on that one because it was an underpayment

24 Either way underpayment

25 So what what do the totals come out to $2i9.40
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total of every single oount or it its done Lawrenoe

Prestons way $54.70 Now where do these numbers matter

If you find that this was crime knowing intentionally

theyre wroog nd you and you just -- if you -- if you

think this was incorrect bil ing based upon Lawrence Preston

or if you have reasonable doubt about it if you just simply

dont know then theres no crime at all

But if youre firm convinced beyond reasonable

doubt ah ha they con.pred to do this and they knew what

10 they were doing then when you got through it youd say okay

11 Im firmly convinced they knew what they were doing and their

12 conscience said ha ha ha Im cheating if thats your

13 finding then you have to figure it out and plug it in

14 Becuse in toe theft count the theft count which is

15 simply one count of theft it has to be either over $250 or

16 under $250 And theres verdict ano you would either check

17 -- if you think its crime you either say over 250 or urder

18 250 And of course maters Under this it makes no

19 difference either way because both of them are under $250

20 When you go to the obtaining money under false

21 pretenses it is also dollar amount driven two charges and

22 it has to be over $250 cant remember which patients are

23 under -- on the false -- obtaining money under false

24 pretenses Youll see them in the indictment But for each

25 of those it has to be that the inflated time resulted in more
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than $250 And if it and if it doesnt then all nos
Its simply not guilty

Pardon me its its under $250 right

MR STAUDAHER Thats what it would be

MR WRIGHT Under 250 for those And for no matter

which patient it was none of these 76 buoks is the highest

one So for obtaining money under false pretenses it would

be under $250 whichever patient it is It may be one of the

ncne ones dont remember And then when you get tc the

10 false medical billing case the amount of money doesnt

11 matter Okay It has to be false billing and some money

12 If its none there isnt any because theyve

13 lleged an overpayment But if there is $16.40 and you

14 believe that th0t was done intentionally anc willfully then

15 on that the answer would be guilty On the there are nne

16 counts nine different patient charges So you go through

them nn each nd figure nit Nnv that thats

18 essentially the billing fraud component of the case

19 Ard if we could take lunch break Your Honor

THE COURT All right

MR WRIGHT Were not -- Im going to argue sum

z2 more Im done with the billing Youre goirg to have unch

23 and then Im going to come back and talk about the other half

24 of the case

25 THE COURT Can see counsel at the bench
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Off-record bench conference

THE COURT Ladies and gentlemen were going to go

ahead and take our lunch break now Well be in recess for

the lunch hre0k until 30 Obviously the case has not been

submitted to you The case is not over yet So please be

aware and mindful of the aomonition which am about to give

you

Do not discuss this case or anything relating to the

case with each other or with anyone else Do not read watch

10 or listen to any reports of or commentaries on this case any

11 person or subject matter relating to the case Dont no any

12 independent research by way of the internet or any other

13 medium And do not form or express an opinion on the trial

14 Please place your rotepads in your ch0irs ano follow

15 the bailiff through the rear door

16 Jury recessed at 1228 p.m
17 THE CDIJRrL All rnht Ill see counsel at the

18 bench regarding scheduling

19 Off-recoro bench conference

20 Court recessed 123z p.m until 140 p.m
21 Outside the presence of the jury
22 MS STANISH Judge is the jury instruction on the

23 petty larceny --

24 THE COURT It was wrong

25 MS STANISH Yours was changed
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THE COURT So adlibbed it and then had my USA

type it to be correct because caught it And that is

Instruction No 21 And so these are the oricinals anc .1 you

want to look 0nd make sure youre

MS STANISH No trust you did it

THE COURT -- fine with the change

MS STANISH just wanted to make sure

THE COURT But right saw that w0s wronn onc

so then just

10 MS STANISH Good cover

11 THE COURT corrected it and and then shes

12 changed it And so the packets are all correc We m0de

13 copies so that all of the jurors will have their own ccpes of

14 the instructions

15 Pause in the proceedings

16 Inside the presence of the jury
17 THE COURT Afl rioht Court nnw hank

18 session

19 And Mr Wright you may resume your closing

20 argument

21 MR WRIGHT Thank you

22 DEFENDANT DESA CLOSING ARGUMENT Continued

23 MR WRIGHT Ladies and gentlemen now to the

24 medical criminal neglect reckless disregaro portion of the

25 case on the hepatitis the causation and what the conduct
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was and whether criminal acts were committed by Mr Lakeman

Mr Mathahs and my dent Dr Desai as an aider and abettor

Now remember agan two months ago at the

beginning of the case when t0lked about negiigence auto

accidents reckless reoard driving the wrong way down the

street and tried to gIve you little example by drawing it

on the paper And it crew some objections ard told you by

the tme we oet to the crc of the case will show ycu the

elements of the crimes ch0roed and wll show you that it

10 has to be the equivalent ol someone not just driving the wrong

11 way on the freeway but knowing theyre going the wrcng way on

12 the freeway and intentonally ooing the wrong way as opposed

13 to accidentally or mistakenly doing something

14 And the example caxe ycu Im going to talk about

15 because it fits rieht with Se jury instructions Because in

16 any ordinary neglioence ease think gave you the example

17 nf someone turns fl-o wrnrg way out here on Fourth Street

18 Thats one way street downtown here And all the time

19 drive on it carefully because tourists and otter people

20 invariably dont know and turn the wrong way and are

21 driving the wrong way on one-way street and it can cause an

22 accident

23 And if they oo cause an accident theyre certainly

24 liable Their negligent act caused someone else to be harmed

25 But they arent criminally prosecuted for it because its
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negligert act Its an accident mistake didnt know

what was ooing when was driving the wrong way

TYe other example gave you which is where we get

to reokessress conscous dsregard of dangerous situation

SolO wh0 youre out on the freeway Youre out here and

you come up or traffic jam theres an accident up ahead and

trffo sopped dead ano youre sitting there 0nd you look

over ano thore is an onramp th0t you can oet off the freeway

going tve wroro way If you so choose

10 Ir th0t situation if you consciously think oh

11 well Im Im going to be late for this important

12 meeting theres no traffic coming can whip 0round real

13 fast ano gr te wrong way know what Im doing know its

14 risky out going to attempt it anyway And do that ano

15 get ir an aooldent Im in big trouble knew my behavior

16 was sbonti0l it was risk of substantial harm was

17 oonsoos of it 0nd saic Yell with it ano threw caution to

18 the woo ano dlo it anyway Thats what crimes are maoe Out

19 of in ttese rokless endangerment type oases

20 Ard theres also component thats called proximate

21 oause whiob means my risky dangerous behavior must have been

22 because of the ooident In my little hypothetical suppose

23 decide to go for it Ive got my business partner with me and

24 go the wrong way and Im speeding up the off ramp And

25 while Im speeding the wrong way engagino in risky behavior
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have blowout in my tire because didnt repiace the tires

and they were they were too the tread was too low And

-- was negligent

Ic that situation Im engaging in risky behavior

but the risk know of and am taking is going the wrong way

in traffic Now if get in an accioent throuoh negligence

and the accdent isnt caused by my risky behavior of goino

the wrong way then didnt commit crime

Now weve seen lot of evidence ir this case

10 which am going tc show you had nothing to do with proximate

11 cause of the transmission of the hepatitis at the clinics on

12 those two days And we spent literally weeks hearing about

13 the lousy business practices st0rting colonoscopies too soon

14 ending them too fast using all kinds of cuttng corner

15 cheapskate practices all intended to enflame you all to make

16 you think this is guy thats worthy of convicting ano take

17 your eye nff nf the ball Because all the evdence is clear

18 that the only accusation and the only evidence that matters in

19 this case is the accusation th0t unsafe irjection practices by

20 the CRNAs caused the transmission of the hepatitis

21 If you are to think that scopes did it or biopsy

22 snares whatever you call them bite blocks those arent

23 charged here All of that was simply brought in over and over

24 again The evidence about starting colonoscopy or endoscopy

25 procedure before patient was fully sedated now you te me
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how does that oause the transmission of hepatitis

CDC Melissa Schaefer all of them testified that

bite blooks they dont oause it Bite blooks go in your

mouth right here Theres no blood to blood And if you take

the bite block and even though its single use and you take

it and put it in the Medivator and clean it and sterilize it

there is yuok faotor but there is absolutely no faotor of

transmission of any type of diseQse

Then we heard days of testimony about those type of

10 things And the the inoiotment -- well first the jury

11 instruotions tell you that youve got to follow what the

12 indiotment is and follow what the law is And the indiotment

13 and the ury instruotions and its No 15 -- pdrdon me got

14 the wrong number No 17 when you get baok there reckless

15 endangerment and criminal neglect of patients

16 Both the reckless endangerment ano criminal neglect

17 of patient ohrges const of crmina ct that committed

18 with the requisite mental state in oroer for the defenoant to

19 be found gulty of the reckless endangerment or criminal

20 neglect of patient oharges you must find that the defendant

21 oomnitted the allegeo aots beyond reasonable doubt What

22 alleged acts Were 1mited to one alleged act in the

23 indictment and in the instructions

24 The alleged act is that Ronald Lakeman or Keith

25 Mathahs caused the hepatitis transmission by using unsafe
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injection practices in connection with the administration of

propofoi That is the only act aileged Now c5 that is

the sole act that must be proven beyond reasonaisle doubt to

have been the cause and will get into the Merdel component

and what they must have known

But all this like CDC Southern Nevad0 Health

DistrIct everyone testifyino this is the mos likely cause

Things iike bite blocks or biopsy snares scopes these things

are less likely If you all were to oetermine it occurred in

10 some other method than this whats alleoed then you find him

11 not guilty This is the only thing We weue hearo the

12 cutting chucks in half Heard that from olfferent

13 witnesses come in to testify that hes such che0pskate he

14 cut chucks in half And that he used admorished nurses to

15 not use so much tape

16 The offenses that will ultmately get to the

17 muroer charqe but the offenses of crimn0l neqlect of

18 patients and reckless endangerment want to go through the

19 elements of those what you must find And this is from the

20 statute because you -- you will see nctcirg ir the statute as

21 we go through this

22 It contains the words that nearc by Ms Weckerly

23 during the opening statement th0t this case Is about poor

24 medical care This case is about unreasonable practices

25 This case is about laziness This case is about sloppiness
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This case is about arrogance could stipulate to all of

those things nd would make no difference in the outcome of

the case Because this case is about conscious reckless

disregard of dangerous practice that know is dangerous and

say hel with it Im ooing It anyway

Irstruction professiona caretaker who fails

to provoe such service care or supervision as is reasonable

and necessary to maintain the health or safety of patient is

guilty of crimin0i negect of patient if the actor or

10 omisson now the act there of course were talking about

11 multi use propocol viats and reuse of syringe on same patient

12 mean thats the act we are talking about there

13 TYe act is aggravated reckless or gross The

14 defendart must have been aware of the rsk of the substantial

15 harm presenteo his act or omission So that means must

16 know that wYat am coing is risk of substantial harm to the

17 patient and rted in rnnsclnus disregard of it

18 Tt0t me0ns mentally just said know people can

19 get hep ou this or may get sick and die out of this but

20 Mr Lakeman and Vr Mathahs supposedly just conspired with

21 each other and agreed to say know all of that but hell with

22 it Im goirg to do it and put these patients at risk anyway

23 Thats what you have to find on the evidence in this case

24 The act and then thats just the first step

25 Weve got four of them The act or omission is such
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departure from what would be the conduct of an ordinarily

prudence and careful person on the same circumstances that it

is contrary to proper regard for danger to human life or

ccnstitutes indifference to the resulting consequences

They were using re0sonable man standard That

means reasonable practitioner standing in their shoes at the

same time in September and July 2007 in this community would

have recognzed that this is absolutely dangerous

life threatening behavior And thats why wten get to

10 we brought in the evidence of what else was going on in every

11 single clinic at the same time Because it matters what the

12 standard was reasonably at the time July 2007

13 The third element the substantial arm created as

14 result of the negligent act could have been foreseen by

15 reasonably person That means know Not only do

16 know Im doing this but know what the consequences are

17 gring fn he And fnurth and every nne of these have tn he

18 Thund when you go through the instruction for criminal

19 negligence

zO Aid the danger to human life of these pQtients was

21 not the result of inattention mistaken judgment by Lakeman

22 and t4athahs or misadventure but was the natur0l and probable

23 result of an aggravated reckless or grossly negligent act

24 Thats the medical criminal negligence portion of the same

25 counts theres multiple counts but that one covers
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caregivers

And theres another statute thats just called

reckless disregard And this statute applies to each patient

or just leaves out couple of the mecical elements Ths can

apply to anyone whether youre dcctor or not But as

youll see it has the same elements person who performs

an act in willful or wanton disregard of the safety of persons

is guilty of reckless oisregard of persons Willful means

what Voluntary and intentional Im ntentionally doing the

10 act

11 Wanton it has to be wanton meanino unreasonably or

12 maliciously risking harm know what the act is and know

13 its consecuences are such that have unreasonably and

14 maliciously saying hell with it Im going to do it anyway

15 And then have to be utterly indifferent to the consecuences

16 Lakeman ano Nathahs have to be like psychopaths who

17 dont give crap anc know theyre going to spread hep and

18 do it anyway Thats whats required under ftc statute The

19 defenoart must have been aware of the risk He has to know

20 whats happening and the consequences and then just utterly

21 indifferentiy disregard it

22 The proximate cause you must determine that the

23 criminal act was the proximate cause of the substantial bodily

24 harm In other words you have to find beyond reasonable

25 doubt If you found all of that and thats what Lakeman and
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Mathahs were doing then of course my client Dr Desal is

an aider and abettor

Im just saying Lakeman and Mathahs on this because

they are what we call the prncipals They are the ones who

did the act and so they must have han all of these They

must have satisfied every one of these elements that my

client as an aider and abettor 0nd ccnspiraor because hes

the owner of the joint must h0ve saic yes kntw you all

are doing that and want you to do that ann agree with it

10 And even though were going to put patients at risk and were

11 going to get sued up the wazoo want you to do it anyway

12 Thats his theory

13 So dont want you to misunderstand when keep

14 saying Mathahs and Lakeman as if Im trying shnve the blame

15 over to them or something because Im not Th0ts just the

16 theory of the liability here And so wuat has -- if you finn

17 that all of that happened by M0thahs and Lakenar and that my

18 client wanted that outcome and conspireo ann aided and abetted

19 to no it t8en you have to determine if that that conouct

20 that multi-use of propofol val and reusing syringe for same

zl patient at the same time you have to Ind if that causen the

22 hepatitis transmission on September 2st and culy 25th So

/3 those are the elements of what were ta king about

24 Now part of my problem with this case as told

25 you at the beginning was dont have mmunity power and
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cant make witnesses talk to me And cant -- can go

thats why introduce myself to witnesses Thats why

introduced myself to my own witness subpoenaed Dorothy

Sims subpoen0ed her from PLC because the State didnt call

her

And so subpoenaed her 0nd it was iike pulling

teeth She doesnt have to talk to me oont have the

power to get witnesses under my thumb by immunity grants and

police investigticns and interrogations Its not simple

10 subpoena her get to put her on the witness stand get to

11 examine her 0nd have to lfe with her answers

12 am at times amazed when do have witness that

13 am havirg to pull teeth Now bear in mind this is lady

14 Dorctny Sims was in charce of the BLC iuvestigation She was

15 the equal of Brian Labus for the State of Nevada and was there

16 for tee for the 9th throuch the 17th investigating with two

17 other investioators And -- and Im having to shnw her her

18 notes having to show her everything she hac written to try to

19 get her to answer coup of questions

20 Ard then the the testimony in this courtroom has

21 been after PLC did theIr investigation and immediately went

z2 out because what they earned was holy smoke multi-using

23 propofol using on multiple patients this this practce is

24 going on at Sunrise at SouThwestern Associates 15 MD

25 anesthesiologists working there So they immediately start
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inspections

And what did they find Iil get to th0t That was

the EtC report made her read about finding an MD

anesthesiologist on February 2008 doctor reusing needle and

sringe between patients nothing that is ever even alleged to

have occurred here Those were the practices theyre finding

Sc what do they do They call CDC they have an EpiAid CDC

sencs people out and they irspect all 51 ambul0tory surgical

centers in Nevada

10 MR STAUDAHER Your Honor Im going to object to

11 that dont believe that th0ts the state of the evidence

12 or and Im just -- dont want to interrupt his argument

13 but

14 THE COURT Ali right Yeah

15 MR WRIGHT dont mind if you thnk Im

16 THE COURT dont recall it that --

17 MR WRIGHT Ill explain Ill explain it

18 TPE COURT And ladies and gentlemen a5 Ive talc

19 ycu you know Mr Staudaher may object or it may go the other

L0 way may not recall may recall incorrectly Sc it is

zl ycur collective recollection of the evioence thats important

22 And if any -- you know this is argument Its not evidence

Sc if anyone says anything in their argument thats different

24 than your recollection Its your recollection that should

25 control us to what the evidence was
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All right Go on Mr Wright

MR WRIGHT Melissa Schaefer from CDC testified

that -- because showed her an article to refresh her

recollection Because CDC used the results of the Nevada

cant remember what they cal it -- investigation The Nevaoa

investigation Melissa Schaefer testified that they the CDC

then used that to go to three other states and conduct an

investigation in three other states to see if the practices

nationwide on these pilot of three states were the same as the

10 Nevada

11 showed Mel ssa Schaefer and article and had her

12 look at it And she testified that out of 51 in Nevada CDC

13 went -- 51 ASCs were investigated and 28 of them she testified

14 had -- dont want to misstate it infection control

15 deficiencies or practices including multiuse of propofol

16 vials and reuse of syrnges on same patent 28 out of 51 wa

17 her testimony

18 Now the got off track How got to Melissa

19 Schaefer is is because was comparing Dorothy Sims and

20 what had happened here Melssa Schaefer came in She

21 testified She remembered al this put Dorothy SIms on

22 the stand and askec ncr w5at was the result You

23 participated in an investigation

24 You may remember got out of line and got

25 facetious and said you mean to tell me you dont remember the
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governor 01 the state 01 Nevad0 saying to do this Ano she

didnt remember five and half years ago And so show her

the report out of her own offioe and walk up and say look at

that

Now showed the same thing to Melss0 Sch0efer and

it refreshed her recollection 28 out of show it to

person who participated in it 0nd she said dont remember

Im saying come on dont have immunity cot no

anything I-ow can you not remember Was it zero looked

10 at it Mr Wright and my memory is not refreshed

11 Hello Im thinking what went on here to my

12 witness subpoenaed the witness who ive never intervewec

13 and said who did you talk to Yr Staudaher 0nd Ms

14 Weckerly Anyway subpoena you you come here with your

15 lawyer from the Attorney Generals office dont talk to

16 you and they get to talk to you and now your memory isnt

17 refreshed by your own documents from the coency This what

18 you neal with when you defend cases like this

19 Ard point it out because Ive heard 0.nd Im not

20 cccusing Detective Whitely of improperly pressuring witneses

21 tc testify Im just tellinc you the reality of the system

22 and the way it works pressures witnesses to testUy anc to say

23 things And the reality of it is in the immunity agreements

24 Not -- and youve seen it Ive thrown it on the screen with

25 number of witnesses because it lays it out perfectly for
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them what their chcicec are

Now you only get this this happens to be the one

for Eladio Carrera but theyre all the same And so anyone

who gets one of these te dstrict attorney writes to him and

says ts my unoerstanciug -hat your client Carrera desires to

make proffer tc the State which will be useful in making an

evaluation of our position ii this case

Peoul act letters like this and this is letter

thats sayirg dcse te0m are you going to be on We need

10 proffer because were goino to evaluate our position for your

11 client in this case So we have your client come in and

12 well make del ue call it nlan for day client gets to

13 come and he qrees to provide information and the State

14 promises they ont use against him

15 In other wcrcs talk but theyre not going to use

16 it except they oct to uce it if he lies to prosecute him for

17 perjury or the information may he useo to prove that your

18 client testIfied untruthfully or you can use the evidence

19 against the person if they ever testify contrary to the

20 information provided in the proffer Youve he0rd me say it

21 We call this lock in cause

22 Ir other wcros whatever the client says youre

23 locked into it nd then wel decide whether were going to

24 give you pass Ano you ever back up on this or you

25 change your mind we get to oo after you And the whole
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purpose of this after the State discovers what your client

has to say bear in mind this doesnt say after we hear

truthful testimony It says after we hear what your client

has to say and what he is willing to oo for ftc State we will

make an evalu0tion

Then you give these letters to somebody like Ann

Lobiondo or Linda Hubbard and theyre banging on them and

saying we dont believe you And it -- this -- this snt

rubber hose when -- when we talk about coercing people to

10 give statement or say something This is sImply legal

11 lawful proper pressure that can be used because the

12 prosecutor has these tools which we dont and he gets to do

13 it

14 As pointed out with Detective Whitely they also

15 get to lie to ynu But if you lie to them its crime Le

16 me get these rules straight and who would play game Lke

17 that qo and talk to the government They can lie to me

18 but if lie to them its crime They can sa to me like

19 with Linda Hubbard or whichever one we were talking Linda

L0 Hubbard think

zl Ttey can say weve looked at all the record ano

z2 can prove t6is and that against you And that can just be

/3 absolutely bluffing lies and is perfectly permissible and

24 now youve cot to make decision which team youre gettno

25 on And so Linda Hubbard gave statement and she testifies
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in here contrary to her statement

And so they have to put Detective Whitely on the

stand to say what she said back then to try to get it in as

for the truth the matter And of course what happens

when you start compelllno testimony from people or you start

getting people to say something to save themselves sometimes

itll be truthful testmony sometimes itll -- theyll say

what you want to hear

And with Linna Hubbard she gave statement that

10 just factually impossible She hoisted herself by her own

11 petard mean she said okay and bear in mind this was

12 after time outs going off the record stop stop talk talk

13 talk and then go back on the record again Four time outs

14 And theyre telling her all of this

15 And so what what are they -- Linda Hubbaro she

16 says when first came to work was taught The ropes by Ron

17 Lakeman Ard shes specific aLout it And of course this

18 is sonethino where shes going to contend that -- that she was

19 tom to reuse needles and syringes by Ron Lateman and by my

20 client because thats what frey wantea her to say because

21 thats what they contend she had previously said which she

22 denies

23 Ard so she says okay after time out Ive got

24 it remember My very first meeting was there was

25 learning how to do billing was the first meeting he was
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teaching me how to do it when first came to work and he

taught me And he really oidnt say to do it but he just

said watch how do it and then you do it the same way

And of course her problem w0s she fabricated tnis

story about 50 cc vials and she specifically remembered ar1d

tclo the po ice that Ron takeman woulc take ard fill up from

50 cc vial with spike and thats the way he dic And

this all took place when she went tc work in 7\urust cf 2005

And of course where she got mbed un is they never

10 had 50 cc vials at the time First 50 cc vias ever purchased

11 were October 13 2005 But of course th0ts wh0t happens

12 when you pressure people to say something lou push them hard

13 enough theyll come up with story But she comes up with

14 one but it just dces not hold up

15 The -- the inability of the defense get witnesses

16 to be interviewed to offer them immunity in exchnge for

17 testimory is one of the hurdles And tnats whl ll ll we

18 can end up with is our the defendants righ ci

19 confrontation where at least the least gen to do is

zO cross examine them and try to expose in this courtroom wnat we

21 believe the truth is And the truth is what this case in ll

22 about

23 And thats your job in the courtroom Ive told you

24 what the law is You all are supposeo to find out who who

25 is right the States version or the defense version And if
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